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General Information
Model II BASIC is an easy-to-use, extended version of the BASIC programming
language. It is designed to run under the TRS-Sü Disk Operating System
(TRSDOS), and is included on the System diskette.

Model II BASIC executes your programs directly. It does not produce a
low-Ievel, machine-language translation. In technical terms, it is an inter
preter , not a compiler. This makes it especiaIly powerful for interactive use
during program development and debugging.

Model II BASIC offers aIl the standard features of the language, plus several
important additions, including:
• Program line renumbering
• Line editor for easy program corrections and changes
• Ability to execute a TRSDOS command and return to BASIC with program

and variables intact
• Direct and sequential access to data in disk files
• Special functions to aIlow BASIC programs to calI machine-language

subroutines
• Recovery from operator errors-the System won't stop ifyou attempt

output to a device (such as a Printer or Disk Drive) which is not ready.
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Notation

For c1arity and brevity, we use sorne special notation and type styles in this
manual.

CAPITALS and punctuation
Indicate material which must be entered exactly as it appears. (The only
punctuation symbols not entered are ellipses, explained below.) For
example, in the line:

PRINT "THE TIME IS "TIME$

every letter and character should be typed exactly as indicated.

lowercase itafics
Represent words, letters, characters or values you supply from a set of
acceptable values for a particular commando For example, the line:

LIST fine-range
indicates that you can supplYany valid line-range specification after LIST.

. . . (ellipsis)
Indicates that preceding items can be repeated. For example:

,""-" INPUT variable, ...

indicates that several variables may be repeated after INPUT.

ID

This special symbol is used occasionally to indicate a blank space character
(ASCII code 32). For example:

BASIC li PROG
The l,6 indicates that there is a single blank space after BASIC.

[aaaa,bbbb]
Indicates a numeric range with lower limit aaaa and upper limit bbbb. Bath
limits are inc1uded in the range. For example:

[-32768,32767]
represents the range of numbers from - 32768 to 32767 inclusive. The context
will specify whether integers or real numbers are intended.

X'NNNN'
Indicates that NNNN is a hexadecimal number. Numbers used in this manual
are in decimal form, unless otherwise noted. For example:

X'700A'

is a hexadecimal representation of the decimal number 28682.
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O'NNNNN'
Indicates that NNNNN is an octal number. Numbers used in this manual are in
decimal form, unless otherwise noted. For example:

0'17707'

is an octal representation of the decimal number 8135.

Indicates one of the keys, usuallya special control key like mmi!
example:

PRINT "THE TIME 18 " TIME$

. For

indicates you should press after typing in the text.

Indicates a control character. To output the character, hold down~
and press the specified key. For example:

Indicates that you should hold down miiI! and press
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About This Reference Manual

This manual describes the keywords, data types, and other features which are
available in Model II BASIC. You'll find plenty of examples and sample
programs to help you try out the language. There is also a Glossary in the
Appendix.

The manual is organized this way:

Chapter 1. Using Model II BASIC

A. General Information
B. Memory Requirements
C. Loading BASIC
D. Modes of Operation
E. Using the Keyboard
F. Using the Video Display

Chapter 2. BASIC Concepts
A. Programs
B. Statements
C. Data

1. Data Storage Types
a. Numeric (Integer, Single and Double Precision)
b. String

2. Data Constants
a. Type Determination

3. Variables
a. Names
b. Types of Variables

i. Default types
ii. Tags (!,#,%,$)

c. Arrays
4. Data Conversion

D. Operations
1. Statements
2. Expressions
3. Operators

a. Arithmetic
b. Logical, Relational and Boolean
c. String
d. Evaluation of Expressions

i. Parentheses
ii. Order of Operations
iii. Type Conversions

4. Functions
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Chapter 3. BASIC Keywords
A. Statements

1. Command
2. Program

a. Definition and Initialization
b. Assignment
c. Program Sequence
d. Input/Output

3. Debugging Tools
B. Functions

1. Numeric
2. String
3. Input/Output
4. Special

Chapter 4. File Access Techniques

Chapter 5. Using the Line Editor

Appendix
A. Error Codes and Messages
B. Character Codes
C. Reserved Words
D InternaI Codes for BASIC Keywords
E. Glossary
F. Video Display Worksheet

Index

For More Information
If you are a newcomer to BASIC, you'lI probably need a good programming
manual to use along with this book. Here are a few we recommend:

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN BASIC FOR EVERYONE, Thomas Dwyer and
Michael Kaufman, Radio Shack Catalog Number 62-2015.

BASIC AND THE PERSONAL COMPUTER, Thomas Dwyer and Margot
Critchfield; Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1978.

BASIC FOR HOME COMPUTERS: A SELF-TEACHING GUIDE, Bob Albrecht,
LeRoy Finkel, and Jerald R. Brown; Wiley & Sons, 1978.

BASIC FROM THE GROUND UP, David E. Simon; Hayden Book Company,
1978.

ILLUSTRATING BASIC, Donald Alcock; Cambridge University Press, 1977.
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Memory Requirements
BASIC occupies 14 granules (17920 bytes) on the System diskette. It loads into
memory starting at the beginning of user memory, 10240. The amount of
memory required by BASIC depends on how many concurrent data files you
specify when you load BASIC. During loading, you can also reserve a portion
of high memory for storage of machine-language subroutines.

Here's a memory allocation map:

DECIMAL
ADDRESS
o

10240

12288

TOPt

32767 or
65535

RESERVED FOR VOUR MACHINE
LANGUAGE ROUTINES (OPTIONAL)

HEX
ADDRESS
X'OOOO'

X'2800'

X'3000'

TOPt

X'7FFF' or
X'FFFF

*Certain TRSDOS commands use memory in the range [X'2800"X'2FFF']. See
"Library Commands" in the TRSDOS Reference Manual for a list. AlI TRSDOS

commands except for these can be called from BASIC via the BASIC command,
SYSTEM.

tTOP is a memory protect address set by TRSDOS. IfTRSDOS is not protecting
high memory, then TOP is the same as LAST MEMORY ADDRESS.
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Loading BASIC
See the Operation ManuaI for instructions on connection, power-up and
inserting the System diskette.

Note: Be sure ail drives are empty when you turn the Computer on or off. A
System diskette must be in Drive 0 (the built-in unit) while the Computer is
on. (If you are going to save or change data on a diskette, cover the write
protect notch.)

After the System starts up, it will prompt you to enter the date. Type in the
date in MM/DD/YYYY form and press . For example:

~17 /25/1979

for July 25, 1979.

Next the System will prompt you to enter the time. To skip this question, press
mmn .The time will start at 00:00:00.

To set the time, type in the time in HH.MM.SS 24-hour form. Periods are used
instead of colons, since they're easier to type in. The seconds .SS are optional.
For example:

for 2:30 PM.

The System will record the date and time internally and return with the
message:

TF-<!3DOS nEl\DY
Il Il .-all' Il,, Il a Il Il Il r; Il U" If 1111' cr" ft Il cr Il'' cr ft Il Il Il 11#1111' If ft" a If Ir Il ~ li RU " Il If Il a Il ft ....

You can now load and execute BASIC. The simplest way to do this is to type:

BASIC willioad (takes several seconds) and display a start-up heading like
this:

Tm:"-"EHZ) i"10 d01 II DM:; l C \J·u· :;". X. Y
Copyright 1979 bv Tandv Corp. Llc0ns0d from Microsoft
Creat0d: 16-Aug-79
xxxxx Dvt0S fr00' 0 Fi10s
F<E!<:!.d·ï·
:>

XXXXX Bytes free tells you how much memory is available for storage and
execution of BASIC programs. 0 files tells you that no data files can be Opened
from BASIC. If you want to Open data files, you need to specify how many
when you load BASIC (see next paragraphs).
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Options for Loading BASIC

There are several other ways to start up BASIC, as summarized in this block:

-F:files -M:address
specification for a BASIC progr

If program is omitted, BASIC will s

use memory
-f\lI:aejdrI9ss is omitted,

The options allow you to specify any or aIl of the following:
• A program to mn after BASIC is started.
• Maximum number of data files that may be Open at once. The larger the

number of files, the less area available for storing and executing yoUf
programs. (Each file you specify takes 834 bytes of memory.) So use the
smallest value that will suit YOUf needs.

• Highest address to be used by BASIC during program execution. Omit this
unless you are going to calI machine-language subroutines.

Examples

'fH~:;DO~:; HE:/\DY
B,,\t:; l C

Tells BASIC not to mn a program, but to enter the command mode; to allow
for zero concurrent files; and to use aIl memory available from TRSDOS.

TH~::;DOb F~E/;,DY

B"\t) l c ..r : 1

Just like the preceding example, except that only one file can be Open at any
given tirne.

TP!:;DO~::; PE:/\DY
B"\t) l C ···.. t··!: 32llHZJQ.)

BASIC won't allow you to Open any files, and 32000 is the highest address it
will use during program execution.

'fP!3DOG HEI\DY
BAbIC PAYROll -F:3

BASIC will start up, load and run the BASIC program PAYROLL; three data files
can be Opened, and BASIC can use aIl memory available from TRSDOS.
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, you will have two

Modes of Operation
BASIC has three modes of operation:
• Command mode-for typing in program lines and immediate lines
• Execute mode-for execution of programs and immediate lines
• Edit mode-for editing program and immediate lines

Command Mode
Whenever you enter the command mode, BASIC displays a header and a
special prompt:

F< E';;:1. cl '".' (header)
:> Il (prompt followed by blinking black "cursor")

While you are in the command mode, BASIC will display the prompt at the
beginning of the current logicalline (the line you are typing in).

A logicalline is a string of up ta 255 characters and is always terminated with a
carriage return (stored when you press ). A physicalline, on the
other hand, is one line on the Display. A physicalline contains a maximum of
80 characters.

.For example, ifyou type 100 R's and then press
physicallines, but only one logicalline.

The blinking black is called a cursOI. It tells you where the next character you
type will be displayed.

In the command mode, BASIC does not take your input until you complete the
logicalline by pressing . This is called "Iine input", as opposed ta
"character input".

Interpretation of an Input Line
BASIC always ignores leading spaces in the line-it jumps ahead ta the first
non-space characteI. If this character is Dot a digit, BASIC treats the line as an
immediate line. If it is a digit, BASIC treats the line as a program line.

For example:

F<[~;;:l.d'.,.·

BASIC takes this as an immediate line ,
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Ifyou type:

F<'2;:J. d 'ï'

1ill pp 1N'r "THE TI ME l t> " TI ""IE'*; lEUiJ
BASIC takes this as a program line.

Immediate Line
An immediate line consists of one or more statements separated by colons.
The line is executed as soon as you press . For example:

P<:"?i:ld'ï'

CLS: PPINT "THE SOUARE ROOT OF 2 lS" SOR(2)
is an immediate line. When you press , BASIC executes it.

Program Line
A program line consists of a line number in the range [0,65529], followed by
one or more statements separated by colons. When you press , the
line is stored in the program text area of memory, along with any other lines
you have entered this way. The program is not executed until you type RUN or
another execute commando For example:

100 CLS: PRINT "THE SOUAPE ROOT OF 2 lS" SOR(2)
is a program line. When you press , BASIC stores it in the program
text area. To execute it, type:

RUN

Special Keys in the Command Mode

When used in an immediate line, the question mark can stand for
the commonly used keyword PRINT. For example, the
immediate line:

? "1···lf:!... ! r), "

is the same as the immediate line:
PRII\.rr "HELLO,,"

Note: L? does not mean LPRINT.

This abbreviation can be used in a program, too.

The period can stand for "current program line", i.e., the last
program line entered or edited. The period can be used in most
places where a line number would normally appear. For
example, the immediate line:

1.... l EiT"
tells BASIC to list the current program line.

This abbreviation can be used in a program, too.
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. To

(Special Keys in the Command Mode, continued)

• The single-quote tells BASIC to ignore the rest of the logicalline.
It is an abbreviation for the BASIC keywordREM. When used in a
multi-statement line, it does not have to be preceded by a colon.
For example, when you type in the line:

prnNT H··:I. ' 2·+-:?
BASIC will Print the sum 1+1 but not 2+2.
This abbreviation can be used in a program, too.

Execute Mode
WheneverBASIC is executing statements (immediate lines or programs) it is
in the execute mode. In this mode, the contents of the Video Display are
under program control.

Special Keys in Execute Mode
Pauses execution. Press again to continue.

rnLJJ3 Terminates execution and returns you to the command mode.

Edit Mode
BASIC includes a line eùitor for correcting command or program lines. You
can also use it to correct keyboard input to an INPUT statement.

To edit an immediate line, press before you have pressed
edit a program line, type in the command:

EDIT line number

where line number specifies the desired line.

When the editor is working on a program line, it displays the number of the
line being edited. When the editor is working on an immediate line or a line
being input to and INPUT statement, il displays a ! symbol in the first column
on the line.

ln the edit mode, Keyboard input is character-oriented, rather than line
oriented. That is, BASIC takes characters as soon as they are typed in- without
waiting for you to press

See Using the Une Editor for details.
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Using the Keyboard
BASIC has two ways of inputting datafrom the keyboard:
• Line Input-BASIC does not take the input until you press @1]iHD
• Character Input: BASIC takes a specified number of characters without

waiting for you ta press

In the Command Mode, BASIC uses line input. In the Edit Mode, it uses
character input. Bath types of input are available in the Execute Mode. See
INPUT, INPUT$, UNE INPUT, INKEY$.

Keyboard Line Input

When you type number, letter, and punctuation keys, BASIC inputs them into
the current line. Certain other keys and key combinations have special
meanings ta BASIC. Control keys not mentioned below are ignored during
line input.

illj~~f.litî~Backspacesthe cursor, erasing the preceding character in the
line. Use this ta correct typing errors. tiiii;!'U is the same
code.

DDii Enters a blank space character and advances the cursor.

Puts you in the Edit Mode. The current line will be edited. See
Using the Line Editor. Miiml'r.j is the same code.

Interrupts line entry and starts over with a new line. bii.llî#J is
the same code. is echoed ta the Display aSAC.

Advances the cursor ta the next 8-character boundary. Tab
positions are at 0,8,16,24, ... Use this for indenting program
lines. GU;I" is the same code.

Line feed - starts a new physicalline without ending the current
logicalline.

Toggles (switches the state of) the Display function, i.e., turns it
on or off.

If the Display is on, [i;i;;lWe] turns it off. Subsequent
characters typed will not be echoed ta Display, but will be
input into the current line. Any programmed output ta the
Display will also be ignored.

If the Display function is off, tliihl !!(eJ turns it on.
Subsequent characters typed will be echoed ta the Display.
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( , continued)

Whenever BASIC enters the Command Mode, it tums on the
Display function.

is echoed aSA o.
Retypes the current logicalline.

Restarts the current logicalline (though the old line remains on
the Display). The key is echoed ta the display as AU.

Ends the current logicalline. BASIC will take the line.

For convenience when you want ta repeat a single key, hold
down while pressing the desired key. For example,
ta backspace halfway across the Display, hoId down [lli~~

and

Keyboard Character Input

In this mode, key input is not echoed ta the display. Any key you press is
accepted as input, except for , which interrupts the input and
returns you ta the Command Mode, and , which toggles the Display
function.
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Using the Video Display
Model II BASIC gives you easy aecess to the Video Display's full eharaeter set,
including aIl standard ASCII symbols and 32 special graphies codes. Every
eharaeter ean also be displayed in reverse (black on white).

The Display has two modes of operation- Seroll and Graphies. Cursor
motion and position-Iabeling are different in the two modes. ASCII eharaeters
(in the range [32,127]) are always printed in the seroll mode. Graphies
eharaeters [128-159] are always printed in the graphies mode.

ScrollMode
In the SeroIl Mode, the Display ean be thought of as a sequence of 1920
display positions, as illustrated below:

LineO
Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line4
Line5
Line6
Line 7
Line 8
Line9
Line 10
Line 11
Line 12
Line 13
Line 14
Line 15
Line 16
Line 17
Line 18
Line 19
Line 20
Line 21
Line 22
Line 23

DISPLAy POSITIONS, SCROLL MODE

In SeroIl Mode output, eaeh time an acceptable display eharaeter is received,
it is displayed at the eurrent eursor position, and the eursor advances to the
next higher numbered position.

When the eursor is on the bottom line and a line-feed or earriage return is
received, or when the bottom line is filled, the entire Display is "seroIled":
• Line 0 is deleted
• Lines 1-23 are moved up one line
• Line 23 is blanked
• The eursor is set to the beginning of line 23.
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Graphies Mode

In the Graphies Mode, the Display can be thought of as an 80 by 24 matrix, as
illustrated below:

0 .... 6 .... 12 ... 18 ... 24 ... 30 ... 36 ... 42 ... 48 ... 54 ... 60 ... 66 ... 72 ... 79

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

DISPLAy POSITIONS, GRAPHieS MODE

In Graphies Mode output, the eurs9r "wraps" the display whenever it moves
beyond the row or eolumn boundaries. That is:

rowO
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Video Display Output

AlI output ta the Display is done via PRINT statements. To send actual codes to
the Display, use the CHR$ function.

For example:
PR l NT CHR$ (~::t':) )

Sends code 26 ta the Display, which sets the reverse mode.
The table below summarizes the Madel II BASIC Display codes.

eursor
Turns on steady (non-blinking eursor)
Baekspaees eursor and erases
Tabs eursor to next 8-eharacter boundary
Line feed. Moves eursor down one row without

ehanging eolumn position.
Maves eursor to start of next line. .
Erases to end of line, eursor doesn't move.
Erases to end of sereen, eursor doesn't move.
Sets normal (white on blaek) displaymode.
Sets reverse (black on white) display mode.
Erases sereen and homes eursor (position 0).
Seroll mode cursor motion:

Moves cursor baek one p
= 0, cursor doesn't move.

Seroll Mode eursor motion:
Moves eursor forward one position; if old position

= 1919, display is serolled up one line and new
position = 1840.

Clears display and sets 80 ehar
Clears display and sets 40 ehara

Mode eursor motion:
r baek one eolumn;

column-1.lfeolumn=0, new
is unehanged.

Graphies Mode eursor motion:
Moves eursor forward one eolumn; eolumn =

eolumn+ 1. If eolumn=79, neweolumn=O.
Graphies Mode eursor motion:
Moves eursor up one row; rO\l\/=row-'

new row=23.
Graphies Mode eursor motion:
Moves eursor down one row; row=row+1; if

row=23, new row=O.

DISPLAy FUNCTION
CODE

255

DECIMAL
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Graphies Characters are codes 128-159. Ta see them, mn the program:

10 FOR 1=128 TO 159
20 PRINT 1; CHR$(I),
30 NEXT

Standard ASCII characters (upper and lowercase letters, numbers and
punctuation) are codes 32 ta 127. Ta see them, mn the program:

40 FOR 1=32 TO 127
50 PRINT 1; CHR$(I),
6 (lI NEXT

Note: You can printAscII characters [A-Z, a-a] in the graphies mode by
using codes 160-239. Letters p through z cannat be printed in the graphies
mode.

For example, the following program turns the Video Display inta a simple
"page" editor. No scrolling is done, except when a letter from p ta z is printed
at position (23, 79).

This program also shows how ta translate the cursor motion keys
D [J into codes that will produce the desired result. Run it and try aIl

the cursor control keys. Aiso try:

Switch ta reverse mode (black on white)
Switch ta normal mode (white on black)
Erase ta end of screen
Erase ta end of line
Clear screen
Turn on cursor
Turn off cursor

1(lIQ) /\'*;:" 1NPUT$, ( :1. )

11 ~';) t\:::'"I~l:::;C (f\'t.; )

120 IF 27<A AND 32 >A THEN A=A+224: GOTO 150 'cu~so~ motion
130 IF A>31 AND A<ASC("p") THEN A=A+128: GOTO 150 'g~aphics mode
140 IF A=13 THEN PRINT CHR$(255);:PRINT@ (ROW(0),0), UU: GOTO 100
150 PRINT CHR$(A);
lé:,~;) GOTOlmD
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Keys

The key outputs a code 1; lE outputs a code 2. Ifyou want these keys to
serve a special purpose in a program, you must use character input techniques
(INKEY$ and INPUT$) rather than line input (INPUT and UNE INPUT). Once
yom program has received a character, it can check to see whether the
character is a 1 or a 2. If it is one of these codes, the program can perform
whatever function you choose to associate with the iii or key.

The following program shows a typical use of l:iiJ and keys. Lines 330,
340 and 350 input a keyboard character and take appropriate action if the
character was a 1 or a 2 m.

100 ON ERROR Gala 400
1 :1. ~~ CL~:3

:1.20 PRINl "PRESS <S> FOR SQUARE ROOTS"
130 PRINl "PRESS <C> FOR CUBE R001S"
j1.,-(1 PRIN-r "PREt3t::; <L..> FOR LOGi\RI-n-WIS"
:1.50 PRINl "PRESS <A> FOR ANTI-LOGARI1HMS"
160 PRINl "PRESS <Q> 10 QUIT"
170 A$ = INPU1$el)
:1.80 IF A$ - "SU lHEN 240
:1.90 IF A$ - "CU lHEN 250
200 IF A$ - "L" lHEN 260
:? llt.j l F: i~~$ ---- "A" -Tï--jE:N :~::n1

220 IF A$ ="Q" THEN END
2:30 Go-r() 17~:j

240 DEFFN M(N) - SQR(N): H$ = "SQUARE R001": GOTO 280
2::H'.1 m:::FTï\J r'1 eN)-- 1\1 Il e1/J): I-l,(; :::: "CUBE ROOr": (ïOTO :;:::!:m
260 DEFFN MeN) - LOG(N): H$ = "NA1URAL LOG": GOTO 280
270 DEFFN M(N) - EXP(N): H$ = "NATURAL ANTI-LOG"
280 K=0: CLS: PRINT @ e2,10)~H$

290 PRINT @ (4~0), CHR$(24)
300 K = K+1: PRINT lA8(10); K; lAB(20); FNMeK)
310 IF ROW(0) < 20 THEN 300
320 PRINT Ct) (22,k7.t), "PRESS <F1> FOR l'''IORE, <F:?> FOR l'''IE:NU"
33(;;j /\'$:::: 1I\JPI..JT-'f'; e :1. )
340 IF A$=CHR$(1) THEN 290
350 IF A$=CHR$(2) THEN 110
360 GO'TO 33fL1
1.1-k1k1J IF ERF< :::: 6 THEJ'J l.._II\JE Il'~pIJ-r "O\!EF:FLO~~---"PR[t:\S <E~-rrEP>" ;X<$:-: REt:>IJl"IE li2HZI
410 ON ERROR GOTO 0
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BASIC Concepts
This chapter contains the background information you'II need to write

programs in Model " BASIC. It describes the types of data (information)
BASIC can handle, and the operations BASIC can perform on the data.
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Programs
A program consists of one or more numbered logicallines, each line consist
ing of one or more BASIC statements. BASIC allows line numbers from 0 ta
65529 inclusive. The program lines can include up ta 255 total characters not
including the line number, and may be broken inta two or more physicallines.

For example, here is a program:

line
number

\
100
110
120
131;.':1

BASIC colon between BASIC/'% ,"œmenœ ; ....emem

ces: PRI;;'- CHF~$ (26) Il T~-I-S-~-R"E"V"F·_I·:{~-:3-E-I"-l:;;;'
FOR 1=1 TO 10000: NEXT 1 'DELAY LOOP
PRHH CHR$(2S);:
CLS: PRINT "THIS IS NORMAL MODE"

When BASIC executes a program, it handles the statements one at a time,
starting at the first and proceeding ta the last. Sorne statements allow you ta
change this sequence. (See "Program Sequence Statements".)

Statements
A statement is a complete instruction ta BASIC, telling the Computer ta
perform sorne operations. If the operations involve data, the statement may
include that, tao. For example,

PRINT "THE SQUARE ROOT OF 2 IS" SQR(2)
is a complete statement. The number 2 is the data, and the operations are:

• Displaying the message in quotes
• Computing the square root of 2
• Displaying the resultant value
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BASIC CONCEPTS

Data
BASIC can handie two kinds of data:
• Numbers, representing quantities and subject to standard mathematical

operations
• Strings, representing sequences of characters and subject to special non

mathematical string operations

Each kind of data has its own memory storage requirement and its own range
of values.

Numeric Data
BASIC aUows three types of numbers: integer, single-precision and double
precision. You can declare the type of a number, or let BASIC assign a type.
Each type serves a specific purpose in terms of precision, speed and
arithmetic operations, and range of possible values.

Integer Type
(Speed and Efliciency, Limited Range)

To be stored as an integer type, a number must be whole and in the range
[-32768,32767]. An ittteger value requires two bytes of memory for storage.
Arithmetic operations are faster when both operands are integers.

For example:
1 32000 -2 500

can aU be stored as integers.

Single-Precision Type
(General Purpose, Full Numeric Range)

Single-precision numbers can include up to 7 significant digits, and can
represent normalized values* with exponents up to ±-38, i.e., numbers in
the range:

[-1 x 1038 , -1 x 10-38] [1 x 10-38,1 X 1038 ]

A single-precision value requires 4 bytes of memory for storage. BASIC
assumes a number is single-precision if you do not specify the level of
precIsIon.

*In this reference manual, normalized value is one in which exactly one digit
appears to the left of the decimal point. For example, 12.3 expressed in
normalized form is 1.23 x 10.
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123.4567
For example:
10.001 -200034 1.774E6 6.024E-23
can aIl be stored as single-precision values.

Note: When used in a decimal number, the symbol E stands for "single
precision times 10 to the power of ... " Therefore 6.024E-23 represents the
single-precision value:

6.024 x 10-23

Double-Precision Type
(Maximum Precision, Slowest in Computations)

Double-precision numbers can include up to 17 significant digits, and can
represent values in the same range as that for single-precision numbers. A
double-precision value requires 8 bytes of memory for storage. Arithmetic
operations involving at least one double-precision number are slower than the
same operations when aIl operands are single-precision or integer.

For example:
1010234578 -8.7777651010 3.1415926535897932 8.001007081)12
can aIl be stored as double-precision values.

Note: When used in a decimal number, the symbol 1) stands for "double
precision times 10 to the power of ... " Therefore 8.00100708 1)12 represents
the value

8.00100708 x 1012
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Summary of Numeric Data Types

Storage
Requirement
(Bytes)

Single-Precision [-1*10+ 38 , -1*10-38] 4
[+ 1*1 0-38, + 1*1 0+38]

Up to seven significant
digits (Prints only six).

1,2345, 22.50,
-100.001,2'.1415
3.14159,1.545E5

*For each variable yon define, an additional three bytes are used as overhead.
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String Data

Strings (sequences of characters) are useful for storing non-numeric
information such as names, addresses, text, etc. Any ASCII character can be
stored in a string. For example, the data:

Jack Brown, Age 38
can be stored as a string of 18 characters. Each character (and blank) in the
string is stored as an ASCII code, requiring one byte of storage. The above
string would be stored internally as:

Hex
Code

ASCII
Char
acter

A string can be up to 255 characters long. Strings with length zero are called
"null" or "empty".
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Data Constants
AIl data is input to a program in the form of constants-values which are not
subject to change. For example, the statement:

PRINT "1 PLUS 1 E0UALS" 2
contains one string constant,

1 PLUS 1 EOUALt;
and one numeric constant,

::~:

In this example, the constants serve as "input" to the PRINT statement
telling it what values to print on the Display.
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Type Determination

When BASIC encounters a data constant in a statement, it must determine the
type of the constant (string, integer, single-precision or double-precision).
Here are the mIes it uses:

Rule 1. If the value is enclosed in double-quotes, it is a string. For example, in
the statements:
t~~;:":" YFS"
13$:::"" ]JJ 1 W<?J.\lf~ r· l 'ï' ~.J;::l"ï·"

PRINT "1234567890"
the values in quotes are automatically categorized as strings. (A$ and
B$ are variables, as explained later in this section.)

Rule II. If the value is not in quotes, it is a number. There are exceptions to
this mIe. See DATA, INPUT, LINEINPUT, INKEY$, and INPUT$. For
example, in the statements:
l\:::::I. :::::3(~(a 1
B::::1
PRINT 12345, -7.32145E6

aIl the data is numeric.

Rule ill. Whole numbers in the range [-32768, 32767] are integers. For
example, the statements:

A-;;.:123'::i0
['.:::::-.. :t ~?

PRINT :1.00:1.2, -2:1.000
contain integer constants only.

Rule IV. Numbers which are not integer type and which contain seven or fewer
digits are single-precision. For example, in the statemcnts:
f\:::: 123LI·:)67
13::" ....·1.23
F' FU NT 1 H10(1. 2:'" 1. 33~?:I.

aIl the numbers are single-precision.

Rule V. If the number contains more than seven digits, it is double-precision.
For example, in the statements:

A=1234567890:1.34567
8=-100000000000.1
PRINT 2.777000321

aU the numbers are double-precison. (The variables A and B may be double
precision, single-precision, or integer, as explained later on. Only the
constants are described here.)
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Type Declaration Tags

You can override BASICs normal typing criteria by adding the following
"tags" to the end of the numeric constant:

Makes the number single-precision. For example, in the
statement:

A=12.345678901234!
the constant is classified as single-precision, and shortened to
seven digits: 12.34567

Single-precision exponential format. The E indicates the
constant is to be multipled by a specified power of 10. For
example:

(~,,: 1. 21:::'5
stores the single-precision number 120000 in A.

#

D

Makes the number double-precision. For example, in statement:
PPINT 3~*/7

the first constant IS classified as double-precision before the
division takes place.

Double-precision exponential format. The D indicates the
constant is to be multipled by a specified power of 10. For

example: A-"1 ·..·.··"L r:: 1 -,cc"r j_.. • J::••) ~ C\ 1 d /1.) .

The double-precision constant has the value 0.123456789.

Hexadecimal and Octal Constants

Model II BASIC allows two additional types of constants: hexadecimal and
octal numbers.

Hexadecimal numbers are quantities represented in base 16 notation,
composed of the numerals 0-9 and the letters A-F. Hexadecimal constants
must be in the range [O,FFFF]. They are stored as two-byte integers,
corresponding to decimal integers as follows:

Hexadecimal Range

[0,7FFF]
[80oo,FFFF]

Equivalent
Decimal Range
[0,32767]
[-32768,-1]

Any number preceded by the symbol &H is interpreted as a hexadecimal
constant. For example:

&HA010 &HFE &HDl &HC &H0D &H4000
are aIl hexadecimal constants.
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Octal numbers are quantities represented in base 8 notation, composed of the
numerals 0-7. Octal constants must be in the range [0,177777]. They are
stored as two-byte integers, corresponding to decimal integers as follows:

Octal Range

[0,77777]
[100000,177777]

Equivalent
Decimal Range
[0,32767]
[-32768,-1]

Any number preceded by the symbol &0 or & is interpreted as an octal
constant. For example:

are aIl octal constants.
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Variables
A variable is a place in memory-a sort of box or pigeonhole-where data can
be stored. Unlike a constant, a variable's value can change. This allows you to
write programs dealing with changing quantities.

Variable Names
In BASIC, variables are represented by names. Variable names must begin
with a letter, A through Z. This letter may be followed by a digit, 0 through 9,
or another letter.

For example:
L'.)'

are aH valid and distinct variable names.

Variable names may be longer than two characters. However, only the first
two characters are significant in BASIC.

For example:
SU SUM SUPERNUMERARY

are aH treated as the same variable by BASIC.

Reserved Words
Certain combinations of letters are reserved as BASIC keywords, and cannot
be used in variable names. For example:

OR LAND NAME LENGTH MIFFED
cannot be used as variable names, because they contain the reserved words
OR, AND, NAME, LEN, and IF, respectively.

See the Appendix for a list of reserved words.

Types of Variables
As with constants, there are four types of variables. The first three are
numeric: integer, single-precision and double-precision; the fourth is string.

Depending on its type, one variable can contain values from only one of these
groups.

The first letter of the variable name determines what the type is. InitiaHy, aH
letters A through Z have the single-precision attribute. This means that aH
variables are single-precision (that is, they can only hold single-precision
values).

For example:
A B Xl CY

are aH single-precision variables initially.
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However, you can assign different attributes to any of the letters, by means of
DEFINT (define-integer), DEFDBL (define double-precision), and DEFSTR

(define-string) statements. DEFSNG A-Z (define single-precision) is assumed
unless other DEF statements are used.

For example:

:DF F~:)'r F< l...

makes aIl variables which start with L into string variables. After the above
statement, the variables:

L. l... F' L./\ ~::;r
can aIl hoId string values only.

Type Declaration Tags
As with constants, you can always override the type of a variable name by
adding a type declaration tag at the end. There are four type declaration tags
for variables:

For example:
1% FT% NUM% COUNTFR%

are aIl integer variables, regardless of what attributes have been assigned to
the letters l, F, N and C.

TI Fry 1 (;.IU/\N ~ PERCENT 1

are aIl single-precision variables, regardless of what attributes have been
assigned to the letters T, R, Q and P.

X# RR# PREV# LASTNUM#
are aIl double-precision variables, regardless of what attributes have been
assigned to the letters X, R, P and L.

0$ CA$ WRD$ FNTRY$
are aIl string variables, regardless ofwhat attributes have been assigned to the
letters Q, C, W and E.

Note that any given variable name can represent four different variables. For
example:

A5# A5! A5% A5$
are aIl valid and distinct variable names.

One further implication of type declaration: Any variable name used without
a tag is equivalent to the same variable name used with one of the four tags.
For example, after the statement:

DEF!:)'T F~ C
the variable referenced by the name Cl is identical to the variable referenced
by the name CI$.
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Array Variables

BASIC allows subscripted variables or arrays. An array name references a list
of values, or elements, instead of a single element.

The array can have one or more dimensions. Each dimension is specified by a
subscript. Array subscripts always start with zero. Therefore the statement:

DIM A( 12, U1)
creates an array A with 13 rows (numbered 0-12) of 11 columns (0-10), for a
total of (13*11=143) elements.

A(::,,-n
refers ta the element at row 5, column 7 in array A.

See the DIM statement description for more information.
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Data Conversion
Often it is necessary to convert a value from one type to another type. BASIC

will perform many conversions automatically; other conversions require that
you use special functions.

For example, suppose you want to add two numbers:
1 + 1.2345678901234567

The first number is an integer constant; the second, a double-precision
constant. Because of different storage formats for the two types, the
operation is physically impossible until one of the numbers is converted to
match the other's type.

According to mIes described later, BASIC converts the 1 to double precision.
Then the two double-precision numbers can be added to produce a double
precision result.

What concerns us here is not the addition, or the rule for deciding which
number is converted. Here we are only interested in the conversion itself.

Illegal Conversions

BASIC cannot automatically convert numeric values to string, or vice versa.
For example, the statements:

(';$:::: 1:?]·f.t
f.1*f::::" 1. :?3Lt"

are illegal. (Use STR$ and VAL to accomplish such conversions.)

Legal Conversions

BASIC can convert any numeric type into any other numeric type. For
example:

(.';#::::(.:-,%

(', ~ :::: l'; ~*
f\ ~ :::f.';%
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Rules for Conversion

Single or double-precision to integer type

BASIC returns the largest integer that is not greater than the original value.

Note: The original value must be greater than or equal to -32768, and less
than 32768.

Examples
i\Z:::..-. l. ~;) • 'j

Assigns A % the value -11.

Assigns A % the value 32767.

Assigns A % the value 2500.

A%=-123.45678901234578
Assigns A % the value -124.

Produces an Overflow Error (out of integer range).

Integer to single- or double-precision

No error is introduced. The converted value looks like the original value with
zeros ta the right of the decimal place.
Examples

Stores 32767.000000000000 in A#.
/:, ~ ::::: ..... l ~;:: ~3 .(~~

Stores -1234.000 in AL
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Double- to single-precision
This involves converting a number with up to 17 significant digits into a number
with no more than seven. BASIC rounds the number to single precision.

Examples

A!=1.234567890124567

Stores 1.234567 in A! However, the statement:

PFnNT 1\ 1

will display the value 1.23457, because only six digits are displayed.
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Single- to double-precision

To make this conversion, BASIC simply adds trailing zeros to the single
precision number. If the original value has an exact binary representation in
single-precision format, no error will be introduced. For example:

A#::::: 1. • ~::I

Stores 1.50000OOOOOOOO in A#, since 1.5 does have an exact binary
representation.

However, for numbers which have no exact binary representation, an error is
introduced when zeros are added. For example:

l\:I=F:::: :1. • :3
Stores 1.299999952316284 in A#.

Because most fractional numbers do not have an exact binary representation,
you should keep such conversions out of your programs. For example,
whenever you assign a constant value to a double-precision variable, you can
force the constantto be double-precision:

A#=1..3# A#=1..3D
Both store 1.3 in A#.

Here is a special technique for converting single-precision to double-precision,
without introducing an error into the double-precision value. It is useful when
the single-precision value is stored in a variable.

Take the single-precision variable, convert it to a string with STR$, then
convert the resultant string back into a number with VAL. That is, use:

VAL (STR$ (single-precision variable))
For example, the following program:

:l.iZ! /\1:::::1.,,:3
2 E:' (.\ ~* ::::: (.\ 1

:3 ~~I FI F~ l I\j'j" /\ :1:1=

prints a value of:

1.299999952316284

Compare with this program:
H1,L\!:::::1.3
20 A#=VAL(STR$(A!»
3[j PRI N'r (.\~*

which prints a value of:

l. • :3

The conversion in line 20 causes the value in A! to be stored accurately in
double-precision variable A#.
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Operations
An operation instructs the Computer to do something.

There are four levels of operations:
• Statements, which are complete instructions
• Expressions, which serve as parameters and data for statements
• Operators, which act on one or two data elements ("operands") and are

used in expressions
• Functions, which act on one or more data elements ("arguments") and

are also used in expressions

Statements

Statements tell the Computer ta perform sorne action. Statements are
complete in themselves. Once the statement has been written, no other
information needs ta be added ta the statement for it ta be executed.

For example, the statement:
DEF TNT N·····P

is complete as it stands.

A statement is made up of a keyword* followed by whatever parameters or
data are needed. The data is usually represented by an expression (defined
below).

For example:

FiF: l I\IT "i'·IODE!. II''

Tells BASIC ta display the message inside quotes. PRINT is the keyword;
"MODEL II'' the data.

L. l ur :1. tij(Z!·····:I. 3D

Tells BASIC to list the resident program lines in the range 100-130. LIST is the
keyword; 100-130, the parameter.

Tells BASIC ta give A 1 the value of the expression on the right of the equals
slgn.

*A keyword is any sequence of characters which has a predefined meaning for
BASIC. PRINT, INPUT ,and SQR are ail examples of keywords.
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Expressions

The concept of an expression is important in this manual, since it is used in
most of the syntax descriptions. Throughout these descriptions, you will
encounter the terms numeric expression, string expression, logical expression,
etc. Understanding the concept will allow you to grasp the full potential of
BASICs operations.

Expressions are composed of:
• Constants
• Variables
• Operators
• Functions

A simple expression consists of a single term: a constant, variable, or function
preceded by an optional + or - sign or the logical operator NOT.

For example:

j\,I()'r /\

Here's how a term is formed (items in square boxes are defined elsewhere):

CONSTANT

VARIABLE

FUNCTION

A function consists of a keyword usually followed by an argument list in
parentheses. Each of the arguments can be an expression. For example:

Here's how a function is formed:

KEYWORD EXPRESSION
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In general, an expression consists ofone tenn or two or more tenns combined
by operators (defined below). For example:

1\·····1 X+~:l,. 2······y

Here's how a complex expression is formed:
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Operators

An operator is a single symbol or word which signifies sorne action to be taken
on one or two specified values referred to as operands.

In general, an operator is used like this:

Examples:

The addition operator + connects or relates its two operands 6 and 2 to
produce the result 8.

The negation operator-acts on a single operand 5 to produce the result
negative 5.

Neither 6+2 nor - 5 can stand alone; they must be used in statements to be
meaningful to BASIC. For example:

(.\ ::: t:. .+. 2
pn l l'Xl"'')

Operators faH into three categories:
• Numeric
• Logical
• String
based on the kinds of operands they require and the results they produce.
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Numeric Operators

In the descriptions below, we use the terms integer operation, single
precision operation and double-precision operation. Integer operations
involve two-byte operands; single-precision, four-byte operands; and
double-precision, eight-byte operands. It's very important to be aware of
what precision will be used in a given operation, since the more bytes
involved, the slower the operation.

There are nine different numeric operators. Two of them, sign + and sign - ,
are unary, that is, they have only one operand. A sign operator has no effect
on the precision of its operand.

For example, in the statement:

the sign operators - and + produce the values negative 77 and positive 77,
respectively.

Note: When no sign operator appears in front of a numeric term, + is
assumed.

The other numeric operators are aIl binary, that is, they aIl take two
operands. These operators are

+

*
/
\
A

MaO
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Addition
The + operator is the symbol for addition. The addition is done with the
precision of the more precise operand (the less precise operand is converted).

For example, when one operand is integer type and the other is single
precision, the integer is converted to single-precision and four-byte addition
is done. When one operand is single-precision and the other is double
precision, the single-precision number is converted to double-precision and
eight-byte addition is done.

Examples:
pp l NT :2+;)

Integer addition.
F'nI!\!! '3,,:1. + ...~

Single-precision addition.

PRINT :1..2345678901234567 + :1.
Double-precision addition.

Subtraction
The - operator is the symbol for subtraction. As with addition, the operation
is done with the precision of the more precise operand (the less precise
operand is converted).

Examples:

PPI!\!'T ::<~ ..... :1. 1
Integer subtraction.

PHI!\I'! 33 ·····1:1.,,:1.
Single-precision subtraction.

PRINT 12.345678901234567 Il
Double-precision subtraction.

Multiplication

The * operator is the symbol for multiplication. Once again, the operation is
done with the precision of the more precise operand (the less precise operand
is converted).
Examples:

PF~133 .~; :1.:1.
Integer multiplication.

flR l !\!'! 3::1, ok :1. 1 • 1
Single-precision multiplication.

PRINT 12,,345678901234567 ok 11
Double-precision multiplication.
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Division
The / symbol is used to indicate ordinary division. Both operands are
converted to single or double-precision, depending on their original
precision:
• If either operand is double-precision, then both are converted to double

precision and eight-byte division is perfonned.
• If neither operand is double-precision, then both are converted to single

precision and four-byte division is performed.

Examples:

PHII\ll :3/.1+
Single-precision division.

F'f~nrl 3. El / if

Single-Precision division.

PRINT 3 / 1.234567El901234567
Double-precision division.

Integer Division
The integer division operator \ ("backslash") converts its operands into
integer type, then performs integer division, in which the remainder after
division is ignored, leaving an integer result. (If either operand is outside the
range [-32768,32767], an error will occur.)

Note: To enter the \ operator, press [.Uil!lil

For example:
PRII\IT 7 '\. :3

prints the value 2, since 7 divided by 3 equals 2 remainder 1.

Exponentiation
The symbol A ("circumflex") denotes exponentiation. It converts both its
operands to single-precision, and returns a single-precision result.

Note: To enter the A operator, press ~illiiO

For example:
'PHII'TT 6 A.3

prints 6 to the .3 power.

Modulus Arithmetic
The MaD ("modulo") operator allows you to do modulus arithmetic, i.e.,
arithmetic in which every number is converted to its equivalent in a cydical
counting scheme. For example, a 24-hour dock indicates the hour in modulo
24; although the hour keeps incrementing, it is always expressed as a number
from 0 to 23.
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MaD requires two operands, for example:
/\ I""'IOD p.

B is the modulus (the counting base) and A is the number to be converted.

(Expressed in mathematical terms, A MaD B retums the remainder after
whole-number division of A by B. In this sense, it is the converse of \, which
returns the whole number quotient and ignores the remainder.)

MaD converts both operands to integer type before performing the
operation. If either operand is outside the range [-32768,32767] an error will
occur.

Examples:

F' r~ l f\!"r 1 :::, :::' Ivl 0 Dl:::'

Prints 5, since 155/15 gives a whole number quotient of 10 with remainder 5.

pnII\IT 19 l''IOD 1:2
Prints 7, since 79/12 equals 6 with remainder 7.

10 INPUT "TYPE IN AN ANGLE IN DEGnEES"; A%
20 PRINT A% "=" A% \ 90 "* 90 +" A% MOD 90

Input a positive angle greater than 90. Line 20 expresses the angle as a
multiple of 90 degrees plus a remainder.
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The table below summarizes the precision of operations for aIl numeric
operators.

(I=integer, S=single-precision, D=double-precision.)

Precision of Precision of
Operator(s) Operand(s) Value Returned

+, -, * lop 1 lorS
lopS Sop S S
lopO SopO OopO 0

/ 1ap 1 1op S Sap S S
lop 0 Sap 0 Oop 0 0

\ Ali possible 1
combinations

A Ali possible S
combinations S

MaO Ali possible 1
combinations

+ (sign) op 1 1
- (sign) op S S

op 0 0

Important: For effects of conversions on accuracy, see "Data Conversion".
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Logical Operators

Logical operators deal with true/false conditions, comparisons, and tests.
They allow you to build elaborate decision-making structures into programs,
to perform bit manipulations, to sort data, etc. An expression involving a
logical operator is called a logical expression.

AlIlogical operators convert their operands to two-byte integers. If an
operand is outside of the range [-32768, 32767J an error will occur.

The logical operators include the three relational operators: <, :>, =; and six
Boolean word-operators: AND, OR, XOR, NOT, IMP, EQV

Relational operators compare two operands for numerical precedence. Here
is a table of the relational operators and their various combinations:

Relational Operators

< Less than
:> Greater than

Equal to
>< or <> Not equal to
=<or<= Less than or equaf to
=>or>= Greater than or equal ta

Relational operators can return only two possible values: true or false.
ActualIy, BASIC returns the number -1 to indicate true, and 0 to indicate false.
But the quantity (-1 orO) is rarely used as a number. More often, it is used as a
decision-making operator, as in the line:

IF A=8 THEN 1000 ELBE END
The logical expression A = B returns negative one (-1) when A equals B, and
zero when A does not equal B. But you don 't care about the numbers -1 and o.
What matters to you is that if the expression is true, control branches toline
1000; otherwise BASIC ends the program.

Here's an example where the result of a logical expression is used as a
quantity:

MAX = -(A(8)*8 - (8(=A)*A
For any two integer-type values A and B, MAX contains the larger of the two.

Note: AlI relational operators can also be used to compare strings for
precedence. The result of such a comparison is still either a true (logical-1) or
false (logical 0). See "String Operators".
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Boolean Operators
In this section, we will explain how Boolean operators are implemented in
Model II BASIC. However, we will not try to explain Boolean algebra,
decimal-to-binary conversions or binary arithmetic. If you need to leam
something about these topics, Radio Shack's Understanding Digital
Electronics (Catalog Number 62-2010) and TRS-SO Assembly-Language
Programming (62-2006) are the books to start with.

Model II BASIC includes six Boolean operators:
AND OR XOR EQV IMP NOT

AH the Boolean operators relate two operands, except for NOT, which acts on
a single operand.

These operators can be used to set up decision structures. For this
application, both operands are usually relational expressions, like (A < B),
and the operator is one of the following: AND, OR, XOR, NOT.

AND
If both expressions are true, then AND returns a logical true. Otherwise it
retums a logical false. For example:

IF A=B AND B<0 THEN 100

OR
If either of the expressions is true, or both are true, this operand returns a
logical true. Otherwise it retums a logical false. For example:

IF GAME=OVER OR TIME>=LATE THEN END

XOR ("Exclusive-OR")
Only when one of the expressions is true (but not both) does XOR return a
logical true. Otherwise it returns a logical false. For example:

IF cTOHN::::Otrr XOf< ,JOE::::Otrr 'Tl'IEJ~ PRIN"r "ONI.... \/ OI\IE l~::; HEm:"

NOT
NOT is a unary operator (acts on one operand). When the expression is true,
NOT retums a logical false. When it is false, NOT returns a logical true. For
example:

IF NOT CA>B) THEN PRINT uA 18 NOT GREATER THAN B"
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Bit Manipulation

For this application, both operands are usually numeric expressions. BASIC

does a bit-by-bit comparison of the two operands, according to predefined
mIes for the specifie operator.

Note: The operands are converted to integer type, stored internally as 16-bit,
two's complement numbers. To understand the results of bit-by-bit
comparisons, you need to keep this in mind.

The following table summarizes the action of Boolean operators in bit
manipulation.

Meaning of
Operator Operation

First
Operand

Second
Operand Result

OR Result will be 1 unless bath 1
bits are O. 1

a
a

1
a
1
a

1
1
1
a

EQV Result will be 1 unless bath 1
bits are different. 1

a
a

1
a
1
a

1
a
a
1

NOT Result is opposite of bit. 1
a

a
1
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As an example of bit manipulation, suppose you want to change lowercase
characters to uppercase and vice-versa. You could do this by checking the
ASCII code of each character (See table in the appendix) and adding or
subtracting decimal32 (hexadecimaI20) depending on whether the character
was uppercase or lower. But this routine could be done more simply, using
only the operator XOR.

The ASCII codes for uppercase characters are decimal 65-90 (hexadecimaI41
SA); for lowercase, decimal 97-122 (hexadecimaI61-7A). Looking at these
ranges in binary, you can see that all capiialletters have a 0 in bit position 5,
while alliowercase letters have a 1 in bit position 5.

Note: Position 7 is the most significant bit; position 0 is least significant, as
illustrated below:

least significant
bit

1
5 4 3 2 1 01

most significant
bit

\

One byte

So, to convert from lower to uppercase and vice versa, you just toggle
(reverse the state of) bit 5. Decimal 32 has the following binary
representation:

00100000
Notice that bit 5 is a 1; all others are zeroes. When you XOR decimal32 with
any number, you will effectively toggle bit 5. For letters, this will switch cases,
upper to lower and vice versa.

For instance, since 72 is the ASCII code for "H":

PRINT CHR$(72 XOR 32)
prints a lowercase "h".

You can check this by consulting XOR in the table above and xOR-ing the two
numbers by hand.

Sample Program

THEN A$=CHR$(ASC(A$) fOR 32)
il G:'I F' F: 1 i\i'r f\ "1.:. ,

'j (/1 (j()T Ci :::::0

10 PRINT "This progr'am
::::: [1 /\ +.:" l NFi 1...Jr .:{:; ( :1. )

:.'.D 1F "t\" <: :::: t\ .:~:. /',i\ID /\ $ <: "::: JI ~. il
,,1.

"l.""l.
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String Operators

There are seven string operators in Model II BASIC. These operators allow
you to compare strings and to concatenate them (i.e., string them together).

Comparison
The comparison operators for strings are the same as those for numbers,
although their meanings are slightly different. Instead of comparing
numerical magnitudes, the operators compare sorting precedence (i.e.,
alphabetical sequence).

< Precedes
> Follows

Has the same precedence
<> Does not have the same precedence
<= Precedes or has the same precedence
>= Fol/ows or has the same precedence

Comparison is made character by character on the basis of ASCII codes. When
a non-matching character is found, the string containing the character with a
lower ASCII code is taken as the smaller ("precedent") of the two strings. See
the Appendix for an ASCII code table.

Examples:

The ASCII code for Ais decimal65; for B i1's 66.

Il C:()I)[: H <: n C:()(H... Il

ASCII for 0 is 79; for D i1's 68.

If, while comparison is proceeding, the end of one string is reached before any
non-matching characters are found, the shorter string is considered to be
precedent. For example:

"·TH(..\IL.. " <: "·TF:,Ô,IL.[:F~"

Leading and trailing blanks are significant. For example:

ASCiI for "t'" (space) is 32; for A i1's 65.

1 ne string on the left is tour characters long; the string on the right is five.
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Here are sorne exarnples of how you rnight use the string cornparison
operators in a prograrn:

IF AS<>BS THEN END
If string A$ is not the sarne as B$, the prograrn ends.

IF AS<BS THEN PRINT AS
If A$ alphabetically precedes B$, A$ is printed.

IF NME$="CARRUTHERS" OR CITYS="BUFFALO" THEN PRINT NMES,CITY$
If the value of NME$ is CARRUTHERS, then CARRUTHERS plus the current
value of CITY$ will be printed, or if the value of CITY$ is BUFFALO, then
BUFFALO will be printed plus the current value of NME$.

Concatenation

Concatenation ("linking") is represented by the syrnbol +. This operator
takes two strings as its operands and returns a single string as its result by
adding the string on the right of the + sign ta the string on the left. If the new
string is greater than 255 characters, a String Tao Long error wll occur.

For exarnple:

Pj;: 1NT "CAT~::; " .+. "LO'..jE " .+. "jvl 1CF"
prints:

C{~TS LOVE 1"11 CE
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Evaluation of Expressions

When an expression involves multiple operations, BASIC performs the
operations according to a well-defined hierarchy, so that results are always
predictable.

Parentheses

When a complex expression includes parentheses, BASIC always evaluates the
expression inside the parentheses before evaluating the rest of the expression.
For example, the expression:

8-(3-2)
is evaluated like this:

3-2=1
8-1=7

With nested parentheses, BASIC starts evaluation at the innermost level and
works outward. For example:

4 * (2-(3-4) )
is evaluated like this:

3-4=-1
2- -1=3

4 * 3=12

Order of Operations

When evaluating a sequence of operations on the same level of parenthesis,
BASIC uses the following hierarchy to determine what operation to do first.
Operators are shown below in decreasing order of precedence. Operators
listed in the same entry in the table have the same precedence and are
executed as encountered from left to right.

A .•(Exponefltiation)
+, - (Unary sign operands [not addition and subtraction])

*, 1
(Integer division)

MOD
+, - (Addition and subtraction)

<, >, ,<=, >=,<>
NOT
AND
OR
XOR
EQV
IMP
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For example, in the line

BASIC will find the value of 5 to the 2.8 power. Next it will multiply X * X, and
finally add this value to the value of 5 to the 2.8. Ifyou want BASIC to perform
the indicated operations in a different order, you must add parentheses, e.g.:

x -t:;. (X·+·~:)-t-2.D)

or

Here's another example:

IF X=0 OR Y>0 AND 1=1 THEN 255

The relational operators = and >have the highest precedence, so they will be
performed first, one after another, left to right. Then the Boolean operations
will be performed. AND has a higher precedence than OR, so the AND

operation will be performed before the OR. Therefore, the line above means
that if X = 0, or if Y >°and Z = 1, control branches to line 255.

If the line above looks confusing because you can't remember which operator
is precedent over which, then you can use parentheses to make the sequence
obvious:

IF X=0 OR ((Y>0) AND (1=1» THEN 255

Type Conversions

During evaluation of an expression, BASIC often has to perform type
conversions. Unless you're careful in forming expressions, these conversions
can produce invalid results. For example, in the expression:

C! must be converted to double-precision before the multiplication can take
place. This will usually introduce an error into the result.

Before evaluating the expression:

BASIC must convert 1.2345678 to single-precision. Vou cannot expect double
precision from a single-precision operator or fonction.

See "Data Conversion" for details on the effects of type conversion on
accuracy, and for special conversion techniques.
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Functions

A function is a built-in subroutine. The functions supplied in Model II BASIC

save you from having to write equivalent BASIC routines, and they operate
faster than a BASIC routine would.

A function consists of a keyword followed by required input values, referred
to as arguments or parameters. The arguments are always enclosed in
parentheses and separated by commas. Sorne functions have no arguments;
others require up to three. The quantity output or retumed by a function is
called the value of the function.

Examples:

Tells BASIC to compute the square root of the quantity A. SQR is the keyword,
and A is the argument.

Ivi l D~; ( (.\~;, 3,2)
Tells BASIC to return a substring of the string A$, starting with the third
character, with length 2. MID$ is the keyword; A$, 3 and 2 are its arguments or
parameters.

Since functions are syntactically equivalent to expressions, they cannot stand
alone in a BASIC program. They must be used in statements.

For example:
(\:::::!:3()H (13)

Assigns A the value of square root of B.

PRINT MID$(A$, 3, 2)
Prints the substring of A$ starting at the third character and two characters
long.

PRINT LOG(S0H(2»
Prints the naturallogarithm of the square root of 2.

In this manual, functions are classified as numeric when they retum a
number, and string when they retum a string. Wherever the syntax c,:!lls for a
numeric expression, you can use a numeric function; for a string expression,
you can use a string function.

There is another special class of functions which retum information about the
allocation of memory and the location of various quantities in memory. For
example:

1'11::::1'1
Returns the number of bytes of memory available for storing program text,
numeric and array variables.
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Chapter 3

BASIC Keywords
To help you grasp the purpose ofeach of Model " BAS/C's many keywords,

we have divided them up into several groups, and covered each group
separately. Within each group, the keywords appear in alphabeticalorder.

The groups are:

• Command Statements

• Program Statements

• Error-Handling Statements

• Numeric Functions

• String Functions

• Input/Output Functions

• Special Functions
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Note: For most keyword descriptions, we've provided three different
information blocks.o Syntaxe This area is highlighted in gray and gives the most general descrip

tion of how the keyword is used.
8 Examples. These show specifie occurrences of the keyword in a complete

BASIC statement. These one-line examples are not intended to by typed in
and run.e Sample Programs. Run these for a demonstration of how the keyword
works.

BASIC KEYWORDS ~~

RIGHT$
Get Right Portion of String

RIGflTS returns the la~t numhacharactcr~uf.l'trinK. If [J-:N (.\trinf.:) isless than
or equal to numher, the cntirc string is returneu

Examples:

PRINT fHGHT$( "~JAH::rmFL()f'-j",

Prints the (ive right characters OfWATFRMELON. namely, MELON

PPTNT

Since MILKY WA y is lcss than 2S characters long, the whole phnlse is printed

Puts the las! five characters of ADDRESS$ into ZIP$

Prints a single "!"

Sampie Program

11\1"

This program prints the narne of the staIl' in which cach company is located

3/123
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,-, Command Statements

Command statements tell BASIC to enter another operation mode or to
perform various System functions (like loading a program from disk).
Although they can be included inside a program, their primary use is outside
of a program.

For example, the command statement

Erases the entire program currently in memory and zeroes ail variables.

Keyword
AUTO
DELETE
EDIT
KILL
LIST
LLIST
LOAD
MERGE
NAME
NEW
RENUM
RUN
SAVE
SYSTEM

Purpose
Number lines .automatically •.........
Erase program Iines from memory
Edit program line
Delete a disk file
List programto display
List program to line printer
Loadprogram from disk
Merge disk program with resident program
Renameadiskfile .....•..
Erase program from RAM
Renumber program
Execute program
$ave program on disk
Return to TRSDOS
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AUTO
Number Lines Automatically

Ilenurnb.ar specifying the first line number to be used. If
is used. A period (" .") can be substituted for

the current line number is used. If startline is
startlirle is set to O.

im:.:reJ71ent is B, nlJlml)ersp,eci'fyirlg increment to be used between lines. If

AUTO tums on an automatic line numbering function. After you enter this
command, BASIC will supply the fine number. AIl you have to do is type in the
text of the line and press . Then AUTO will display the next line
number, using incrementor a default increment of 10.

Ta tum offtheAuTo function, press
will be canceIled.

at any time, The current line

Whenever AUTO provides a line number that is already in use, it will display
an asterisk immediately after the line number. Press if you do not
want to change that line.

Examples
,c;IJTO

starts automatic numbering with line 10, using increments of 10 between line
numbers.

f\UTO l~'m

starts numbering with 100, using increments of 10 between line numbers.

1',,1,)"1'0 1000, 10!Z1
starts numberingwith 1000, using increments of 100 between line numbers.

(,:,UTO ,~::i

starts numbering with 0, using increments of 5 between line numbers.

I\UTO ..
starts numbering with the current line number, using increments of 10
between line numbers.
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DELETE
Erase Program Lines from Memory

DELETE startline-endline
startline is a line number specifying the lo\}<'er Ilimitfor the deletiorl. Ifstslrtlh'7e

is omitted, then the first line in the program is
endline is a line number specifying the last line in

want to delete. endline must reference an existing pro!gralm

A period (".") cao be substituted for either startline or enc1fin,e.
signifies the current line number.

DELETE removes from memory the specified range of program lines.

Examples
DELETE 7(~j

Erases line 70 from memory. If there is no line 70, an error will occur.

DEl...ETE ~:dZ)-'" 1. 1. l'J
Erases lines 50 through 110 inclusive.

DEL.ETE ...-LI·~j
Erases aIl program lines up ta and including line 40.

1- ,_., ,..-'1" f.-) :: .... :::. .:. ...-.
Erases aIl program lines up ta and including the line that has just been entered
or edited.

DEL.ETE.
Erases the program line that has just been entered or edited.
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EDIT
Edit Program Line

EDIT allows the specified line to be revised without affecting any other hnes.
The EDIT command has a powerful set of subcommands which are discussed
in detail in Chapter 5.

Examples

EDIT 100

Edits line 100

LDlr.
Edits the current line.
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KILL
DeJete File from Disk

KILL deletes the specified file from the diskette directory.

If no drive specification is included in the file specification BASIC will search
for the first drive that contains the file, and attempt to delete it.

Do not Kill an open file. Close it first.

Example
~'\ILL.. "FIl...F/Bf'\b"

deletes this file from the first drive which contains it.

~OLL. "DATA: 2"

deletes this file from drive 2 only.
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LIST
Display Program Lines

LIST instructs the Computer to display the specified range of program lines
currently in memory. The arguments are optional.

Examples
L.lnT

Displays the entire program. To stop the automatic scrolling, press
This will freeze the display. Press any key to continue the listing.

L.lET 51ï.)

Displays line 50.

LI BT r:)~~""'B~j

Displays lines in the range 50-85.

L. l bT 2:?7····

Displays line 227 and aIl higher-number lines.

L. l HT .....

Displays the programline that has just been entered or edited, and aIl
higher-numbered lines.

1... lET·····:?:;;::"?

Displays alllines up to and including 227.

LIG"T·····.

Displays alllines up to and including the line that has just been entered or
edited.

LI!3·l.

Displays the line that has just been entered or edited.
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LLIST
Print Program Lines

e
current line number.

LLIST works likeLIST, but its output is to the Printer rather than the Display.
LLIST instructs the Computer to print the specified range- of program lines
currently in memory. The arguments are optional.

Examples
LL I~)T

Lists the entire program to the printer. To stop this process, presslII!I!!l. This
will cause a temporary haIt in the Computer's output to the Printer. Press any
key to continue printing.

L.L l ST 7f3~~

Prints line 780.

L.I... l ~::lT 6B····i:ji(j
Prints lines in the range 68-90.

L.LI~3T l')~~._

Prints lines 50 and aIl higher-numbered lines.

LL l ST •....

Prints the program !ine that has just been entered or edited plus aIl higher
numbered lines.

1...L. l 8T·····S0
Prints aIllines up to and including 50.

Ll..lf;T···· •
Prints alllines up to and including the line that has just been entered or
edited.

L.1.. IST •

Prints the line that has just been entered or edited.
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LOAD
Load Basic Program File

This command loads a BASIC program file into RAM. If the R option is used,
BASIC will proceed to RUN the program automatically. Otherwise, BASIC will
return to the command mode.

LOAD wipes out any resident BASIC program, clears aH variables, and Closes
aH Open files unless the R option is used, in which case open files will not be
c1osed.

LOAD with the R option is equivalent to the command RUN file, R. Either of
these commands can be used inside programs to aHow program chaining (one
program calling another). Files currently Open are Dot Closed.

If you attempt to LOAD a non-BASIC file, a Direct Statement in File error will
occur.

Example
LOAD "PROG1/BAS:2"

This loads PROGl/BAS from drive 2. BASIC then returns to the command
mode.

L..Of\D "P F~OG 1 / P,f\E;"
Since no drive specification is included in this command, BASIC will begin
searching for this program file, starting with drive zero.
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MERGE
Merge Disk Program with Resident Program

MERGEfile
file is a string expression specifying a BASIC

program saved with the A option.
If file is a constant, it must be enclosed in quotes.

The MERGE statement takes a BASIC program from disk and merges it with
the resident BASIC program in RAM.

Program lines in the disk program are inserted into the resident program in
sequential order. For example, if three of the lines from the disk program are
numbered 75, 85, and 90, and three of the lines from the resident program are
numbered 70, 80, and 100, when MERGE is used on the two programs, this
portion of the new program will be numbered 70, 75, 80, 85,90, 100.

U line numbers in the disk program coincide with line numbers in the resident
program, the resident lines will be replaced by those from the disk program.
For example, if three of the lines from the disk program are numbered 5, 10,
and20, and three ofthe lines from the resident program are numbered 10, 20,
and 30, when MERGE is used on the two programs, this portion of the new
program will be numbered 5, 10,20,30. Lines 10 and 20 of the new program
will be identical to lines 10 and 20 on the disk program.

MERGE closes aIl files and clears ail variables. Upon completion, BASIC

returns to the command mode.

Example
Let's say we have a BASIC program on disk, PROG2/TXT, which we want to
merge with the program we've been working on in RAM. Then we use:

MERGE UPROG2/TXT U
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Sample Uses

MERGE provides a convenient means of putting program modules together.
For example, an often-used set of BASIC subroutines can be tacked onto a
variety of programs with this commando

Suppose the following program is in RAM:

80 RE!"I
9~j GOSlJB
100 REM
110 F<EM
120 REM
1~~m E:ND

MA 1N PROGRAI'1
l'j00

PROGRAM L.INF
PROGR/-\M LI NE
PFWGRAI'1 L. 1NE

And suppose the following subroutine, SUB.TXT. is stored on disk in ASCII

format:

1000 REM
1010 REl'"!
1020 REM
1030 1:~EI'1

1040 RE'rURN

BEGINNING OF SUBROUTINE
SUl3 FWlJT 1NE L.. 1 I\lE
SUBROUTINE L.INE
SUS ROUT l NE LI I\lE

We can MERGE the subroutine with the main program using the statement

MERGE "SUB/TXT"

and the new program in RAM would be:

L..INE
I....INE
L.. II\JE

BEGINNING OF SUBROUTINE
~::;UBROI,}rINE: 1.... 1 l\jE:
::::;IJE'.F:OU·r 1I\IE L.. 1I\JE
Ut.JI3ROIJr II\IE: 1....1 I\IE:

Ivl ,,\ 1 t···.1 F) R0 C:i F~ ~\ l'II
1 (ZliZJ!Z1

PROGFU\t'il
P f<OCi R/\1'1
p nOCi H/\I"'I

cn~:l CiO:3UB
10(l.1 RElvl
l l if] liE: l'lI
12k1 F~FI"I

130 END
1 (Z!kï.l(l.l f<E 1"1
1 (;j l ill REI'1
l (l12kï.1 RE!,,'I
l. ~;)3(l.1 RE 1'1
:1. (l1i.~iZl RETUr,:I\J
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NAME
Rename a Disk File

This command allows you to rename a disk file without returning to TRSOOS. The
file name is changed, but the data in the file is left unchanged.

Examples

NAME "FILE" Ta "FILE/OLD"

NAME B$ Ta A$

In this example, B$ contains the old file name and A$ contains the new file name.
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NEW
Erase Program from Memory

NEW erases aIl pragram lines, sets numeric variables ta zero and string variables ta
nuIl, and clears the screen.

Example

NE',.)
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RENUM
Renumber Program

RENUM changes ailline numbers in the specified range, as weil as ailline
number references appearing after GOTO, GOSUB, THEN, ON... GOTO, ON...

GOSUB, ON ERROR GOTO, RESUME, and ERL [relational operator] - throughout
the program.

AlI the RENUM arguments are optional.

Examples

f<ENUM

Renumbers the entire resident program, incrementing by lO's. The new
number of the first Hne will be 10.

RENUM 6000, 5000, 100
Renumbers aIl Hnes numbered from 5000 up. The first renumbered Hne will
become 6000, and an increment of 100 will be used between subsequent Hnes.

RENUM 10000, 1000
Renumbers line 1000 and aIl higher-numbered lines. The first renumbered
line will become line 10000. An increment of 10 will be used between
subsequent line numbers.

RENUM 10(()" 100
Renumbers the entire program, starting with a new line number of 100, and
incrementing by 1OO's. Notice that the commas must be retained even though
the middle argument is gone.

HENUM, , ~1

Renumbers the entire program, starting with a new line number of 10, and
incrementing by 5's.
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/~.

Error Conditions

1. RENUM cannot be used to change the order of program lines. For example,
if the original program has lines numbered 10,20 and 30, then the
command:

is illegal, since the result would be to move the third line of the program
ahead of the second. In this case, an FC (illegal function calI) error will
result, and the original program will be left unchanged.

2. RENUM will not create new line numbers greater than 65529. Instead, an
FC error will result, and the original program will be left unchanged.

3. If an undefined line number is used inside Y0uf original program, RENUM

will print a warning message, UNDEFINED UNE XXXX in YYYY, where
xxxx is the originalline number reference and YYYY is the original
number of the line containing xxxx.

Note that RENUM will renumber the program in spite of this warning
message. It will replace the number xxxx with 5 blanks, and will
renumber YYYY, according to the parameters in Y0uf RENUM commando

For example, if Y0uf original program includes the !ine:

l H~I hO T 0 H~1(2Hll

but does Dot include a line 1000, then RENUM will print a warning,

UNDEFINED 1000 IN 110

and renumber the program. The text of originalline 110 will be changed to:
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RUN
Execute Program

ing where you want
e first Une in the prog

RUN followed by a line-number or nothing at aIl simply executes the program
in memory, starting at the specified line or at the beginning of the program.

RUN followed by a file specification loads a program from disk and then mns
it. Any resident BASIC program will be replaced by the new program.

RUN automatically CLEARS aIl variables.

Examples

r<IJI\~

Execution starts at lowest line number.

liUN 1 t~I((J

Execution starts at line 100.

HUN Il F'HOCiHf\lvl/ tl il

When you type the above line and press limi#hl ,the specified BASIC

program will be loaded and executed.

F{IJI\1 Il FDITI)l\Ti\" '.1 H

Loads and executes EDIIDATA, leaving Open files Open.
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Sample Uses

Suppose you have two programs in memory. One of them begins at line 100
and ends at line 180; the other begins at 200 and ends at 350. Furthermore, the
first program has been appropriately terminated (i.e., 180 END). You wartt to
run the second program, stop, observe its output, and then mn the first.
Type:

F<UN 21;:10
and the second program will execute. When you want to begin execution of
the first program, simply type:

1:<lJN

Sample Program
Suppose you save the following program on disk with the name "PROGl;BAS":

200 PRINT "PROG1 EXECUTING... "
210 RUN "PROG2/BAS"

And save this program on disk with the name "PROG2/BAS":

220 PRINT "PROG2 EXECUTING... "
230 RUN "PROG1/BAS"

Nowtype:

f~UN "PROG1/BAS"

and you'll see a simple example ofprogram chaining. Hold down the m~3
key to interrupt the program chain.
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SAVE
Save Program in a Disk File

The SAVE command lets you save your BASIC programs on disk. If the file you
use as the argument ofSAVE already exists, its contents will be lost as the file is
re-created.

You can save a program in compressed or ASCII format. Using compressed
format takes up less disk space and is faster during SAVEs and LOADs. BASIC
programs are stored in RAM using compressed format.

U sing the ASCII option makes it possible to do certain things that can't be
done with compressed-format BASIC files. For example:

• A disk file must be in ASCII form before the MERGE command can be used .

• Programs which read in other programs as data typically require that the
data programs be stored in ASCII.

For compressed-format programs, a useful convention is to use the extension
BAS. For ASCII-format programs, use /TXT.

Examples
b/\\i[ "F' l L [ l /P,/\~::;" cTOI··II\IG!DOF: :.'."

saves the resident BASIC program in compressed format. The file name is
FILEl; the extension is;BAS; the password isJOHNQDOE. The file is placed on
drive 3.

SAVE "MATHPAK/TXT", A
saves the resident program in ASCII form, using the nameMATHPAK/TXT. on
the first non-write-protected drive.

Note: BASIC compressed-format files have a record length of256. This record
length allows fastest saving, loading and copying (TRSDOS COpy
command). BASIC ASCII-format files (SAVE with A option) have a record
length of 1).
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SYSTEM
Return to TRSnOS

quotes.
TRSDOS "high memory cornmancls"

ce Manual, Library rnlmm,,,,n/i., Sl9ction.
cali DEBUG trom BASIC, you must tum

SYSTEM is used to return toTRSDOS, the disk operating system. The argument
command causes the System to execute the specified TRSDOS command and
immediately return back to BASIC. Your program and variables will be
unaffected.

If command is omitted, SYSTEM returns you to the TRSDOS READY mode.

Examples

SY~3TEI'1

Returns you to TRSDOS. Your resident BASIC program will be lost.

SYSTEjvl "D 1F<"
Causes the TRSDOS command, DIR (print directory) to be run, and then
returns to BASIC. Your resident BASIC program will remain intact.

Sample Program

350 PF<INT "THIS IS A PROGRAM FILE."
360 PRINT "BEFORE SAVING IT, 1 WANT TO SEE"
365 PRINT "WHAT FILENAMES HAVE BEEN USED."
370 FOR N = 1 TO 1000: NEXT
3fJ0 SYSTEM "DIR"
390 PRINT "NOW 1 CAN CHOOSE A FILENAME"
395 PRINT "WHICH HASN'T BEEN USED."
I.~~~I~~ END
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Program Statements

These are general1y used inside programs, rather than in the command mode.
They are divided into four categories:

• Definition and initialization
• Assignment
• Program sequence
• Input/output

Definition and Initialization
These statements perform several functions, including changing the default
values set initial1y by BASIC, and reserving or allocating memory space for
your program to use. Such statements generally are used at the beginning of a
program (Exceptions: DATA, ERASE, REM, RESTÜRE).

Keyword

DEFDBL
DEFFN
DEFINT
DEFSNG
DEFSTR
DEFUSR
DrM
ERASE
RANDOM
REM

Purpose
Crear variables and allocate string space
Store program data
p~fÎt"levariables aS double-preCi$i"n
Define function
pefine variables as integers
Define variables as single-precision
Define. variables as strings
Define entry point for USR routine
pimensiQnan array
Erase an array
~eseed random number generator
Comment line (remarks)
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CLEAR
Clear Variables and Allocate String Space

When used without an argument, CLEAR sets aIl numeric variables to zero,
and a11 string variables to nu11. When used with a single argument, this
command performs a second function in addition to the one just described: it
causes the Computer to set aside for string storage the specified number of
bytes. When BASIC is initialized 100 bytes are automaticaIly set aside for
strings.

The amount of string storage CLEARed must equal or exceed the greatest
number of characters stored in string variables during execution; otherwise an
Out of String Space error will occur. By setting string storage to the exact
amount needed, your program can make more efficient use of memory. A
program which uses no string variables could include a CLEAR 0 statement, for
example.

You can also change the memory-protect address, i. e. the highest memory
address BASIC will use. This will be useful when you want to load a machine
language routine from BASIC, and have BASIC not use that memory area.

Since CLEAR initializes aIl variables, you must use it near the beginning of
your program, before any variables have been defined and before any DEF
statements.

Examples
CLE-::f.il:{

AIl variables are cleared but string space is unchanged.

CLEf.iF{ 7~:)

AIl variables are cleared and 75 bytes of memory are reserved for string
storage.
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Sample Program

6") CI...E/\R 1. 00
7(2) PRINT FRE(A$)
f.j0 CL.E:I\R 0
etel Pfd NT FRF (A$)
1. ~~0 CI...EAF~ 1. lim

CL..Ef\F{ 2iZ1~7.1, () 1. ~7.IiZ1IZ1

Clears variables, sets string space to 200 bytes, and makes 61000 the highest
address BASIC can use to run your programs. Memory contents above this
address will not be changed by BASIC. If you loaded BASIC in a 64K RAM

Computer but did not reserve any memory, you might like to reserve memory
while you are in BASIC. For example, suppose you have a machine-language
subroutine stored in a file named USRO/SUB. If the subroutine loads at 61001,
then you might put the folIowing lines at the beginning of your program:

1iZ1 CI...EAR 1iZ1iZ1,{)1iZ1iZ1iZ1
2(;1 ~3Y~:J'rE!'1! Il UHR(ô'/ ~31.)B Il

](2:1 DEFU~::;F{e.I"::6 1. Cl VI 1.

After BASIC executes lines 10 and 20, the subroutine will be in memory and
will be protected from over-writing by BASIC. Line 30 sets up a USRO calI to
the subroutine.
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DATA
Store Program-Data

The DATA statement lets you store data inside your program to be accessed by
READ statements. The data items will be read sequentially, starting with the
first item in the first DATA statement, and ending with the last item in the last
DATA statement. Expressions are not allowed in a DATA list. If your string
values include leading blanks, colons, or commas, you must enclose these
values in quotes.

DATA statements may appear anywhere it is convenient in a program.
Generally, they are placed consecutively, but this is not required. It is
important that the data types in a DATA statement match up with the variable
types in the corresponding READ statement.

Examples
1340 DATA NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, PHILADELPHIA, DETROIT
This line contains five string data items. Note that quote marks aren't needed,
since the strings contain no delimiters and the leading blanks are not
significant.

1350 DATA 2.72, 3.14159, 0.0174533, 57.29578
This line contains four numeric data items.

:l.36k~ DATA "~)lVIITH, T.H.", 38, "TI-KIRN, cl.R.", .1.1-1

The quote marks are required around the first and third items.
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Sample Program

170 CLS: PRINT: READ HEADINGS: PRINT HEADINGS: PRINT STRING
.{; ( .<~~:?, Il ..... 11:>

180 ON ERROR GOTO 500
190 READ cs: READ DOB: READ NS
200 PRINT CS, DOB, NS: GOTO 190
210 DATA COMPOSER DATE OF BIRTH
2:;:::i.?1 D/\·T/)., BOCCHERII\jI, 1711.3,
230 DATA GLUCK, 1714,
740 DATA HAVDN, 1732,
250 DATA MOZART, 1756,
500 IF ERR = 4 THEN END
510 ON ERROR GOTO 0

l\Ir-yr 1Of,II\L 1 'TV
1T r'::ll.... 1 /~ll\l

GEF~I'1f.\N

f<'1US'T RI /\1'·.1
Ny:;r RI 1\1\1

This prograrn prints a list of sorne majar cornposers of the late 18th Century.
Notice we use an ON ERROR GOTO staternent ta allow the inclusion of data
lists of unknown length. For a different means of achieving the sarne end, see
the sarnple prograrn for READ.
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DEFDBL
Define Variables as Double-Precision

DEFDBL causes variables beginning with any letter specified in letter list to be
classified as double-precision, unless a type declaration character is added
to the variable name. Double-precision values include 17 digits of precision,
though only 16 are printed out.

DEFDBL is ordinarily used at the beginning of a program. Otherwise, it might
suddenly change the meaning of a variable that lacks a type declaration
character.

Examples
DEF:-DBL l''{

causes any variable beginning with the letter K to be double-precision.

DEFD8L Q, S-Z, A-E
causes any variable beginning with the letters Q, S through Z, or A through E
to be double-precision.

Sample Program
~'J 7~~ m:::FDI~.L )(
580 A = 3.1415926535897932
590 )( = 3.1415926535897932
600 PRINT uPI IN SINGLE PRECISION IS u A
610 PRINT uPI IN DOUBLE PRECISION IS u X
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DEFFN
Define Function

The DEF FN statement lets you create yom own function. That is, you only
have to caB the new function by name, and the associated operations will
automaticaBy be performed. Once a function has been defined with the DEF

FN statement, you can caU it simply by inserting FN in front offunction name.
You can use it exactly as you might use one of the built-in functions, like SIN,
ABS and STRING$.

The type of variable used for function name determines the type of value the
function will retum. For example, iffunction name is single precision, then
that function will retum a single-precision value, regardless of the precision of
the arguments.

The particular variables you use as arguments in the DEF FN statement
(argument-l, ... ) are not assigned to the function. When you caB the function
later, any variable name of the same type can be used.

Furthermore, using a variable as an argument in a DEF FN statement has no
effect on the value of that variable. So you can use that particular variable in
another part of yom program without worrying about interference from DEF

FN.

The function can be defined with no arguments at ail, if none are required. For
example:

DEF FNR = RND (90) + 9

defines a function ta return a random value between 10 and 99.
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Examples

DEF FNR(A,B) = A + INT«B - (A - 1» * RND(0»
This statement defines function FNR which returns a random number between
integers A and B. The values for A and B are passed when the function is
"called", i.e., used in a statement like:

y =:: FNR ( R1, R2)

If RI and R2 have been assigned the values 2 and 8, this line would assign a
random number between 2 and 8 to Y.

DEF FI\IL$ ( X) ='" f:llTH NG$ ( X, "_.. " )
Defines function FNL$ which returns a string of hyphens, X characters long.
The value for X is passed when the function is called:

PRINT FNL...$(]{ZI)
This line prints a string of 30 hyphens.

Here's an example showing DEF FN used for a complex computation - in
double precision.

DEF FNXI(A#, BI) = (AI - BI) * (AI - BI)
Defines function FNX# which returns the double-precision value of the
square of the difference between A # and B#. The values for A # and B# are
passed when the function is called:

SI = FNXI(AI, BI)
We assume that values for A# and B# were assigned elsewhere in the
program.

Sample Program

710 DEF FNV(T) = (1087 + S0R(273 + T»/16.52
720 INPUT "AIR TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES CELSIUS"; T
730 PRINT "THE SPEED OF SOUND IN AIR OF" T "DEGREES"

» CELSIUS IS" FNV(T) "FEET PER SECOND."
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DEFINT
Define Variables as Integers

DEFINI letter list
letter list is a sequence of individual

the list must be separated by commas.
Ietter1 -letter2

DEFINT causes variables beginning with any letter specified in letter list to be
cJassified as integer, unless a type decJaration character is added to the
variable name. Integer values must be in the range [-32768,32767]. They are
stored intemally in two-byte, two's complement form.

DEFINT may be placed anywhere in a program, but it may change the meaning
of variable references without type declaration characters. Therefore, it is
normally placed at the beginning of a program.

Examples

DEF l rn' 1\, l, N

After the above line, all variables beginning with A, l, or N will be treated as
integers. For example, Al, AA and 13 will be integer variables. However,
AI#, AA# and 13# would still be double-precision variables, because type
declaration characters always override DEF statements.

DEF l I\rr l""l\~

causes any variable beginning with the letters 1through N to be treated as an
integer variable.

Sample Program

HH(/I DE:F' 11\11' l,j
F:' 'ili .1 :. i"'- ....,.t.. L/'-...• :: l·j =:: :1. ·:./99 c;:,,:,;-

?Ç;)(/I li HT1\11" "rl·le: ')AL..l..JE: OF ~:; J 1\ICïL..F ,.... fi 1:~E: C:r H l O!\I Z :r ~3" Z
': 1 VII) f<[l"Xi "[i.l..Jrr il[ \./1\ L. UE OF' l 1"··rIT: Ci FT: l·,j l ~::; " \,.j
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DEFSNG
Define Variables as Single-Precision

DEFSNG causes variables beginning with any letter specified in letter List to be
classified as single-precision, unless a type declaration character is added to
the variable name. Single-precision values include 7 digits of precision,
though only 6 are printed out.

Example
DEFSNG l, ["'J_... Z

causes any variables beginning with the letters 1or W through Z to be treated
as single-precision. However, 1% would still be an integer variable, and 1# a
double-precision variable, because of their type declaration characters.

Sample Program
960 CLS: DEFINT p: PI ~ 3.14159
970 PRINT "ALL P'S ARE INTEGERB: WE CAN ONLY MAKE PI =" PI
980 INPUT "WANT T0 MAKE P'S SINGLE-PRECISION WITH DEFSNG (YI
1\1) ", l\+
9>:ïO IF N%> :::: "I\I"I'HEJ\I EI\ID
1000 CLB: DEFSNG p: PI = 3.14159
1010 PRINT "NOW ALl P'S ARE SINGLE-PRECISION; WE CAN MAKE PI

:::::" PI
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DEFSTR
Define Variables as Strings

DEFSTR causes variables beginning with any letter specified in letier-list to be
classified as strings, unless a type declaration character is added to the
variable name.

Example

causes any variables beginning with the letters C or L through Z to be string
variables, unless a type declaration character is added. After this line is
executed, LI = "WASHINGTON" will be valid.

Sample Program

70 8 = 555: PRINT "8 =" 8
130 DEFE;lR t3
908= "8ALlON 8EA": PRINT "8 - 11 c'·

d
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DEFUSR
Define Point of Entry for USR Routine

DEFUSR lets you define the entry points for up to 10 machine-language
routines.

Examples

assigns the entry point X'7DOO', 32000 decimal, to the USR3 calI. When your
program caUs USR3, control will branch to your subroutine beginning at
X'7DOO'.

DEFUSR = (BASE + 16)
assigns start address (BASE + 16) to the USRO routine.
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DIM
SetUpArray

This statement sets up one or more arrays for structured data processing.
Each array has one or more dimensions.

Arrays may be of any type: string, integer, single-precision or double
precision, depending on the type of variable name used ta name the array.

When the array is created, BASIC reserves space in memory for each element
of the array. (For string arrays, BASIC reserves space for pointers ta the string
elements, not for the elements themselves.) AB elements in a newly created
array are set ta zero (numeric arrays) or the nuB string (string arrays).

Arrays can be created implicitly, without explicit DIM statements. Simply
refer ta the desired array in a BASIC statement, e.g.,

If this is the first reference ta array A( ), then BASIC will create the array and
assign element A(5) the value of 300. Each dimension of an implicitly defined
array is defined ta be Il elements deep, subscripts 0-10.

When an array has been defined, it cannat be re-dimensioned. You must clear
the array first (with ERASE. CLEAR or NEW or other variable-clearing
operation).

Examples

Sets up a one-dimensional array AR( ), containing 101 elements: A(O), A(I),

A(2), ... , A(9S), A(99) , and A(lOO). The type of the array depends on the type of
the name AR. Unless previously changed by a DEFINT, DEFDBL or DEFSTR

statement, AR is a single-precision variable.

Note: The array AR( ) is completely independent of the variable AR.

Sets up a two-dimensional array U rk(.), containing 9 x 26 integer elements,
LVIr(O,O), U %(1.0), U %(2,0), ... , U %(S,O), LFk (0.1). LFk (1,1), ... , LFIr (8.1), .. "

LF/r(O,25),U rk(1,25), ... , U0(8,25) .
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Two-dimensional arrays like ARC) can be thought of as a table in which the
first subscript specifies a row position, and the second subscript specifies a
column position:

0,0
1,0

7,0
8.0

0,1
1,1

7,1
8.1

0,2
1,2

7,2
8.2

0,3
1,3

7,3
8.3

0,23
1,23

7,23
8,23

0,24
1,24

7,24
8,24

0,25
1,25

7,25
8,25

Sets up three arrays:
BI ( , , ) and CR ( , , ) are three-dimensional, each containing

3*6*9 elements.
Ly (,) is two-dimensional, containing 51*3 string elements.

Sample Program
170 CLEAR 4000: CLS
180 INPUT "HOW MANY MEMBERS IN THE CLUB"; M
:1 ':;'(?I 1)11'11 L+ (IVI~ 1.1')

200 FOR 1 = :1 TO M
210 PRINT "NAME OF MEMBER #" 1;: LINE INPUT"? "; L$(I~I)

220 INPUT "AGE"; L$(I~2)

230 INPUT "PHONE"; L$(1~3)

240 LINE INPUT "ADDRESS? "; L$(1~4)

2~::,Fi j\~E:x'r 1
.;::: 6 iZl P f.~ 11\I'r
27Fi PRINT "THE: LIST 15 STORE:D AS FOLLOWS:"
:::::Hi;1 PR 11\.1"1" Il 1\1/\ l'IlE: "'! "/\GE:"? "F:iI··IOI\IE: Il:, li lY()J)RI:::S~::;Il

:??iZl P F: 11\.1"1 s'r RI NG$ ( B(ZI '! " ..... " )

300 FOR l = :1 TO M
310 FOR J = 1 TO 4
3:?i/) . pp 11\.11" L.+ ( 1 ~ Il) '!

33D 1····jEX·r ,.T
:3·"1·(j PR II\lr
:.3~:,0 1\IE:X'r l
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ERASE
DeJete Array

The ERASE statement eliminates arrays from a program and allows their
space in memory to be used for other purposes. ERASE will only operate on
arrays. It can't be used to delete single elements of an array.

If one of the arguments ofERASE is a variable name which is not used in the
program, an Illegal Function CalI will occur.

Arrays deleted in an ERASE statement may be re-dimensioned.

Example

Erases the three specified arrays.

Sampie Program

"~l' .?!./!
/:_;,(:'1

r- () F~~ lj .:;:: (/i r()

t" ( l ',' '..J )
F' Fi l iil l', ( l ~ "r ) '.'
l',if>'!' ,r

The array that is set up in line 400 is destroyed by the ERASE A statement in
line 470. The memory space which is thereby released is now available for
further use. The array may be re-dimensioned, as we've chosen to do in line
480.
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RANDOM
Reseed Random Number Generator

RANDÜM reseeds the random number generator. If yom program uses the
RND function, the same sequence of pseudorandom numbers will be
generated every time the Computer is turned on and the program loaded.
Therefore, you may want to put RANDOM at the beginning of the program.
This will help ensure that you get a different sequence of pseudorandom
numbers each time you run the program.

Random needs to execute just once.

Sample Program

600 CL.S: RANDOlvl
610 INPUT uPICK A NUMBER BETWEEN 1 AND Su; A
6::20 B :::: I:~ND ( ~j )

630 IF A = B THEN 650
640 PRINT uYOU L.OSE, THE ANSWER IS" B "-- TRY AGAIN."
645 GOTO 61 ~1

650 PRINT uYOU PICKED THE RIGHT NUMBER -- VOU WINl": GOTO 610
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REM
Comment Line (Remarks)

REM

REM instructs the Computer to ignore the rest of the program line. This allows
you to insert remarks into your program for documentation. Then, when you
look at a listing of your program, or someone else does, it will be easier to
figure out.

IfREM is used in a multi-statement program 1ine, it must be the last statement.

An apostrophe (') may be used as an abbreviation for :REM.

Example
, THIS IS A REMARK

Sample Program

2000 INPUT A :REM Input single-p~ecision

2100 A = A/2 :REM Find smalle~ values
2200 PRINT A :REM P~int

2300 GOTO 2100 :REM Loop fo~ next

The above program shows sorne of the graphie possibilities of REM

statements. Any alphanumeric character may be included in a REM

statement, and the maximum length is the same as that of other statements:
255 characters total.
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RESTORE
Reset Data Pointer

RESTORE causes the next READ statement to be executed to start over with
the first item in the first DATA statement. This lets your program re-use the
same DATA lines.

Sample Program

When this program is mn,

THIS IS THE FIRST ITEM THIS IS THE FIR8T ITEM

will be printed on the Display. Because of the RESTORE statement in line 170,
the second READ statement starts over with the first DATA item.
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Assignment

An assignment statement puts a certain value inta a variable or field or trades
the value of one variable with another.

"J' l ') (j 1:.. , " ":

This statement assigns the value VERMILlON ta CLR$

A % and B% exchange values with one another.

Keywords Purpose

LET Assign value to variable
LSET Left-set data in direct access disk buffer
MID$= Replace mid-string
READ Get value from DATA statement
RSET Right-set data in direct access disk buffer
SWAP Exchange values of variables
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LET
Assign Value to Variable

LET may be used when assigning values ta variables. Madel II BASIC doesn't
require assignment statements ta begin with LET, but you rnight want ta use it
ta ensure compatibility with those versions of BASIC that do require it.

Examples

L.E:·r /\/:;

L.Fr :\
,:, li ..- • :

-;: "!
' •.1.

In each case, the variable on the left side of the equals sign is assigned the
value of the constant or expression on the right side.

Sample Program
550 P = 1001: PRINT "P =" P
~:)60 LE·r p ::::: 2Q'j01: FJ I:~ nn "NOir) p... " p
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LSET and RSET
Place Data in a Direct Access Buffer Field

These two statements let you place string data into fields previously set up by
a FIELD statement.

Examples

Suppose NM$ and AD$ have been defined as field names for a direct access
file buffer. NM$ has a length of 18 characters; AD$ has a length of 25
characters. The statements

put the data in the buffer as follows:

!JIMt'CRICKET,JR.t't't'[ 12üÜÜl'EAS11>PECANl'ST.l'l'l'bl'l'1

Notice that filler blanks were placed ta the right of the data strings in bath
cases. Ifwe had usedRSET statements instead ofLSET, the tiller spaces would
have been placed ta the left. This is the only difference between LSET and
RSET.

If a string item is tao large ta fit in the specified buffer field, it is always
truncated on the right. That is, the extra characters on the right are ignored.
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MID$=
Replace Portion of String

MIO$ (oldstring, position, length) = replacement-string
oldstring is the variable-name of the string you want to change
position is the numeric expression specifying the position nftho 1fir~ir r-h~r~,

ter to be changed
length is a numeric expression specifying the number of characters to

replaced
replacement-string is a string expression to replace the specified po

oldstring

Note: If replacement-string is shorter than length, then the
ment-string will be used.

This statement lets you replace any part of a string with a specified new string,
giving you a powerful string editing capability.

Note that the length of the resultant string is always the same as the original
string.

Examples:
A$ = "LINCOLN" in the examples below:

which returns LI1234N.

il Il 1/

which returns LINCOLN.

returns LINC123.

! )

returns LINCOlN.

returns " ''''COLN.

Sampie Program

f ·::2 VI F' F:~ T1\,) 'r ':::> .::::: :r ~:::; (>', ~:::; TF: F~ ·r () r:.:: c: /\:u ~ l ~:::;; 1\1 '.1 or l 'r :? il

This program uses INSTR to search for the slash ("/"). When it finds it (if it
finds it), it uses MID$=to substitute a "-" (CHR$(45» for it.
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READ
Get Value from DATA Statement

READ variable, .

READ instructs the Computer to read a value from a DATA statement and
assign that value to the specified variable. The first time a READ is executed,
the first value in the first DATA statement will be used; the second time, the
second value in the DATA statement will be read. When aIl the items in the
first DATA statement have been read, the next READ will use the first value in
the second DATA statement, etc. (An Out of Data error occurs if there are
more attempts to READ than there are DATA items.)

Examples

reads a numeric value from a DATA statement.

HE(.\D ~::;+ ~ T,! !)

reads values for S$, T and U from a DATA statement.

Sampie Program

This program illustrates a common application for READ and DATA

statements.

il· 1/1 PF< J 1'-../'1' ",····.lf\IVIE:" ~ "{\CiF"
'j(/.1 HE:,I.,;:O N+
(:' ~:j IF l'·H; ;;:;: " Fl·m "T'I·'E i\~ F' P l 1\.1'1 " [J·JD OF' L. l ~:)'r" ~ [JJO
l~;) F~[:,t.\D ,1.\ Ci E:
80 IF ACiE<18 THFN PPINT N$,ACiE

J FiC! D'<:-1'T 1\ "~:;Ivi IT 1,1,) ,J 01·11\1" ~ :3Gï.1 ~ " {'INDE F:UOI\I, 'r" 1"1 u "~ 2[j
1 :1. (/1 o(.\·r,<\ Il \.J()I\I[:~::), Fi, l L.L.", :1. '5" "D()[:, ~3,<\LL..\''', ::::'1
12~ï.1 D/\·r (\ "C/!l.. L. l 1\lh, l·J u Pu" ') Jl,) F::I\ID
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RSET
Place Data in a Direct Access ButTer Field

placed in the

See LSET for details.
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SWAP
Exchange Vaines of Variables

SWAP variable 1, variable 2

The SWAP statement allows the values of two variables ta be exchanged.
Either or bath of the variables may be elements of arrays. Ifone or bath of the
variables are non-array variables which have not had values assigned ta them,
an Illegal Function Call error will result. Bath variables must be of the same
type or a Type Mismatch error will result.

Example

The contents of F2# are put into Fl#, and the contents of Fl# are put into
F2#.

Sample Program
100 'BUBBlE SORT USING SWAP
110 DEFINT A-Z: DIM A(50)
120 t\Ck1):;;'~J

125 PRINT "HERE ARE 50 NUMBERS BETWEEN 1 AND 100"
130 FOR 1=1 TO 50: ACI)=RNDC100): PRINT ACI);: NEXT
17~~ PfU N°r: PfU NT:

PRINT"NOW SORTING DATA. START TIME = " TAB(40) TIMES
180 F=0: K=0 'F is set when a SWAP is made, K is counte~

190 IF ACK»ACK+l) THEN SWAP ACK), ACK+l): F=l 'SWAP & set F
200 K=K+1: IF K<S0 THEN 190
210 IF F=l THEN 180 '90 throu9h data a9ain until F=0
220 PRINT: PRINT"DATA SORTED. END TIME - Il TA8(40) TIMES
~-:-::30 PRIN°r: PRHfr" HEm:: IT lB IN OFWEF<:"
240 FOR 1= 1 TO 50: PRINTACI);: NEXT
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Program Sequence

Control in a BASIC program normally proceeds from one line ta the next
higher-numbered line ta the next higher-numbered line, until the end of the
program is reached. The program sequence statements can be used ta alter
thit: step-by-step process. With the help of these statements, you can alter the
transfer of control in your BASIC program ta produce jumps ta other parts of
the program, iterative loops, and other useful control structures.

For example, the statement

IF NOT X > 5 AND NOT Y > 8 THEN 100

transfers control ta line 100 if X is not greater than 5, and, at the same time, Y
is not greater than 8.

FOR 1 = 1 Tü 10000: NEXT 1

Program control will pass back and forth between the FOR statement and the
NEXT statement ten thousand times before moving on ta the next line,
causing a delay of approximately eleven seconds.

Keyword Purpose

END End program
FOR/NEXT Set up loop
GOSUB Cali subroutine
GOTO Branch to line number
IF...THEN ...ELSE Test conditional expression
ON ...GOSUB Multi-way subroutine cali
ON ...GOTO Multi-way branch to line numbers
RETURN Return trom subroutine
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END
Terminate Program

END terminates execution ofa prograrn. Sorne versions of BASIC require END

as the last staternent in a program. In Madel II BASIC it is optional. END is
prirnarily used in Madel II BASIC ta force execution ta terminate at sorne
point other than the last sequentialline in the prograrn.

Sample Program
LIVI l l\IPt)! E;:J ~ ;:::'2
'j iZI Ci O~::; 1,) [~. l ill (li
~:, ~) F' F? l i\~r H
h(ij C:I\ID
100 H=S0R(S:J*81 + 82*82)
:1. :1. \lJ PF:rUPi\j

The END staternent in line 60 prevents program control frorn "crashing" iota
the subroutine. Now line 100 can only be accessed by a branching staternent
such as line 50.
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FORjNEXT
Establish Program Loop

FOR variable = initial value TO final value STEP increment
NEXT variable

variable is any integer or single-precision variable
optlonal a

initial value, e, and increment are numeric corlstalnts
e

STE nt is optional; if STEP increment is omitted,
assumed.

FOR ... Ta ... STEP/NEXT opens an iterative (repetitive) loop so that a
sequence of program statements may be executed over and over a specified
number of times.

The first time the FOR statement is executed, variable is set to initial value.
Execution proceeds until a NEXT is encountered. At this point, variable is
incremented by the amount specified in step increment. (If increment has a
negative value, then variable is actually decremented.) STEP increment is
often omitted, in which case an increment of 1 is used.

Then variable is compared with final value. If variable is greater than final
value, the loop is completed and execution continues with the statement
following NEXT. (If increment is a negative number, the loop ends when
variable is less than final value.) If variable has not yet exceeded final value,
control passes to the statement following the FOR statement.

Sample Programs
li"! i (. t HTFP ···l.

When this program is ron, the following output is produced:
•.. ·1

,::. J

FOR/NEXT loops may be "nested":

,'--, ...:: ï::,
,:' •...:: l/.!

NEXT can be used to close nested loops, by listing the counter-variables. For
example, delete line 920 and change 930 to:
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GOSUB
Go to Specified Subroutine

GOSUB transfers program control to the subroutine beginning at the specified
line number. When the Computer encounters a RETURN statement in the
subroutine, it then returns control to the statement which follows GOSUB.

GOSUB is similar to GOTO in that it may be preceded by a test statement.
Every subroutine must end with a RETURN.

Example

When this line is executed, control will automatically branch to the sub
routine at 1000.

Sample Program

f) F~ l !\!"r li F :x:! :C:i.)-<j :r l\,i(·!

HFT!.. .iFii\j

Control is transferred from line 260 to the subroutine beginning at line 280.
Line 290 instructs the Computer to return to the statement immediately
following GOSUB.
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GOTO
Go To Specified Line Number

GOTO transfers program control to the specified ljne number. Used alone,
GOTO fine number results in an unconditional (automatic) branch. However,
test statements may precede the GOTO to effect a conditional branch.

You can use GOTO in the command mode as an alternative to RUN. GOTO line
number causes execution to begin at the specified line number, without an
automaticCLEAR. This lets you pass values assigned in the command mode to
variables in the execute mode.

Example

When this line is executed, control will automatically be transferred to line
100.

Sample Program
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IF . . . THEN ... ELSE
Test Conditional Expression

IF test THEN statement or fine number ELSE statement or fine number
ELSE statementor fine number is optional.

The IF ... THEN ... ELSE statement instructs the Computer to test the
following IogicaI or reIationaI expression. If the expression is true, control will
proceed to the THEN clause immediately following the expression. If the
expression is faIse, control will jump to the matching ELSE statement (if one is
induded) or down to the next program line.

Examples
T

If X is greater than 127, control will pass to PRINT and then to END. If X is not
greater than 127, control will jump down to the next !ine in the program,
skipping the PRINT and END statements.

IF X > 0 AND Y <> 0 THEN Y = X + 180
If both expressions are true, then Y will be assigned the value X + 180.
Otherwise control will pass directly to the next program line, skipping the
THEN dause.

IfAis less than B, the Computer prints the fact and then proceeds down to the
next program line, skipping the ELSE statement. If Ais not less than B, the
Computer jumps directly to the ELSE statement and prints the specified
message. Theo control passes to the next statement in the program.

IF f\+ c: "./[~:; "Tln:!\1 :::::1 iZi EL ~;E IF /\'Î'- c:: "1\10" ·TIIII\.1 id/IVI FL~:;F :T/U

If A$ is YES then the program branches to !ine 210. If not, the program skips
over to the first ELSE, which introduces a new test. If A$ is NO then the
program branches to line 400. If A$ is any value besides NO or YES, the
program skips to the second ELSE and the program branches to line 370.
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IF A > .001 THEN B = lIA: A = AIS: ELBE 1510
If the value of Ais indeed greater than .001, then the next two statements will
be executed, assigning new values ta Band A. Then the program will drop
down ta the next line, skipping the ELSE statement. But if A is less than or
equal ta .001, then the program jumps directly over ta ELSE, which then
instructs it ta branch ta 1510. Note that GOTO is not required after ELSE.

Sample Program
IF THEN ELSE statements may be nested. However, you must take care ta
match up the IFs and ELSEs.

1040 INPUT "ENTER TWO NUMBERB"; Al B
1050 IF A <= B THEN IF A < B THEN PRINT A; ELBE
PRINT "NEITHER "; ELBE PRINT B;
1060 PRINT "lB BMALLER THAN THE OTHER."

For any pair of numbers that you enter, this program will pick out and print
the smaller of the two.
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ON ... GOSUB
Test and Branch to Subroutine

fine, nUlmb,er, fine number, ...
ex~)rel)siclnbetween 0 and 255.

ON ... GOSUB is a multi-way branching statement like ON GOTO, except that
control passes to a subroutine rather than just being shifted to another part of
the program. For further information, see ON GOTO.

Example

When program execution reaches the line above, if Y = 1, the subroutine
beginning at 1000 will be called. IfY = 2, the subroutine at 2000 will be called.
If y = 3, the subroutine at 3000 will be called.

Sample Program
.{!. :.~'::) VI Ti"-) Pt.J·r li C": !... j () () :::::; E: .. :2 IJ () F:~ :..':,;!i :1 T

440 ON 1 GOSU8 500, 600,/00
il ::' (/1 F r.i LI
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ON ... GOTO
Test and Branch to Different Program Line

ON test-value GOTO fine number, fine number, ...
test-value is a numeric expression between 0 and 255.

ON ... GOTO is a multi-way branching statement that is controlled by a test
value.

When ON ...GOTO is executed, test-value is evaluated and the integer portion
is obtained. We'11 refer ta this integer portion as J. The Computer counts over
ta theJth line numberin the listofline numbers afterGOTO, and branches ta
this line number. If there is no Jth line number, then control passes ta the next
statement in the program.

Notice that if test-value is less than zero, an errorwill occur. There may be any
number of line numbers after OOTO.

Examples

says "Evaluate MI.
If integer portion of MI equals 1 then go to line 150;
If it equals 2, then go ta 160;
If it equals.3, then go ta 170;
If it equals 4, then go ta 150;
If it equals 5, then go ta 180;

If the integer portion of MI doesn't equal any of the numbers 1 through 5, advance to
the next statement in the program."

Sample Program

SGN(X) returns -1 for X less than zero; 0 for X equal ta zero; and +1 for X
greater than O. By adding 2, the expression takes on the values 1, 2, and 3,
depending on whether X is negative, zero, or positive. Control then branches
ta the appropriate line number.
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RETURN
Return Control to Calling Program

RETURN

RETURN ends a subroutine by returning control to the statement immediately
following the most-recently executed GOSUB. IfRETURN is encountered
without execution of a matching GOSUB, an error will occur.

Sample Program

::; /]. v! l !\! I:n..rr nT" \/ !:i i::: l 1\] /" \/ /\ II.}!:: 1 i) i? T 1·1 C i>\ C) 1 i! c;

:...:~; :~:! (/'1 Ci () ~~::; tJ F?, ::..:~; ",:X III

t:·,:: I:I\IU
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Input/Output

These statements perform input/output to the keyboard, video display, line
printer, and disk files. They are grouped accordingly in this section.

Note: Before attempting any input/output to BASIC data files, you should
read Chapter 4, File Access Techniques, and try out the sample programs
given there.

Get a record from a disk file (direct ac{~es:s)

Close access to a disk file

PurposeKeyword

Input line fram keyboard
1 ClS. .•.•. .. 1·· ~leal' JVid~. display

Print to video display

Read a line fram a disk file (sequential access)
1OIPE:N· . f··Open a diskfile (direct or sequential access)

Write to a disk file access)
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INPUT
Input Data to Program

variê:lble 2, ...

When BASIC encounters the INPUT statement in a program it stops execution
of the program until you enter certain values from the keyboard. The INPUT

statement may specify a list of string or numeric variables, indicating string or
numeric values to be input. For instance, INPUT X$, Xl, Z$, Zl calls for you
to input a string literaI, a number, another string literaI, and another number,
in that order.

When the statement is encountered, the Computer will display a ? You may
then enter the values aIl at once or one at a time. To enter values aIl at once,
separate them by commas. (If Y0uf string literaI includes leading blanks,
colons, or commas, you must enclose the string in quotes.)

If you the values one at a time, the Computer will display a ??,
indicating that more data is expected. Continue entering data until aIl the
variables have been set, at which time the Computer will advance to the next
statement in Y0uf program.

Be sure to enter the correct type of value according to what is called for by the
INPUT statement. For example, you can't input a string-value into a numeric
variable. Ifyou try, the Computer will display a ?REDO FROM START and give
you another chance to enter the correct type of data value, starting with the
first value to be called for by the INPUT list.

If you more data elements than the INPUT statement specifies, the
Computer will display the message ?EXTRA IGNORED and continue with
normal execution of yoUf program.

You can include a "prompting message" in Y0uf INPUT statement. This will
make it easier to input the data correctly. The prompting message must
immediately follow INPUT. It must be enclosed in quotes, and it must be
followed by a semicolon.

You can enter any valid constant. 2, 105, l, 3#, etc. are aIl valid constants.
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Examples

If this line were part of yom program, when this line is reached, you must type
any number and press ENTER before the program will continue.

Here you would have to type in a string when this line is reached. The string
wouldn't have to be enc10sed in quotation marks unless it contained a
comma, a colon, or a leading blank.

This line would print a message on the screen which would help the person at
the keyboard to enter the right sort of data.

Sample Program

:' (li IN ptFr Il !iO~'J l''IU CH DO YOl..) t,'JI:;:I Cil 1"; >:
6~~1. PH l !"fr Il ()I\I l'''l/';H~:; \/Ol,) l,'JOt.H... D l..JE: l Cil ..1 /\!i.CHJf" C: l 1\lr (XV:· .. :3H) "P()I.)I\ID~::; .. Il
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LINEINPUT
Input a Line from Keyboard

UNE INPUT ["prompt] ;variable
prompt is a prompting message
variable is the name that will be assigned to the line you

UNE INPUT (or UNEINPUT - the space is optional) is similar to INPUT, except:

• The Computer will not display a question mark when waiting for yom
operator's input

• Each UNE INPUT statement can assign a value to just one variable
• Commas and quotes yom operator can use as part of the string input
• Leading blanks are not ignored - they become part of variable
• The only way to terminate the string input is to press Œ:iârl

UNE INPUT is a convenient way to input string data without having to worry
about accidentaI entry of delimiters (commas, quotation marks, colons, etc.).
The key serves as the only delimiter. Ifyou want anyone to be able
to input information into yom program without special instructions, use the
UNE INPUT statement.

Sorne situations require that you input commas, quotes and Ieading blanks as
part of the data. UNE INPUT serves weil in such cases.

Examples:

Input A$ without displaying any prompt.

Displays a prompt message and inputs data. Commas will not terminate the
input string, as they would in an input statement.
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Sample Program

:' J U LI j\i[ l j\lF'i)T "T'/F'E. T("i(CII,.Ih: i'1/li/iF "" il':::

:::;::(/1 L,T!\,IF Il\IF'i.JT "1)()'/Oi) I,Ii<F'/!)!}F~ CI:i"llii) r: ,i<i :,"

:? :.~:~l CI L.. l !\.i F: JI····.! F) l..) 'r ii t.A..! 1···1 \{ '? il ~ c": 't.
:? .....:::; :5 FI F~ Il'··.! 'r
24U PRINT At : PRIN1
25U IF B$= "NO"THEN li0
? (i/I !' F: l i'rT "1 L l j'< [ 1'1/ C'iil ['iIT j .Ii 1:',1: C/:I.)~;j "" ,"; ii I:,I\.IU
:2 ·· ....'li; F) F~ l \I"r 11 l 1) () (.. j() 'r i. T j.-;': F: !'l\'" C: (i !v!r:.ll.. ) "r F' F~: C'I C: (: '1 f l' i l! ,. r:": ,~:::.

Notice that when line 210 is executed, a question mark is not displayed after
the statement, "Type in your name". Also, notice on line 230 you can answer
the question "Why" with a statement full of delimiters. commas and quotes.
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CLS
Cfear Sereen

CLS c1ear the screen. It fills the Display with blanks and moves the eursor ta
the upper-Ieft corner. Alphanumerie eharaeters are wiped out as weIl as
graphies blacks. CLS ean be very useful if you should want ta present an
attractive Display output.

Sample Program
'::)·i.I_(;:} CL.b

550 FOR l = 1 TO 24
560 PRINT STRING$(79,33)
:') 7 (Z! I"'JE x·r :r
:j H{/I Ci 0 ·r() 'j il· (/1
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PRINT, PRINT@, PRINT TAB,
PRINTUSING
Output to Display

PRINT@ position, item list
@ position is a number between aand 1919. or
@ position is two numbers, (row, column) , row between a and 23 and

column between a and 79. If @ position is omitted, the current cursor
position is used.

item list is a list composed of any of the following items:
TAB (number)

number is a numeric expression between aand 255
expressions,

where any of these items may be separated by the optional delimiters ","
and";".

PRINT@ position, USING format; item list
format is one or more of the field specifiers #, *, $, \ I!'"'' (space),

or any alphanumeric character.
item list is a list composed of string or numeric expressions, which must be

separated by the delimiters "," or ";".

PKlNT prints an item or a list of items on the Display. The items to be printed
may be separated by commas or semicolons.

If commas are used, the cursor automatically advances to the next tab
position before printing the next item. If semicolons are used, spaces are not
inserted between the items printed on the Display. There are five tab
positions to a line, at columns 0, 14,28,42 and 56.

Use semi-calan as delimiter between items ta avaid ambiguities. Far example,
a semi-calan is required in A;B but nat in A$B$.

A semicolon or comma at the end of a line overrides the cursor-return so
that the next PRINT begins where the last one left off. If no trailing
punctuation is used with PRINT, the cursor drops down to the beginning of
the next line.

Positive numbers are printed with a leading blank, instead of a plus sign. AIl
numbers are printed with a trailing blank. No blanks are inserted before or
after strings; you can insert them with the help of quotation marks.
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Examples

PRINT "1" " "VOTET>"
" DEWE\,'"

"FOR" "THAT"

"1" is printed at tab position O. "YOTEDFORTHATRASCAL" is printed at 28;
"DEWEY" at 56.

This line is fully equivalent to

Sample Program

,''', il

c."t:

When mn. this program gives
1 OWN 6 EDSElS AND MY WIFE OWNS 8.

PRINT @n,
PRINT @ (row, column),
PRINTra specifies exactly where printing is to begin. The location specified
must be a number between Oand 1919, or a pairofnumbers (r, c) withO <= r< =
79 and 0 < = c < 24.

Whenever you cause something to PRINTru on the bottom line of the Display,
there is an automatic line feed; everything on the Display moves up one line.
To suppress this automatic line feed, use a trailing semicolon at the end of the
statement.

Examples
PFH NT 0) (11,39), "*"

Prints an asterisk in the middle of the Display.

PI~INT @ (ï.'j, Il -*.11

Prints an asterisk at the top left corner of the Display.

See "Using the Video Display" in Chapter 1 for an illustration of the print
positions.
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Run this to find out where position 550 is.

Let's say the value of X in the above example is 7. "7" will be printed at
location 1001, not 1000. Recall that a positive number will be printed with a
leading blank to indicate its sign rather than a plus sign. So a space is printed
at 1000 and the number itself is printed at 1001.

Sample Program
150 lINE INPUT "TYPE SOMETHING IN. VOU'Ll GET AN ECHO."; l$
15~) CLB
160 PRINT@ 500, l$
170 PRINT@ 1000, LS
180 PRINT@ 1500, L$

PRINT TAB (n)
PRINT TAB moves the cursor to the specified position on the current line (or
on succeeding lines ifyou specify TAB positions greater than 79). TAB may be
used more than once in a print list.

Since numerical expressions may be used ta specify a TAB position, TAB can
be very usefuI in creating tables, graphs of mathematical functions, etc.

TAB can't be used to move the cursor to the left. If the cursor is to the right of
the specified position, the TAB statement will simply be ignored.

Example

Notice that no punctuation is needed after the TAB modifiers.

Sample Program
22~1 CL.B
230 PRINT TAB(2) "CATALOG NO."; TAB(16) "DESCRIPTION or ITEM";
240 PRINT TAB(39) "QUANTITY"; TAB(51) "PRICE PER ITEM";
245 PRINT TAB(69) "TOTAL PRICE"
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PRINT USING format

The PRINT USING statenient allows you to specify a format for printing string
and numeric values. It can be used in applications such as printing report
headings, accounting reports, checks, or wherever a specifie print format is
required.

The PRINT USING statement ordinarily takes this form:
PRINT USING format; item List

PRINT USING takes the value item List, inserts it into the expression format as
directed by the field specifiers of format, and prints the resulting expression.
format may be expressed as a variable as weIl as a constant.

Note: PRINT USING does not automatically print leading and trailing blanks
around numbers, except as indicated in format.

Examples of Field Specifiers
In aIl the examples below, the first line represents a program line as you might
type it in; the second line is the value retumed after the first line has been run.

The following field specifiers may be used as part of/ormat:

# This sign specifies the position of each digit located in the numeric value.
The number of # signs you use establishes the numeric field. If the
numeric field is greater than the number of digits in the numeric value,
then the unused field positions to the left of the number will be displayed
as spaces and those to the right of the decimal point will be displayed as
zeros. If the numeric field is too small to hoId a particular number, the
number will be disolaved with a leading % sign.

• The decimal point can be placed anywhere in the numeric field
established by the # sign. Rounding-offwill take place when digits to the
right of the decimal point are suppressed.

The comma - when placed in any position between the first digit and
the decimal point - will display a comma to the left of every third digit
as required. The comma establishes an additional position in the field.

** Two asterisks placed at the beginning of the field will cause ail unused
positions to the left of the decimal to be filled with asterisks. The two asterisks
will establish two more positions in the field.
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$$ Two dollar signs placed at the beginning of the field will act as a
floating dollar sign. That is, the dollar sign will occupY the first
position preceding the number.

$11U.67

**$ If these three signs are used at the beginning of the field, then the
vacant positions to the left of the number will be filled by the * sign
and the $ sign will again position itself in the first position preceding
the number.

+ When a + sign is placed at the beginning or end of the field, it will be
printed as specified as a + for positive numbers or as a - for negative
numbers.

F!r:·~ l (.ir '.)i.: i. 1\1(, ;;! i<'!'(!i::i:!:ii:;:i::I:i ii:; /i,,'i,)!/;

.~: '~:"+ "7 :::. :? ij Vi

····,·1.:" r : •..

.... :::: l,il

When a - sign is placed at the end of the field, it will cause a negative
sign to appear after aIl negative numbers. A space will appear after
positive numbers.
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This causes the Computer to use the first string character of the current
value.

F' n l 1\I'r Ut::; l 1\1 Ci

r

il 1 Il tt,

\ spaces \ To specify a string field of more than one character,\spaces\
is used. The length of the field will be the number of spaces between the

\ \ signs plus 2. Use to enter the backslash character.

One space between the backslashes:

F' F: l l'~l' Ut::; 11\ICi "\ '\" ~ Il -r /\l',j Zf\1\I l /\ li

'r /\I\j

Four spaces between the backslasbes:

pnII'-.rr Uf;;INCi "\ 'l\,' ~ lI·r/\I".I:U~f\lI/\", Il Frl...IIOF'J/\"
'r /\ I\j Zt, 1\1[:Tï'" lOF'

Any other character that you include in format will be displayed as a string
literaI.

F' P i I···.IT l)~; 1 !'·i Ci
'*;E:;. L.~5 P.t.)Ch~:::;

If item list is a numeric value, the % sign is automatically printed if the field
is not large enough to contain the digits to the left of the decimal point. The
entire number will be displayed preceded by the percent sign.

·X. :l. (71 (/1 (/1 i/I (/1. (/1

A A A A Indicates the number should be printed out in exponential (E or D)
fonnal.

F' P l 1\lr t..Y::; 1 1'···.1 Ci "~*:\:I,,:l:1 :\:1 :1:1::1:1 .. ! " i. "~ :1 :::. :.?Ji· :::, 0"::.

J • ~:::3.<'!·(.[ +iZi'::..
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Sample Program

l:,.:? (/) Ct:3 ii t·i 'fi ::::: "·i':· .~:..:~::. :\:\:1:\ 'i :1:1: :l:i::I:j::llit :j:1: "V::i! J.) (.!\.LJ\ r:;: ~:; ii

il' ::3 Q) l 1\.1 F' t.)"r il l.....J""Il":} '1" 1 r:; \/ () 1..) P F' l H~::;;'r i\! /\ !'·...1F: Il ~.: F' '~h

l:l·l:l· LI Il····.! el ..' .,; . li t··..l 1···1 /\J "r l ~:::; \1 () \...J F~~ Iv! l I) :0 i.... F: 1\1 {\ i'.·'! F: li ~.; I··...I·:~:~
l:j.:j {.j l \····.1 F' \) 'T H t{l"i !...J /\"1" l ~:::; '..-/ () i....J F< L. (\.~::::;"r j\! ,.::"\ ~\.! c: H ~ ';:h
i~. (':) (li T1"''.1 r:; 1... ) "1" Il E: 1\1 'r F: h: /:1 j"lJ (} t} 1'\I"r F' /\ \( {.\ F': t.o. F~:: i! ~ r::'
478 CLS: PRINT "PAY lU THE ORDER or "~

lI' F5t.j Ph: l !\.!"r i...}~_:.::; l !\1(:: 11! ~ !! li ~ F :}. ~ il" il:; ~vi·:r. ~ li If Il

In line 480, each t picks up the first character of one of the following strings
(F$, '".", M$, and '"." again). Notice the two spaces in '"!!ij!!If'. These two
spaces insert the appropriate spaces after the initiais of the name (see below).
Aiso notice the use of the variables A$ for format and P for item list in line 500.
Any serious use ofthePRINTUSING statement wouId probably require the use
of variables at least for item list rather than constants. (We've used
constants in our examples for the sake of better illustration.)

When the program above is run, the output should look something like this:

WHAT lS YOUR FIRST NAME? JOHN
trH"I/\T TG Y(lI.JP IvIIDDI....E I\I/\I"IE? P/\UL.
WHAT lS YOUR LAST NAME? JONES
ENTER AMOUNT PAYABLE? 12345.6
PAY TO THE ORDER OF J" P" JONES

*****$12,435.60 DOLLARS
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LPRINT, LPRINT TAB, LPRINT USING
Output to Printer

LPRfNT item list
itemlist is alist composed of any of the following items:

TAB· (number)
number is a numeric expression between 0 and 1919

string or numeric expressions
where any of these items may be separated by commas or semi-colons

LPRINT USING format; item list
format isone.or more of the field specifiers #, *, $, \, !, orothercharacters.
item listis a Iist composed of string or numeric expressions, whichmust be

separated by commas or semi-colons.

LPRINT, LPRINT TAB, and LPRINT USING allow you to output to the Line
Printer.

Examples

Sends the value of the expression (A * 2)/3 to the Line Printer.

Moves the Line Printer carriage to tab position 50 and prints TABBED 50.

Sends the formatted value li'li'li'li' 2.2 to the Line Printer.

For more examples and a more detailed explanation of how to use these
statements, see PRINT.

Sample Program

r ,'". li
J .::::'

Note: Before using LPRINT, you must initialize the printer software with the
TRSDOS FORMS commando
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CLOSE
Close Access to File

CLOSE buffer-number, buffer-number, ...
buffer-number = 1,2,3, ...,15

If buffer-number is omitted, ail open files will be closed.

This command terminates access to a file through the specified buffer or
buffers. If buffer-number has not been assigned in a previous OPEN

statement, then

CLOSE buffer-number

has no effect.

Do not remove a diskette which contains an Open file. Close the file first. This
is because the last records may not have been written to disk yet. Closing the
file will write the data, if it hasn't already been written.

The following actions and conditions cause ail files to be closed:

CLEAR or CLEAR n
NEW
RUN (except RUN file, R)
LüAD (except LüAD file, R)
MERGE
Editing a program line
Adding or deleting a program line

Examples

Terminates the file assignments to buffers 1, 2, and 8. These buffers can now
be assigned to other files with OPEN statements.

CLOSE FIRST% + COUNT%

Terminates the file assignment to the buffer specified by the sum FIRST% +
COUNT%.
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FIELD
Organize a Direct File-Buffer loto Fields

FIELD buffer-number, length AS name, /ength AS name, .
buffer-number specifies a direct-access file buffer (1,2,3, 15)
/ength gives the number of bytes in the field
name defines a variable name for the field

The FIELD statement is used ta organize a direct file buffer sa data can
be passed from BASIC ta disk and disk ta BASIC. Before fielding a buffer, you
must use an OPEN statement ta assign that buffer ta a particular disk file.
(The direct access mode, i.e., OPEN "D", ... must be used.) The sum of aIl
lengths should equal the record length assigned when the file was opened.

You may use the FIELD statement any number of times ta "re-organize" a
file buffer. FIELDing a buffer does not cle:u the contents of the buffer; only
the means of accessing the buffer (the field names) are changed.
Furtherrnore, two or more field names can reference the same area of the
buffer.

Examples

FIELD 1, 128 AS AS, 128 AS BS

This statement tells BASIC to assign two 128-byte fields ta the variables
A$ and B$. If you now print A$ or B$, you will see the contents of the field.
Of course, this value would be meaningless unless you've previously used
GET to read a 256-byte record from disk.

Note: AlI data - both strings and numbers - must be placed inta the buffer in
string form. There are three pairs of functions (MKI$/CVI. MKS$/CVS, and
MKD$/CVD) for converting numbers ta strings and strings ta numbers.

)""1

;\ l, .. :
!"ï·,._.l

The first 16 bytes of buffer 3 are assigned the field name NM$; the next 25
bytes, AD$; the next 10, CYs; the next 2, ST$; the next 7, ZP$.
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GET
Get a Record from Disk (Direct Access)

buffel·-m..'mt~e'SPEtcifies aOlreiCl al:::ce:ss file buffer (1 ,2,3,
~cifies wtlich record to GET in the file;

This statement gets a data record from a disk file and places it in the
specified buffer. Before using GET, you must open the file and assign a buffer
ta il.

When BASIC encouüters the GET statement, it reads the record number
from the file and places it into the buffer. If you omit record number it will
read the next record. The actual number of bytes read equals the record
length, set when the file is Opened.

The next record is the record whose number is one greater than that of the last
record accessed. The first time you access a file via a particular buffer, the
CUITent record is set to 1.

GET with a Default Record Number

The first time you use GET or PUT after opening a file, you must specify the
record number. For subsequent GET or PUT statements, you can omit the
record number, in which case BASIC will use the record following the last
record accessed. In short:
1. For the first direct access of a file, use:

GET buffer-number, record-number

2. For subsequent accesses, you may use

GET buffer-number

to get the next record (the record following the last record accessed).

Examples

Gets the next record into buffer 1.

Gets record 25 into buffer 1.
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INPUT#
Sequential Read from Disk

This statement inputs data from a disk file.

With INPUT#, data is input sequentially. That is, when the file is opened, a
pointer is set to the beginning ofthe file. The pointer advances each time data
is input. To start reading from the beginning of the file again, you must close
the file buffer and re-open it.

INPUT# doesn't care how the data was placed on the disk - whether a single
PRINT# statement put it there, or whether it required ten different PRINT#

statements. What matters to INPUT# is the position of the terminating
characters and the EDF marker.

When inputting data into a variable, BASIC ignores leading blanks. When the
first non-blank character is encountered, BASIC assumes it has encountered
the beginning of the data item.

The data item ends when a terminating character is encountered or when a
terminating condition occurs. The terminating characters vary, depending on
whether BASIC is inputting to a numeric or string variable.

Examples

Sequentially inputs two numeric data items from disk and places them in A
and B. File-buffer #1 is used.

Sequentially inputs three string data items from disk and places them in A$,
B$, and C$. File-buffer #4 is used.
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LINEINPUT#
Read Line of Text from Disk

UNE INPUT# buffer-number, name .
buffer-number specifies a sequential input file butter (1,2,3, ...15)
variable is the variable name to contain the string data

Similar to UNE INPUT from the keyboard, UNE INPUT# reads a "line" of
string data into name. UNE INPUT# is useful when you want ta read an ASCII

format BASIC program file as data, or when you want to read in data without
following the usual restrictions regarding leading characters and terminators.

UNE INPUT# reads everything from the first character up ta

• a carriage retum character which is not preceded by a line feed character
• the end-of-file
• the 255th data character (the 255th character is included in the string)

Other characters encountered - quotes, commas, leading blanks, line feed
carriage return sequences - are included in the string.

Example
If the data on disk looks like

10 CLEM~ ~'.(Z10

:;;::(11 OPEr,j Il 1 Il, .t, Il PHO(ï Il

then the statement

could be used repetitively ta read each program line, one line at a time.
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OPEN
Open a Disk File

OPEN mode, buffer-number, file, record-Iength
mode is a string expression or constant of which only the first character is

significant; this character specifies the mode in which the file is ta be
opened: 1for sequential input, 0 for sequential output, D for direct
access input-output. "R" can also be used for direct ("random") 1/0.

buffer-number specifies a butter to be assigned the file specified by filespec
file defines a TRSDOS file specification
record-Iength = 0,1,2. . .256. If record-Iength is omitted or if a value of 0 is

used, the record length will be 256.

This statement makes it possible ta access a file. mode determines what kind
of access you'll have via the specified buffer. buffer-number determines which
butter will be assigned ta the file. file names the file ta be accessed. Iffile does
not exist, then TRSDOS may or may not create it, depending on the access
mode.

When a file is open, it is referenced by the buffer-number which was assigned
ta it. GET buffer-number, PUT buffer-number, PRINT# buffer-number,

-'"' INPUT# buffer-number, all reference the file which was opened via buffer
number. The mode must be correct.

Once a buffer has been assigned ta a file with the OPEN statement, that buffer
can't be used in another OPEN statement. You have ta Close it first.

Examples

Opens the file CLIENTS/TXT for sequential output. Buffer 1will be used. If the
file does not exist, it will be created. If it already exists, then its previous
contents are lost.

'J F' E !\.I ;; D" ~ :2 ~ Il D/\ '1' /\ ,/ p, (\~::;" ~::; F' F C: l /\ L. Il

Opens the file DATA/BAS with the password SPECIAL in the direct access
mode. Butfer number2 is used. IfDATAiBAS does not exist, it will be created
on the first non write-protected drive.

OPEN "D", :), "l'FEn/BAt;", tA

Opens the file TEXT/BAS for direct access. Buffer number 5 is used. The
record length is 64. If this record-Iength does not match the record-Iength
assigned to TEXT/BAS when the file was originally opened, an error will occur.

See Chapter 4 for programming information.
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PRINT#
Sequential Write to Disk File

PRINT:# buffer~nurnber, item list
buffer-numberspecifies a sequential output file buffer (1,2,3, ...15)
item list specifies the data to be written to disk

It is analogous ta item list used in a normal PRINT statement. See PRINT.

This statement writes data sequentially to the specified file. When you first
open a file for sequential output, a pointer is set to the beginning of the file.
Thus the first PRINT# places data at the beginning of the file. At the end of
each PRINT# operation the pointer advances, so values are written in
sequence.

A PRINT# statement creates a disk image similar to what a PRINT to the
Display creates on the screen. Remember this, and you'll be able to set up
your PRINT# list correctly for access by one of more INPUT statements.

PRINT# does not compress the data before writing it to disk. It writes an
ASCII-coded image of the data.

Examples
If A = 123.45

will write a nine-byte character sequence onto disk:

1j123.451;i carriage retum

where "II" indicates a blank.

The punctuation in the PRINT list is very important. Unquoted commas and
semicolons have the same effect as they do in regular PRINT to Display
statements. For example, if A = 2300 and B = 1.303, then

places the data on disk as

I;i 2300 1Il;1l;itit't't'l.btil.b 1.3031;1 carriage retum
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The comma between A and B in the PRINT# list causes 10 extra spaces in the
disk file. Generally you wouldn't want to use up disk space this way, so you
should use semicolons instead of commas.

Files can be written in a carefully controlled format usingPRINT# USING. Or
you can use this option to control how many characters of a value are written
to disk.

For example, suppose A$ = "LUDWIG", B$ = "VAN", and C$ =
"BEETHOVEN". Then the statement

PRIN1·*r.l,Utn:NCi" ~. ~.\ '\,,, u\~t-,p,~;;c,*;

would write the data in nickname form:

1.... " 'v'" C,[:E:'j""

(In this case, we didn't want to add any explicit delimiters.) See PRINT for
more information on the USING option.
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PUT
Write a Record to Disk (Direct Access)

This statement moves data from the buffer of a file into a specified place in the
file. Before putting data into a file, you must

1. Open a file, which assigns a buffer and defines the access mqde (which
must be D)
2. Field the buffer, so you can
3. Place data into the buffer with LSET and RSET statements.

The first time you access a file via a particular buffer, the next record is set
equal to 1. (The next record is the record whose number is one greater than
the last record accessed.)

If record number is higher than the end-of-file record number, then record
number becomes the new end-of-file record number.

PUT with a Default Record Number

The first time you use GET or PUT after opening a file, you must specify the
record number. For subsequent GET or PUT statements, you can omit the
record number, in which case BASIC will use the record following the last
record accessed. In short:
1. For the first direct access of a file, use:

PUT buffer-number, record-number

2. For subsequent accesses, you may use

PUT buffer-number

to put the next record (the record following the last record accessed).

Examples

Puts the next record into buffer 1.

Puts record 25 into buffer 1.
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Debug Statements

These statements can help you debug (isolate errors in) programs you are
developing. They can aIso be used to create routines that trap errors without
provoking BASIC error messages.

Keyword Purpose
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CONT
Resume Execution of Program

When program execution has been stopped (by the j;hl%j3 key or by a
STOP statement in the program), type CONT and I3m::il:1 to continue
execution at the point where the stop or break occurred. During such a break
or stop in execution, you may examine variable values (using PRINT) or
change these values. Then type CONT and IiHWhJ and execution will
continue with the CUITent variable values. CONT, when used with STOP and the

key, is primarily a debugging too1.

Note: You cannot use CONT after EDITing your program lines or otherwise
changing your program. CONT is also invalid after execution has ended
normally.

See also STOP.
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ERL
Get Line Number of Error

ERL returns the line number in which an error has occurred. This function is
primarily used inside an error-handIing routine. If no error has occurred
when ERL is called, line number 0 is returned. Otherwise, ERL returns the
line number in which the error occurred. If the error occurred in the
command mode, 65535 (the largest number representable in two bytes) is
returned.

Examples

Prints the line number of the error.

E: :::0 E:r:H..

Stores the error's line number for future use.

Sample Program
1999 REM E~:Rl ... F:)R()(~:iRA~1

2000 CLEAR 100: ON ERROR GOTO 2125
~:O:l Ci l ["'! P\.JT "Ii)i··!!,,! j'·i/·ll·'IE {\ RF \( CiL) L (JC)I< l 1"oiCi ;: Ol?" ~ 0+
:2 (j :~;:~ {~:j He: l":;:U "r -;t:.

.? 0:::" G-'.I IF ()+::::T';i;Ti··iFl·.i !iF! l 1·.ïTT'h 11 l ~3 l j···.!ll·IE L l ~:)T ";, Cio"lO :? U) {,i/I

:'(ZI'j iZ li FI l !\!'r (:,0;:" 1':;' l\iO'r J !\i!:'!I: L. l u'r " li:: F,:E ~:::;'ro RE: (:;o'r0 2(Z1 :!. (/1

::'::(/1/::,(/1 l 1\IPI.FI" i.-'.)I-·//:,r 1:::;; \'()i,.JF' F"(;'.,.J()(,: l 'TE FT·U..! TT" :; F'+
:?t~·~"?·t?! F:E:r\I) "r·+

::: (/1 ,) (li c; ()r0 :? li)?0
? l (lI (/1 F' Fi l j"\lr " ~:. 0 FI R...,.., .'h i,'.J E D()1\I'r 111\ '/E t;!\!y Il F'::h 11 ~; ": F:: E ~::: 'r () F~E;, (;()"!Cl? (ik::, CI
-2:i. t ,Zl {) /',!"r l\ 'r () l'li ',0 f) l C: J.'{ '.! j"'l (\ r:.i F~ \/ :.T l\ Iv! F: F; !.! P() i?l c: r,:~ or :1 ~:::~ '-...1 r:: ~ ~3 /\ L.. L. \/ 1.1

~~].~~:~i '[F~ r~~f~R~:::~'4 "r'~"IE~I~ (::)I\! 1~~~r~R(:)f~ {:~c)"r'(:) 0
:;:::1. :.::;u IFE: F:L.::::?(ZI:?UTIIE:I\1 HF:~:;I.)(·IF :?(/l'j (/1

214iZ IF ERL~::'::070 THEN HESUME 2100
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ERR
Get Error Code

ERR is similar ta ERL, except thatERR returns the code of the error rather than
the line in which the error occurred. ERR is normally used inside an error
handling routine accessed by ON ERROR GOTO. See the section on error codes
in the Appendix.

Examples
rHEN 1080 ELBE 2000

If the error is an Out of Memory error (code 7) the program branches ta line
1000; if it is any other error, control will instead go ta line 2000.

Sample Program

.:: :,:: 1 (/1 i i)D
,'?:;'!/i,: F F: F:

....,
? '.1 .,: .•

.">
_r; .•

'ï:
•.••: .J.

This program "traps" the Out of Data errar, since 4 is the code for that error.
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ERROR
Simulate Error

ERROR lets you simulate a specified error during program execution. The
major use of this statement is for testing an ON ERROR GOTO routine. When
the ERROR code statement is encountered, the Computer will proceed exactly
as if that error had occurred. Refer ta the Appendix for a listing of error codes
and their meanings.

Example

When the program reaches this line, a Next Without For error (code 1) will
"occur", and the Computer will print a message ta this effect.

Sample Program

:::' :? .{,J. Œi l !\j Fi iJi l'··j

':?~jU EF:F::()F~ 1'···.1

When you input one of the error code numbers, that error will be simulated in
line 2250.
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ON ERROR GOTO
Set Up Error-trapping Routine

When the Computer encounters any kind of error in your program, it
normally breaks out of execution and prints an error message. With ON
ERROR GOTO, you can set up an error-trapping routine which will allow your
program to "recover" from an error and continue, without any break in
execution. Normally you have a particular type of error in mind when you use
the ON ERROR GOTO statement.

For example, suppose your program performs sorne division operations and
you have not ruled out the possibility of division by zero. You might want to
write a routine to handle a division-by-zero error, and then use ON ERROR
GOTO to branch to that routine when such an error occurs.

The ON ERROR GOTO must be executed before the error occurs or it will have
no effect. The ON ERROR GOTO statement can be disabled by executing the
statement,üN ERRORGOTOO. Ifyou use this inside an error-trappingroutine,
BASIC will handle the current error normally. The error handling routine
must be terminated by a RESUME statement. See RESUME.

Examples

If an error occurs in your program anywhere after this line, control will branch
to line 1500.

Sample Program

For the use of ON ERROR GOTO in a program, see the sample programs for
ERL and ERR.
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RESUME
Terminate Error-Trapping Routine

RESUME terminates an error-handling routine by specifying where normal
execution is to resume. Place a RESUME statement at the end of an error
trapping routine. That way later errors can also be trapped.

RESUME without an argument and RESUME 0 both cause the Computer to
return to the statement in which the error occurred.

RESUME followed by a line number causes the Computer to branch to the
specified line number.

RESUME NEXT causes the Computer to branch to the statement following the
point at which the error occurred.

Examples
PEE;UME:

If an error occurs, when program execution reaches the line above, control
will be transferred to the statement in which the error occurred.

HEE;UI"1E 1(li

If an error occurs, control will be transferred to line 10 after the problem has
been fixed.

SampIe Program
For the use of RESUME in a program, see the sample programs for ERL and
ERR.
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STOP
Interrupt Execution ofProgram

STOP interrupts the execution of your program and prints the words BREAK IN

followed by the number of the line that contains the STOP. STOP is primarily a
debugging aid. During the break in execution, you can examine variables or
change their values.

The CONT command is used to resume execution at the point where it was
halted. But if the program itself is altered during the break, CONT can't be
used.

Sample Program

:'? :?"/' iZi ~3 'r () F'
:? :2 E:: (lI (:.:; () 'T () :?:2 (1 (/1

A random number between 1 and 10 will be assigned to X and program
execution will haIt at Hne 2270. You can now examine the value of X with
PRINT x. Type CONT to start the cycle again.
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TROFF, TRON
Turn Trace Function Off, On

TRON turns on a trace function that lets you follow program flow for
debugging and for analysis of the execution of the program. Each time the
program advances to a new program line, that line number will be displayed
inside a pair of brackets. TROFF tums trace off.

Sample Program

::? :;" (/1 (/1 :/

?:!;j(/I

::::: \/,.....

The above three lines might be helpful in assuring you that line 2300 is actually
being executed, since each time it is executed [2300] will be printed on the
Display. (We assume the program doesn't jump directly to line 2300 without
passing through line 2290, which would execute the assignment statement
without turning the trace on.)

After a program is debugged, the TRON and TROFF statements can be
removed.
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Numeric Functions
AIl of these functions retum a number. You can use them anywhere a
numeric expression is caIled for. Notice that several string-related functions
(ASC, INSTR, LEN, VAL) are included in this group.
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ABS
Compute Absolute Value

ABS returns the absolute value of the argument, Le., the magnitude of the
number without respect to its sign. ABS(x)=x for x greater than or equal to
zero, andABs(x)=-x for x less than zero.

The result is always the same precision as the argument.

Examples

The absolute value of Y is assigned to X.

IF ABSeX) < 1E-6 THEN PRINT "TOO SMALL"
TaO SMALL is printed only if the absolute value ofX is less than the indicated
number.

Sample Program
100 INPUT "WHAT'S THE TEMPERATURE OUTSIDE (DEGREES F)"; TEMP
110 IF TEMP < 0 THEN PRINT "THAT'S" ABSCTEMP)

"BELOW ZERO' BRR!": END
:1.::2 (;~ l FTT::Ivl P :0: f;~jTï···1 EI\j P FU I\rl"" "Z E r~ 0 DE:Ci I:~ E: E::3 ! Ivl rI""ECO 1.... D ~ ": EI\ID
130 PRINT TEMP "DEGREES ABOVE ZERO? BALMYI": END
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ASC
Get ASCII Code

ASC returns the ASCII code of the first character of the string. The value is
retun'1ed as a decimal number.

Examples

Bath lines will print 65, the ASCII code for"A" .

Prints the ASCII code of the last character of T$.

Sample Programming
Refer ta the ASCII code table in the Appendix. Note that the ASCII code for a
lower-case letter is equal ta that letter's upper case code plus 32. SA ASC can
be used ta convert lower case ta upper case, simply by subtracting 32 from
ASC(X). For instance:

1'+!/i II\II:ii,JT "L.. I:::rr'!:H (;::i. ..... ;::.)"~ X+
IF' \t ,,:-:::
e F~ 11\I'f X~;i;

X+ - CHRt(ASC(X+) ·· ..·:3:? :;

ASC can be used ta make sure that a program is receiving the proper input.
Suppose you've written a program that requires the user ta input hexadecimal
digits 0-9, A-F. Ta make sure that only those characters are input, and
exclude aIl other characters, you can insert the following routine.

100 INPUT"ENTER A HEXADECIMAL VALUE C0-9,A-F)";N$
110 A=ASCCNS) 'get ASCII code
120 IF A>47 AND A<58 OR A>64 AND A<71 THEN PRINT"OK.": GOTO 100
130 PRINT"VALUE NOT OK.": GOTO 100
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ATN
Compute Arctangent

ATN returns the angle whose tangent is number. The angle will be in radians;
to convert to degrees, multiply ATN(X) by 57.29578.

The result is always single-precision.

Examples

Assigns the value of the arctangent of Y/3 to X.

PRINT ATN(1.0023) * 57.2

Prints the indicated value.

R = N * ATN(-20 * F2/Fl)

Assigns the indicated value to R.

Sample Program
190 INPUT "TANGENT"; T
:?~%) P Rl NT" (0, t\1 Ci LE: l ~:::; "0 /:.,.11.1 ( or )c.: '')"/,,:? (1"::,,? E:
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CDBL
Couvert to Double-Precision

Returns a double-precision representation of the argument. The value
returned will contain 17 digits, but only as many digits as are contained in the
argument will be significant.

CDBL may be useful when you want to force an operation to be done in
double-precision, even though the operands are single precision or even
integers. For example, CDBL (1% )/1% will return a fraction with 17 digits of
precIsIon.

Examples
'/*1: :::: CDI3I, (1\1 'K :3) ,+ l'"i

The operations on the right are forced double-precision.

Sampie Program
:;?:I CI Foe ]::: :irc) :?'
220 PRINT l/CDI3L(I)1
::::::3(/1 Ne x'r :1:

Prints the elements of the harmonie series 1, 1/2, 1/3, ... 1/25 in double
preCIsIon.
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CINT
Convert to Integer Representation

CINT returns the largest integer not greater than the argument. For example,
CINT( 1.5) returns 1; CINT( -1.5) returns - 2. The result is a two-byte integer.

Examples

Prints the indicated value.

K = CINTCX#) + CINTCY#)

The addition will involve only integer arithmetic, which is much faster than
double-precision.

Sample Program
240 INPUT "ENTER A POSITIVE DECIMAL NUMBER
(LIKE 0000.0000)"; N
250 PRINT "INTEGER PORTION 18"; CINT(N)
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COS
Compute Cosine

COS returns the cosine of the angle number. The angle must be given in
radians. When number is in degrees, use COS (number * .01745329).

The result is always single-precision.

Examples

Assigns the value of COS(X) ta Y.

y = COS(X * .01745329)
IfX is an angle in degrees, the above line will give its cosine.

PRINT COS(5.8) COS(85 * .42)
Prints the arithmetic (not trigonometric) difference of the two cosines.

G2 = G1 * «COS(A» a 15)
Computes and stores the result in G2.

Sample Program
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CSNG
Convert to Single-Precision

CSNG returns a single-precision representation of the argument. When the
argument is a double-precision value, it is retumed as seven significant digits.
When the number is Printed, only six digits will be output, with ""4/5"
rounding in the least significant digit. For instance,
CSNG(.6666666666666667) Prints as .666p67; CSNG(.3333333333333333)
Prints as .333333.

Examples
F C: ::: C: ::::; 1···.1 Ci <! I·'! :1:1: )

Assigns the value CSNG (TM#) to FC.

Prints a single-precision value.

F< =:: C: :::::; 1\1 Ci ( /\ H/ E',:I:I: )

Performs the indicated computation and stores it in R.

Sample Program
280 Pli = 3.14159265358979
290 BI = 18.000000795
300 PRINT CSNG(PII * BI)

This program prints a single-precision value after the double-precision
multiplication.
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EXP
Compute Natural Exponential

Returns the natural exponential of number, that is, enumber. This is the
inverse of the LOG function; therefore, X = EXP(LOG(X)). The result is always
single-precision.

Examples
j..! :::: E>( F' (i\)

Assigns the value of EXP(A) to H.

Prints the value .135335.

E = (61 + 62 - .07) * EXF'(.055 * (61 + 62»

Perfonns the required calculation and stores it in E.

Sampie Program
310 INPUT "NUM8ER"; N
320 PRINT "E RAISED TO THE N POWER lB" EXP(N)
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FIX
ReturD TruDcated Vaine

FIX returns a truncated representation of the argument. Ali digits ta the right of the
decimal point are simply chopped off, sa the resultant value is a whole number. For
negative, non-whole number X, FIX(X) = INT(X) + l, For aIl other X, FIX(X) =

INT(X).

The result has the same precision as the argument (except for the fractional
portion).

Examples

The truncated number is put in Y.

Prints the value 2.

1) F::r !\!'T' F' T/: ( .. ::: " ::::: )

Prints the value -2.

Sample Program
330 INPUT "NUMBER"; A#
340 YI = ABS(AI - FIX(AI»
350 PRINT "FRACTIONAL PORTION IS" Y#

This program splits any number into its integer and fractional parts. Try
inputting double-precision values.
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INSTR
Search for Specified String

This function lets you search through a string to see if it contains another
string. If it does, INSTR returns the starting position of the substring in the
target string; otherwise, zero is returned. Note that the entire substring must
be contained in the search string, or zero is returned. AIso, note that INSTR

only finds the first occurrence of a substring starting at the position you
specify.

Examples
In these examples, A$ = "LINCOLN":

l !\! ~:;T H ;' li,+'.' "1 Î\I (~" )

returns a value of 2.

returns a zero.

returns a zero. For a slightly different use of INSTR, look at

which returns 5.
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Sample Program

The program below uses INSTR to search through the addresses contained in
the program's DATA lines. It counts the number of addresses with a specified
county zip code (761--) and returns that number. The zip code is preceded by
an asterisk to distinguish it from the other numeric data found in the address.

360 RESTOI~E

370 COUN"TER :::: k1
380 ON ERROR GOTO 410
390 READ ADDRESS$
400 IF INSTR(ADDRESS$, "*761") <> 0 THEN COUNTER :::: COUNTER + 1

EL.SE 390
405 GOTO 390
L~10 PRINT "NIWIBER OF TARRANT COUN°ry, TX ADDRESE;EE; IS" COUI\ITEfn

END
420 DATA "5950 GORHAM DRIVE, BURLESON, TX *76148"
430 DATA "71 FIRSTFIELD ROAD, GAITHERSBURG, MD *20760"
440 DATA "1000 TWO TANDY CENTER, FORT WORTH, TX *76102"
450 DATA "16633 SOUTH CENTRAL. EXPRESSWAY, RICHARDSON, TX *75080"
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INT
Convert to Integer Value

INT retums the largest whole number that is not greater than the argument.
The result has the same precision as the argument except for the fractional
portion. The argument is not limited to the range - 32768 to 32767.

Examples
/\ ,,:: l r··.j·r ( X)

Gets the integer value of X and stores it in A.

PRINT INT L? 5)

Prints the value 2.

Prints -3.

Sample Program
460 INPUT X~*

470 IF X# < 0 THEN GOTO 460
480 A = INT«X# * 100) + .5)/100
490 PRINT A

If you type in a positive number with a fraction like 25.733720, this program
will round it off to two decimal places and print it.
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LEN
Get Length of String

LEN returns the number of characters in the specified string.

Examples
X ::: LENCSENTENCES)

Gets the length ofSEN1ENCE$ and stores it in X.

Prints the value 17.

Sample Program
5 00 A~~ ::: Il Il

511Z1 BS ::: Il TOIVI II

520 PRINT AS, BS, BS + BS
530 PRINT LENCAS), LENCBS), LENC8$ + BS)

When this short program is run, the following will be printed on the Display:

TCWI
'''Z
,.:l

TOI'1TOM
6
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LOG
Compute Natural Logarithm

LOG returns the naturallogarithm of the argument. This is the inverse of the
EXP function, so X = LOG(EXP(X». To find the logarithm of a number to
another base B, use the formula LOG B(X) = LOG E(X)/LOG E(B). For example ,
LOG(32767)/LOG(2) returns the logarithm to base 2 of 32767.

The result is always single-precision.

Examples
p, :;: 1.... 0 Ci ( (:', )

Computes the value of LOG(A) and stores it in B.

PRINT LOG(].14159)

Prints the value 1.14473.

l = 10 * LOGCP2/P1)

Performs the indicated calculation and assigns it to Z.

Sample Program
This program demonstrates the use of LOG. It utilizes a formula taken from
space communications research.

540 INPUT "DISTANCE SIGNAL MUST TRAVEL CMILES)"; D
550 INPUT "SIGNAL FREQUENCY (GIGAHERTZ)"; F
560 L = 96.58 + C20 * LOGCF» + (20 * LOGCD»
570 PRINT "SIGNAL STRENGTH LOSS IN FREE SPACE IS" L "DECIBELS."

a
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RND
Generate Pseudorandom Number

RND produces a pseudorandom number using the current "seed" number.
The seed is generated intemally and is not accessible to the user. RND may be
used to produce random numbers between 0 and 1, or random integers
greater than 0, depending on the argument.

RND (0) retums a single-precision value between 0 and 1. RND(X), where X is
an integer between 1 and 32767, retums an integer between 1 and X. For
example, RND(55) retums a pseudorandom integer between 1 and 55.
RND(55.5) retums a number in the same range, becauseRND uses the integer
value of the argument.

Examples

A is given a value of 1 or 2.

/\ ::::: F;: 1'···.1 1) ( Z )

Retums a random integer between 1 and Z and assigns it to A.

Ph: l I\if PN:U «(7)

Prints a decimal fraction between 0 and 1.

Sample Program

:::1 E~ (lI F" () F;~ l l or () 1 Vj (/1

590 PRINT RND(10);
6(71(;1 i\iE\T" l

This prints 100 pseudorandom numbers between 1 and 10.
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SGN
Get Sign

This is the "sign" function. It returns -1 ifits argument is a negative number,°if its argument is zero, and 1 if its argument is a positive number.

Examples
y :::: ~::; (j I\! (,t'i '~f:' [',)

The function determines what the sign of the expression A * Bis, and passes
the appropriate number (-1,0, 1) to Y.

Prints the appropriate number on the Display.

Sample Program
610 INPUT "ENTER A NUMBER"; X
620 ON SGNCX) + 2 GOTO 630, 640, 650
630 PRINT "NEGATIVE": END
640 PRINT "ZERO": END
650 PRINT "POSITIVE": END
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SIN
Compute Sine

SIN returns the sine of the argument, which must be in radians. To obtain the
sine of X when X is in degrees, use SIN(X * .01745329).

The result is always single-precision.

Examples
1;.) ::::: ~:; l !\j ( Iv! X)

Assigns the value of SIN (MX) to W.

PRIN,.. BIN(7.96)
Prints the value .994385.

E = (A * A) * (BIN(D)/2)

Performs the indicated calculation and stores it in E.

SampIe Program
66G'.1 l NPtrr "f\NCiLE: l N DE:Gf~E:ES"; /:\
670 PRINT "BINE lB"; BIN(A * .01745329)
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SQR
Compute Square Root

SQR returns the square root of its argument. The result is always single
precision.

Examples
....(. ::::: ~::;; (;'! F{ (/\ .+' ['.)

Performs the required ca1culation and stores it in Y.

Prints the value 12.478.

Sample Program
680 INPUT "TOTAL RE3IS1ANCE (OHMS)"; R
(/)!.?) Tnp!}!," "IUfi\I... !~c:(:J::ri',!····.IC:E:: (()l'ii'I':',) li '; :/

700 7 - S0R«R * R) + (X * X»

This program computes the total impedance for series circuits.
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TAN
Compute Tangent

TAN returns the tangent of the argument. The argument must be in radians.
Ta obtain the tangent of X when X is in degrees, use TAN (X* .(1745329).

The result is always single-precision.

Examples
i . "i!\ !\! ( jv! )

Assigns the value of TAN(M) ta L.

Prints the value -9.39702.

z = (TANCL2 - Ll»/2

Performs the indicated calculatian and stores the result in Z.

Sample Program
720 INPUT "ANGL.E IN DEGREES"; ANGLE
730 T = TAN(ANGLE * .01745329)
/ /11/) li 1:': 1!\!l' il 1" (\ !\! l ') il 1"
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VAL
Evaluate String

VAL is the inverse of the STR$ function; it returns the number represented by
the characters in a string argument. This number may be integer, single
precision, or double precision depending on the range of values and the mIes
used for typing aH constants.

For example, if A$ = "12" and B$ = "34" then VAL(A$ + "." + B$) returns
the value 12.34 and vAL(A$ + "E" + B$) returns the value 12E34, that is, 12
* 10"34.

VAL terminates its evaluation on the first character which has no meaing in a
numeric term - e.g., Z, ?, etc. The current value at termination is used.

If the string is non-numeric or nuH, VAL returns a zero.

Examples
F'HII\IT ')(':,1....( "1i/1Q.'1 DOL.I....f.":lP'::;")

prints 100.

prints 1.234E+OS.

The value 3 is assigned to B.

Sample Program

750 REM WHAT SIDE OF THE STREET?
760 REM NORTH IS EVEN; SOUTH IS ODD
770 LINE INPUT "ENTER THE ADDRESS (NUMBER AND STREET) "; ADS
780 C = INT(VAL.(AD$)/2) * 2
790 IF C = VAL(ADS) THEN PRINT "NORTH SIDE": GOTO 770
800 PRINT "SOUTH SIDE": GOTO 770
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String Functions
AIl of these functions return a string value. You can use them anywhere a
string expression is called for. Notice that several numeric number-related
functions (HEX$, OCT$, STR$) are included.
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CHR$
Get Character for ASCII or Control Code

CHR$ is the inverse of the ASC function. It returns a one-character string; this
character has the ASCII, control, or graphies code number specified by the
argument of the function.

Examples:

The function CHR$ converts the number Tinto its ASCII character equivalent
and puts the character into P$.

F' H :r r·.IT (:1·1 h:+ ( 3~:i )

Prints a # on the Display.

Puts the Display into its black-on-white mode (use CHR$ (25) to return to
normal).

The character whose ASCII code is 1 is added to the end of A$.

Sample Programs
Using CHR$, you can assign quotation marks to strings, even though they are
ordinarily used as string-delimiters. Since the ASCII code for quotations is 34,
A$ = CHR$(34) assigns the value" to A$.

When this is mn, the following line will be printed on the Display:
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The following program will let you investigate the effect of printing each of
the 256 (0-255) codes on the display. Codes of special interest:

1~%1 CLS
110 INPUT"TYPE IN THE CODE (0-255)";C
120 PRINT CHR$(C);" JUST PRINTED CODE"C
130 GOTO 110

For a complete list and discussion of output to the Video Display, see Chapter
1 and the Character Code table in the Appendix.
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DATE$
Get Today's Date

This function lets you display today's date and use it in a program.

The operator sets the date initially when TRSDOS is started up. When you
request the date, BASIC will display it in this fashion:

SATAPR281979118 45

which means Saturday, April 28, 1979, 118th day of the year, 4th month ofthe
year, 5th day of the week (Monday is the Oth day of the week).

Example

which returns

WEDJUL251979286 I~

Sample Program
:1. 'Zl9D F' I? l 1\.11" "11"1"\/<:;, ri t (l r· ',' C: h <.,' ç k ~ "
lU/IiZ! :r F' T) {\TE>::;; "T \'P),J /\ !\I ..:<1. 1 i:n:) ill i/ioz, 1 1:;;' liTin: (\ F' ln (iT "T ,,,j;,, '11:.

1110 A1~ =: L... E~F·T$(I)A1·E:%;5 f:~): E:~$ !:~:j:~il·'·!··~'~(A~§;, ,~:j

:1 1:::: (/1 C.: \) l\ L. ( C. ·;t: )
:1 1:3 (('1 F' R l I\.I·T :';;:1 C'. il ci ':1 .".' ~;. Il ri t :i. 'Ii. I"! \/.;;;' ri t i) r· -1: :i. ni';:;'.. il
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ERRS$
Get System Error Number and Message

This function returns the number and description of the TRSOOS error that caused
the latest BASIC disk-related error. It returns a string containing the ASClI-coded
error number followed by the TRSOOS error text. If no TRSOOS error has occurred,
ERRS$ returns a null string.

Example

PRINT "THE LATESTTRSOOS ERROR IS "; ERRS$
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HEX$
Compute Hexadecimal Value

HEX$ returns a string which represents the hexadecimal value of the
argument. The value returned is like any other string - it cannot be used in
a number expression. That is, you cannot add hex strings. You cao
concatenate them, though.

Examples:
PRINT HEX$(38), HEX$(S8), HEXt(98)

prints the following strings:

:!F:.':..,:: ~;, (::.,

Y$ is the hexadecimal string representing the integer quotient X/16.

Sample Program
720 INPUT "DECIMAL VALUE"; DEC
730 PRINT "HEXADECIMAL VALUE lB " HEX$(DEC)
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LEFT$
Get Left Portion of String

LEFT$ retums the first number characters of string. If number is equal to or
greater than LEN (string), the entire string is retumed.

Examples:

Prints the left six characters ofBATILESHIPS, namely, BATILE.

Sînce BIG FIERCE DOG is less than 20 characters long, the whole phrase is
printed.

PHRABE$ ~ LEFT$(M$, 12)

Puts the first 12 characters of M$ into PHRASE$.

Prints ALPHABET.

Sample Program

When this is mn, the following will be printed:

TIM--THAT'S SHORT FOR TIMOTHY.
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MID$
Get Substring

9 begins in string
ubstring (this paramete,r is

sed.

MID$ retums a substring of string. The substring begins at position in string
and is length characters long.

Examples
If A$ = 'WEATHERFORD" then

PliINT MID$(A$, 3, 2)
prints AT.

F$ = l''IID$(A$, 3)
putsATHERFORD into F$.

Sample Program

200 INPUT "AREA CODE AND NUMBER (NNN-NNN-NNNN)"; PHS
210 EX$ = MID$(PHS, 5, ])
220 PRINT "NUMBER lB IN THE" EX$ " EXCHANGE."

The first three digits of a local phone number are sometimes called the
exchange of the number. This program looks at a complete phone number
(area code, exchange, last four digits) and picks out the exchange of that
number.
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OCT$
Compute Octal Value

a r.uIYlerilc e)(prE~55iionin the range

GeT$ retums a string which represents the octal value of the argument. The
value retumed is like any other string - it cannot be used in a numeric
expression.

Examples:

prints the fol1owing strings:
.. "j .... ,

...).<:.

Y$ is a string representation of the integer quotient X/84 to base 8.

Sample Program

830 INPUT "DECIMAL VALUE"; DEC
840 PRINT "OCTAL VALUE lB " OCT$(DEC)
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RIGHT$
Get Right Portion of String

to nul! string

RIGHT$ returns the last number characters ofstring. IfLEN (string) is less than
or equal to number, the entire string if> returned.

Examples:

Prints the five right characters OfWATERMELON, namely, MELON.

Since MILKY WAy is less than 25 characters long, the whole phrase is printed.

Puts the last five characters of ADDRESS$ into ZIP$.

Prints a single "!".

Sample Program

850 RESTORE: ON ERROR GOTO 880
860 READ COMPANY$
870 PRINT RIGHT$(COMPANY$, 2),: GOTO 860
BHQj E:I\ID
U<j~1 1);,\T('\, "BE C: f"II"I;,\ 1\1 1.... I...WI E·. [ R COI"IPf.:\t\/\i, ~::;El:iTrL.E:, J,...,lf\"

9 ~%7.1 D,t.'·d"/i "E]) NO Frr 0 1\1 SF;:I,,\I EJ~ ~:; ET~ '../ l CE: '! 13 R00 1·-<1.Y1"·1 , i\.l"V il

910 DATA "HAMMOND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, HAMMOND, IN"

This program prints the name of the state in which each company is located.
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SPACE$
Return String of Spaces

SPACE$ returns a string of spaces. The number of spaces is determined by the
argument.

Examples:

Prints DESCRIPTION followed by four spaces followed by TYPE followed by
nine spaces followed by QUANTITY.

Puts a string of fourteen spaces into A$.

Puts a string of N spaces ioto SP$.

Sample Program

/.~

.;;.):? (2j F' F~ 1 1\,1 '1" II j··'I·:.::,! r· _:.::,' Il

930 PRINT SPACE$(13)
940 PRINT SPACE$(26l
~)50 f:~f~I~I-l" SrA(:r~~!;(3())

960 PRINT SPACE$(S2l
<?"70 F)R:[I~-r' Sf:)ACr~~~;«()~~~)
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STR$
Convert to String Representation

STR$ converts its argument to a string. For example, if X = 58.5, then STR$
(X) equals the string "1;)58.5. Notice that a leading blank is inserted before
58.5 to allow for the sign ofX. While arithmetic operations may be performed
on X, only string function and operations may be performed on the string,
"l}58.5".

Examples:

Converts the number X into a string and stores it in S$.

T$ = BTR$(A * 18)

Converts the number A * 18 into a string and stores it in T$.

Sample Program
90 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM DEMONSTRATES HOW TO PREVENT AN ERROR"
95 PRINT "FROM ENTERING INTO A SINGLE-TO-DOUBLE PRECISION CONVERSION"
97 PRINT
100 A:::: 1 . 6
110 B#=::A
120 C#=VAL(STR$(A»
130 PRINT"REGULAR CONVERSION"TAB(40)"SPECIAL CONVERSION"
140 PRINT B# TAB(40) CI
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STRING$
Return String of Characters

STRING$ retums a string of characters. How many characters are retumed
depends on STRING$'s first argument; what characters they are depends on its
second argument. For example, STRING$(30,65) retums a string of 30 "A"s.
STRING$(30,20) retums a string of 30 blanks, since 20 is the code for a blank
character.

STRING$ is useful for creating graphs, tables, and sa on.

Examples:

Puts a string of 25 "X"s into B$.

10 is ASCII code for a line feed, sa the line above will print 50 blank lines on the
Display.

Sampie Program

10L~0 CLEAR 300
1050 INPUT "TYPE IN THREE NUM8ERS 8ETWEEN 33 AND 159 (N1, N2
, N~.3)"; N1, N~;~, N:5
1060 CLS: FOR 1 = 1 TO 4: PRINT STRING$(20, N1): NEXT 1
1070 FOR J = 1 TO 2: PRINT STRING$(40, N2): NEXT J
1080 PRINT STRING$(80, N3)
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TIME$
GettheTime

This function lets you use the time in a program.
The operator sets the time initially when TRSDOS is started up. When you
request the time, TIME$ will supply it using this format:

which means 14 hours, 47 minutes, and 18 seconds (24-hourclock) or 2:47:18
PM
To change the time, use the TRSDOS command, TIME. For example,

SYSTEM "TIME 13.30"

Example

When this line is reached in your program, the current time is stored in A$.

Sampie Program
1140 IF lEFTS(TIMES, 5) = "10.15" THEN PRINT "Time is 10:15
A.M.--time to pick up the mail.": END
11 ~d2) GOTO 114lZ1
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Input/Output Functions

These functions perfonn input/output to the keyboard, video display, line
printer, and disk files. They are grouped accordingly in this section.

Functions with a $ suffix (like INKEY$) return string values; others return
numeric values.

Note: Before attempting any input/output to BASIC data files, you should
read Chapter 4, File Access Techniques, and try out the sample programs
given there.

Keyword Purpose

Getkeyboard character jf available
Get a string of characters fram keyboard

. Get cursor column position on video dJsplay
Get cursor raw position on video display
Output ~paces to video display .... . . ... .,
Restore data fram disk file to double-precision
(direct access)

. Restore dçlta trom disk file to integer (di~ ac()es~)

Restore data from disk file to single-precision
(direct access)
Check for end of file
Input a string of characters from disk
access)
Get current disk file record number (direct or ..

. sequentiel access)
Get disk file's end of file record number

Oble-precision number to.string
ectaccess) . . .

integer to string for disk write (direct access)
precision number to string

taccess)

EOF
INPUT$

INKEY$
INPUT$
POS
ROW
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INKEY$
Get Keyboard Character if Available

Returns a one-character string from the keyboard without the necessity of
having to press . If no key is pressed, a null string (length zero) is
returned. Characters typed to INKEY$ are not echoed to the Display.

INKEY$ is invariably put inside sorne sort of loop. Otherwise program
execution would pass through the line containing INKEY$ before a key could
be pressed.

Example

When put into a loop, the above program fragment will get a key from the
keyboard and store it in A$. If the line above is used by itself, when control
reaches it and no key is being pressed, a null string (" ") will be stored in A$.

Sample Program
l :? (i',1({'j Cl ~:::;

l. :::: 1Cj liHT!\ir i:i) '/ 'J,I,'I '1 l i\\i-'J::: \( +, ~,; ,
:1 :?:?D Ci()'TO l:::::i Cj

When you ron this program, the screen will remain blank (except for the
cursor) until you strike a key. The last key that you strike will remain on the
Display until you press another one. Whenever you fail to hit a key while this
program is executing, a null string, i.e., nothing, is printed at 540.
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INPUT$
Input a Character String

the range [1

This function allows a program to input a specified number of keyboard
characters. As soon as the last required character is typed, execution
continues. (You don't have to press to signify end-of-line.) The
characters you type will not be displayed on the screen.

Any character you type will be accepted (except ).

Examples

A string of 5 characters must be input before BASIC will proceed to the next
line of the program.

Sample Program

This program shows how you might use INPUT$ to have an operator input a
password to access a protected file. By usingINPUT$, the operator can type in
the password without anyone see it on the Video Display. (To see the full file
specification, ron the prograrn, then type PRINT F$.)

110 LINE INPUT "TYPE IN THE FILENAME/EXT"; FS
120 PRINT "TYPE IN THE PASSWORD -- MUST TYPE 8 CHARACTERS: n;
130 PS - INPUTS(8)
140 F$ = F$ + " " + P$
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POS
Get Cursor Column Position

POS retums a number from 0 to 79 indicating the current CUfsar column
position on the Display.

Examples

PRINT fAB(40) POSCO)

The PRINTTAB statement moves the CUfsor to position 40. Since the CUfsar is
at 40, POS(O) retums the value 40, and 40 is printed on th~Display. (However,
since a blank is inserted before the "4" to accommodate the sign, the "4" is
actually at position 41.) The "0" in POS(O) is the dummy argument.

Sample Program

1 ~j (jJ CLY;
J6FI i\{; :::: II\~I-<EY<t;

:l.?(ZI IF' l\+ :;;:: "" 'TI"'IFI\1 :!. .'::.(/1

180 IF POSCX) 70 lHEN IF A$
:i, <:) (;~ Fi F{ l i\I'T (:', '1; ;

::::~ [1 El L. PHI N'T li ':~:' ;
':;:: i. ~~l CiOTO :!. bU

CHH+(32) THEN A+ - CHH+(13)

This program lets you use YOUf printer as a typewriter (except that mistakes
can't be corrected). YOUf computer keyboard is the typewriter keyboard. The
program will keep watch at the end of a tine so that no ward is divided beween
two tines.
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ROW
Get Row Position of Cursor

The ROW function finds the row on which the cursor is currently located and
returns that row-number. The 24 rows are numbered 0-23.

Examples

X :::: FWl-J (y)

The row-number of the cursor's position at the time this line is encountered is
assigned to X.

PHINT HOl-J(0)

The row-number is printed on the Display.

Sample Program

When a key is typed, the program below will print it, find its Display
row-number and column-number, print this information, find itsAscn code,
and print this information too.

100 CU'.)
11 ~;) H::.::(ZI: (::=::'~?I

120 PHINT@(21,32),"HOW","COlUMN"
13fb X~~::::: l NPU'r'$ ( 1 )
140 PHINT @(H,C),X$;
150 C=POS(0):R=ROW(\l)
160 PRINT @ (22,32),R,C;
163 PRINT @ (23,32),STRING$(20,32);
165 PRINT @(23,32),"ASCII CODE IS "HEX$(ASC(X$»;
17(/:1 PRnrTiï)( R, C), "" ;
HWI GOT0 L....m
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SPC
Print Line of Blanks

SPC prints a line of blanks. The number of blanks is determined by the
argument of SPC. SPC does not use string space.

The left parenthesis must immediately follow SPC (no blanks in between).

SPC can be used with PRINT, LPRINT, or PRINT# statements.

Examples

Sample Program

!?:s Ci j' F~ TI···.IT ':3 F' C ( '/ ':,) 11 li:.:! r.'
1268 PRTNT SP(60) is
:!. ::::: ";7 V! F' F:: J l\j "r- ~j i,··l (..: (, .{!. ~::l) il ;::'L rOi il

1 :'::: Ui/I Fi F~ l i\IT ,::::; P(: (3(/1 ) ":::. :: ;} ni ,:. ! .:::. 11

Il .. ,:: Il
Ul
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CVD, CVI, CVS
Restore String Data to Numeric

n which defines a four-ch
-field containing a nume

.ccurs; if LEN(string»4, only

These functions let you restore data to numeric form after it is read from disk.
Typically the data has been read by a GET statement, and is stored in a direct
access file buffer. CVD, CYl, andCVS are the inverses ofMKD$, MKI$, and
MKS$, respectively.

Examples
Suppose the nameGROSSPAY$ references an eight-byte field in a direct access
file buffer, and after GETting a record, GROSSPAY$ contains an MKD$
representation of the number 13123.38. Then the statement

assigns the numeric value 13123.38 to the double-precision variable A#.

Sample program
lLf20 OPEN "D", 1, ITE~n/DAT"

1430 FIELD 1, 2 AS 11$, 4 AS 12$, 8 AS 13$
1LfLf0 (jET 1
1450 PRINT CVICI1$), CVSCI2$), CVDCI3$)
11+6(;1 CLOSE

This program opens a file named TEST/DAT which is assumed to have been
previously created. (For the program which creates the file, see the section on
MKD$, MKI$, and MKS$.) CYl, CYS, and CVD are used to convert string data
back to numeric form.
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EOF
End-of-file detector

This function checks to see whether aU characters up to the end-of-file marker
have been accessed, so you can avoid Input Past End errors during sequential
input.

Assuming buffer-number specifies an open file-buffer, then EDF (buffer
number) retums 0 (false) when the EDF record has not yet been read, and -1
(true) when it has been read.

Examples
IF EOF(FILEl THEN CLOSE FILE

This line deterrnines whether the end-of-file has been reached. If it has, the
specified buffer (FILE) is closed.

Sample program
The following sequence of lines reads numeric data from DATAjTXT into the
array A( ). When the last data character in the file is read, the EDF test in line
30 "passes", sa the program branches out of the disk access loop, preventing
an Input Past End error from occurring. Also note that the variable 1contains
the number of elements input into array A( ).

, f\':;:;:"I'1 l I.i(;

:i. il' C/ Cl l '.>;., ;:;:: f?)
l :j t?l (/1 J F' C: () r::" ( .:", T [-..1 F: l') (:i ()"r () 1 1\ j;./t

:i 'j J Ct :: i\j F'i.)·r :I:j: J', /\ ( 1'/, )
1~5~~0 :r% :::: :rx ·1·· 1.
l ::::1 ~.5 Ci C:! Ci "r () J ~j t?! f?l

"!"l .... i''' T ;"',
1 r'! .1. ::~;: .1. .;:::'
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INPUT$
Input Specified Number of Bytes from Disk

This function is analogous to keyboard INPUT$ except that it inputs data from
disk rather than the keyboard.

You can use disk INPUT$ to get a certain specified number of bytes (sequential
access only). INPUT$, in contrast to INPUT#, allows you to get any number of
data bytes (up to 255) from disk.

Example

AS = INPUTS(12, 2)
Inputs 12 bytes from disk into A$. File-buffer 2 is used.

Sample Program

::;:::;;::00 OPEN "1", 1, "TEST/DAT II

2210 T$ = INPUT$(70, 1)
2220 CLOSE

If a file TEST/DAT has been created previously, this program will open it,
retrieve 70 bytes from it, store the data in T$, and close the file.
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LOC
Get Current Record Number

:sioln SI:>ecityirlQ the

LOC is used to determine the current record number, i.e., the number of the
last record processed since the file was opened. It returns the record number
that will be used if a GET or PUT is executed with the record number omitted.

LOC is also valid for sequential files, and gives the number of I-byte records
processed since the OPEN statement was executed.

Example

Sample Program

1::; J 1/1 l'd:· :: li 1." ..1 l L1..1 (,f'·' kil L~:/)!\! li

:1. ::;; ::::: lj Ci E:T :1.

J. :3:~3i?'j IF' i\l~~:· ;:::; /:!~~ü 'rr.. ·1E:I\l Fl!)YI\!'r il F:'()t.,.ii\II) 1(·.1 h.'r:,:,'c.':(' h~I)il J. ()(.~ (:1. ):: (:1 (')~:"~i:;; E~!\.jL)

:1 :3 il· (/1 Ci ()T 0 :1.:'; :? ["'.1

This is a portion of a program. Eisewhere the file has been opened and
fielded. N$ is a field variable. IfN$ matches A$ the record number in which it
was found is printed.
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LOF
Get End-of-File Record Number

LOF (number)
number specifies a direct access butter,

number = 1,2,..., 15

This function tells you the number of the last, i.e., highest-numbered, record
in a file. It is useful for bath sequential and direct access.

Examples
'{ :c; i. .. CF('.')

Puts the record number into variable Y.

Sampie Programs
During direct access ta a pre-existing file, you often need a way ta know when
you've read the last valid record. LOF provides a way.

t:,/(/I CiEl' :1.., r "i

J ::' LI CI l' Fi l l'·.iT ,',);
,., ir'" "',.: "T'
j'.l!::: .... ···. !

"ORD NUM" TO GE ACCE66ED

If you attempt ta GET record numbers beyond the end-of-file, BASIC gives
you an End of File error.

When you want ta add ta the end of a file, LOF tells you where ta start adding:

., ii:r C;!iF:~;T !.::< l ~;'T l !·.iCi
. i\DU I\IF/T RI :copn
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MKD$, MKI$, MKS$
Couvert Numeric to String

These three functions are the inverses ofCVD, CYl, andCVS. They change a
number to a string. Actually, the byte values which make up the number are
not changed; only one byte, the internaI data-type specifier, is changed, so
that numeric data can be placed in a string variable.

MKD$ returns an eight-byte string; MKl$ returns a two-byte string; and MKS$
returns a four-byte string.

Examples

Sample Program
13:)0 OPEN "D", 1, "TEBT/DAT"
1360 FIELD 1, 2 AS 11$, 4 AS 12$, 8 AS 13$
1370 LBET 11$ - MKI$(3000)
1380 LSET 12$ - MKS$(3000.1)
1390 LSET 13$ - MKD$(3000.00001)
1400 PUT 1
l Ld0 CLO:3E

For a program the retrieves the data from TEST/DAT, see CVD/CVI/CVS.
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Special Functions
With the special functions you can perform memory-related tasks like finding
or changing the amount of total memory or string space, and discovering the
absolute memory address of the value of a variable.

For example:

will find the numberofbytes of string storage space left, and put this value in
S$.

Other special functions, such as V ARPTR and USRn, let you interface yom
BASIC program with machine-language programs.

Keyword

FRE
MEM
USRn
VARPTR

Purpose

Getamountoffree memory or stringsPlaCe
Get amount of free memory
Oall.machine-Ianguage subroutine
Get absolute memory address
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FRE
Get Amount of MemoryjString Space

FRE returns two different values depending on its argument. If the argument
is a number or numeric variable, FRE will return the total amount of memory
available. If the argument is a string or string variable, FRE will return the
total amount of string storage space that is available.

Examples
;::' F~ l j\j·r F HL (ii·lf· )

Prints the amount of memory left.

Prints the amount of string space left.

Sample Program
10 PRINT"CURRENT FREE STRING SPACE IS"FRE<A$)
20 LINE INPUT"TYPE IN A MESSAGE-- ";M$
30 PRINT"AFTER STORING MESSAGE, FREE STRING SPACE IS" FRE<A$)
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MEM
Get Amount of Memory

MEM performs the same function as FRE when FRE is followed by a numeric
dummy argument. MEM returns the number of unused and unprotected bytes
in memory. This function may be used in the immediate mode to see how
much space a resident program occupies, or it may be used inside a program
to avert out of memory errors by allocating less string space and dimensioning
smaller array sizes. MEM requires no argument.

Example
F'P l f"-.J"r jviE:iv!

Enter this command (in the immediate mode; no line number is needed). The
number returned indicates the amount of leftover memory, i.e., memory not
being used to store programs, variables, strings, the stack, or not reserved for
object files.

Sample Program
:i S:i.I/1
:!. 6?VJ
lS::3D

IF MEM < BD THEN 163D
I) l t"fi /\ ( :\. ::::; )
REM PROGPAM CONTINUES HEPE

If fewer than 80 bytes of memory are left, control switches to another part of
the program. Otherwise, an array of 15 elements is created.
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USRn
Cali User's External Subroutine

USRn (argument). .
n specifies one of ten availab\e USR catis, n = 0,1 ,2, ..

If n is omitted, zero is assumed.
argument is a numeric or string expression.

These functions (U~H'V through USR9) let you call as many as 10 machine
language subroutines and then continue execution of yom BASIC program.
These subroutines must have been previously defined with DEFUSRn

statements.

"Machine language" is the low-Ievellanguage used internally by yom
Computer. It consists of Z-8Ü microprocessor instructions. Machine
language subroutines are useful for special applications (things you can't do in
BASIC) and for doing things very fast (like white-out the Display).

Writing such routines requires familiarity with assembly-Ianguage program
ming and with the Z-8Ü instruction set. For more information on this
subject, see the Radio Shack book, TRS-SO Assembly-Language Program
ming, by William Barden, Jr.

When a USR caU is encountered in a statement, control goes to the address
defined in the DEFUSRn statement. This address specifies the entry point to
yom machine-language routine.

Examples

When this statement is executed, BASIC calls the machine-language routine
USR5, previously defined in a DEFUSR5 = address statement.

Passing arguments from BASIC to the subroutine:
Upon entry to a USRn subroutine, the following register contents are set up
(for notation, see page 86 of the TRSDOS Reference Manual).

A = Type of argument in USRn reference
A = 8 if argument is double-precision.
A = 4 if argument is single-precision.
A = 2 if argument is integer.
A = 3 if argument is string.

HL = When the argument is a number, this register points to the
argument storage area (ASA) described later.
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DE = When the argument is a string, this register points to a string
descriptor, as follows:
The first byte gives the length of the string. The next two bytes give
the address where the string is stored: least significant byte
(LSB) followed by most significant byte (MSB).

Description of Argument Storage Area (ASA)-for numeric values only.

For double-precision numbers:

ASA

ASA-l

ASA-2
through
ASA-6
ASA-7

Exponent in 128-excess form. E.g., a value of 200 indicates a 0
exponent; a value of 128 indicates a -62 exponent. A value of 0
always indicates the number is zero.
Highest 7 bits of the mantissa with hidden (implied) leading one.
Bit 7 is the sign of the number (0 positive, 1 negative). E.g., a
value of X'84' indicates the number is negative and the MSB of
the mantissa is X'84'. A value of X'ü4' indicates the number is
positive and the MSB of the mantissa is X'84'.

Successive 8-bit blocks of the mantissa.
Lowest 8 bits of the mantissa.

For single-precision numbers:

ASA through ASA-3 same as for double-precision numbers.

For integer numbers:

ASA
ASA+l

LSB ofthe number.
MSB of the number. Together, the two bytes represent the
number in signed, two's complement form.
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To convert the argument to integer type:

Your routine can call BASICs FRCINT routine ta put the argument into HL
10

16-bit, signed two's complement form. The address of FRCINT is stored in
(X'2803', X'2804'].

For example, you can put the following code at the beginning of your
subroutine:

FPC 1NT EC!t..!

LD

PU~::;H

L:U

I···IL.. ~ C·TNt..!

HL..

1· IL.. '! (F Re 11\I'f )

( HL.. )

;CONVERTS USR ARGUMENT
TO INTEGER IN HL

; (HL)=CONTINUATI0N
; liDDRE: ~:J~::;

;BAVE IT FOR RETURN
; FT~(ll'/l FR CI l''rr
;(HL)=FORCE INTEGER
:.: R() I.)f 11\1 E
;00 FRCINT ROUTINE

Returning values from the subroutine to BASIC

When the USRn argument is a variable, you can modify its value by changing
the ASAor string contents, as pointed ta by HL or DE. For example, the
staternent:

X::::U!:;P J «(.':-l~i;)

transfers control ta the USRI subroutine, with HL pointing to the two-byte
ASA for integer variable A %. Suppose you modify the contents of this
storage area. When you do a RET instruction to return to BASIC, A % will
have a new value, and X will be assigned this new value.

In general, USRn(argument) will return the same type of value as argument.
However, you can use BASICs MAKINT routine to return an integer value.
The address of the MAKINT routine is stored at [X'2805' ,X'2806'].

For example, you might include the following code at the end ofyour
program to return a value to BASIC.
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F'U~31"'1

RE:T

:;;::DW~::II"'1

III 1 l/, 1...... , V I~'; ....

Hl...
1···IL.. ~ (t<IM< II\I'T )
( ~::; p ) ~ HL..

;VAL lB THE VALUE T0
; BE RETURI\IED"
;BAVE VALUE IN BTACh
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VARPTR
Gets Absolute Memory Address

VARPTR (variable name or file number)

VARPTR returns an absolute memory address which will help you locate a
value in memory. When used with a variable name, it locates the contents of
that variable. When used with a file number, it returns the address of the file's
data buffer. If the variable you specify has not been assigned a name, or the
file has not been opened, an Illegal Function Call will occur.

VARPTR is used primarily to pass a value to a machine language subroutine via
USRn. Since VARPTR returns an address which indicates where the value of a
variable is stored, this address can be passed to a machine language
subroutine as the argument OfUSR; the subroutine can then extract the
contents of the variable with the help of the address that was supplied to it.

IfvARPTR(integer variable) returns address K:
Address K contains the least significant byte (LSB) of 2-byte integer.
Address K +1 contains the most significant byte (MSB) of integer.

IfVARPTR(single precision variable) returns address K:
(K)* = LSB of value
(K+1) = Next most sig. byte (Next MSB)
(K+2) = MSB with hidden (implied) leading one. Most significant bit is the

sign of the number
(K+3) = exponent of value excess 128 (128 is added to the exponent).

IfVARPTR (double precision variable) returns K:
(K) = LSB of value
(K+1) = Next MSB
(K+ ... ) = NextMSB
(K +6) = MSB with hidden (implied) leading one. Most significant bit is

the sign of the number.
(K+7) = exponent of value excess 128 (128 is added to the exponent).

For single and double precision values, the number is stored in normalized
exponential form, so that a decimal is assumed before theMSB. 128 is added to
the exponent. Furthermore, the high bit ofMSB is used as a sign bit. It is set to
oif the number is positive or to 1 if the number is negative. See examples
below.

* (K) signifies "contents of address K"
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IfVARPTR(string variable) returns K:
(K) = length of string
(K+1) = LSB of string value starting address
(K+ 2) = MSB of string value starting address

The address will probably be in high RAM where string storage space has been
set aside. But, ifyour string variable is a constant (a string literaI), then it will
point to the area of memory where the program line with the constant is
stored, in the program buffer area. 'rhus, program statements like
A$="HELLü" do not use string storage space.

For aIl of the above variables, addresses (K-l) and (K-2) will store the TRS-SO
Character Code for the variable name. Address (K-3) will contain a descriptor
code that tells the Computer what the variable type is. Integer is 02; single
precision is 04; double precision is OS; and string is 03.

VARPTR(array variable) will return the address for the first byte of that
element in the array. The element will consist of 2 bytes if it is an integer.
array; 3 bytes if it is a string array; 4 bytes if it is a single precision array; and S
bytes if it is a double precision array.

The first element in the array is preceded by:
1. A sequence of two bytes per dimension, each two-byte pair indicating the

"depth" of each respective dimension.
2. A single byte indicating the total number of dimensions in the array.
3. A two-byte pair indicating the total number of elements in the array.
4. A two-byte pair containing the ASCII-coded array name.
5. A one-byte type-descriptor (02 = Integer, 03 = String,

04 = Single-Precision, 08 = Double-Precision).

Item 1 immediatelyprecedes the first element, Item 2 precedes Item 1, and so
on.

The elements of the array are stored sequentially with the first dimension
subscripts varying "fastest", then the second, etc.
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Examples

A! = 2 will be stored as follows:
2 = 10 Binary, normalized as .lE2 = .1 x 102

So exponent of A is 128+ 2 = 130 (called excess 128)
MSB ofA is 100000oo; however, the high bit ischanged tozero since the value
is positive (called hidden or implied leading one).

So A! is stored as

Exponent (K + 3) MSB (K+2) NextMSB (K+1) LSB (K)
130 0 0 0

A! = -.5 will be stored as
Exponent (K+ 3) MSB (K+2) NextMSB (K+1) LSB (K)

128 128 0 0

A!=7 will be stored as
Exponent (K+3) MSB (K+2) NextMSB (K+1) LSB (K)

131 96 0 0

A!=-7:
Exponent (K + 3) MSB (K+2) NextMSB (K+1) LSB (K)

131 224 0 0

Zero is simply stored as a zero-exponent. The other bytes are insignificant.

If X is an integer value, VARPTR(X) finds the address of the least significant
byte of X. This address is passed ta the subroutine, which in turn passes its
result to Y.
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Chapter 4

File Access Techniques
This chapter briefly shows how to "put together" Mode/II BAS/C's many

disk-re/ated statements and functions. For syntax and other detai/s on any
particu/ar statement or function, see Chapter 3.
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Methods of Access
Model II BASIC provides two means of file access:

• Sequential- in which you start reading or writing data at the beginning ofa
file; subsequent reads or writes are done at following positions in the file .

• Direct-in which you start reading or writing at any record you specify.
(Direct access is also called random access, but "direct" is more descriptive.)

Sequential access is stream-oriented; that is, the number of characters read or
written can vary, and is usually determined by delimiters in the data. Direct
access is record-oriented; that is, data is always read or written in fixed-Iength
blocks called records.

Note: When you start BASIC from TRSDOS, you select the maximum number
of files you will want to have Open simultaneously. For example, the TRSDOS

command line:
TP~:)DO~; RFl\DY
p.(,;E} le ·····F::3

starts BASIC with a maximum of three concurrent data files, i. e., data files
Open simultaneously.

To do any input/output to a disk file, you must first Open the file. When you
Open the file, you specify what kind of access you want:
• "0" for sequential output
• "1" for sequential input
• "D" for direct input/output ("R" can also be used)

You also assign a file buffer for BASIC to use during file accesses. This number
can be from 1 to 15, but must not exceed the number of concurrent files you
requested when you started BASIC from TRSDOS. For example, if you started
BASIC with 3 files, you can use buffer numbers 1,2, 'and 3. Once you assign a
buffer number to a file, you cannot assign that number to another file until
you Close the first file.

Examples:
OPEI\! "0", l, "TE~::;T"

Creates a sequential output file named TEST on the first available drive; if
TEST already exists, its previous contents are lost. Buffer 1will be used for this
file.

OPE!\! "1", ;,:~, "'TE:~:::;T"

Opens TEST for sequential input, using buffer 2.

OPEN "1)", l, "TF~::;'T"

Opens TEST for direct access, using buffer 1, IfTEST does not exist, it will be
created on the first available drive. Since record length is not specified,
256-byte records will be used.

OPEI\I "D", l, "TF~3'T", LI'(Z!

Same as preceding example, but 40-byte records will be used.
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Sequential Access
This is the simplest way to store data in and retrieve it from a file. it is ideal
for storing free-form data without wasting space between data items. You
read the items back in the same order in which they were written.

There are several important points to keep in mind.

1. You must start writing at the beginning of the file. If the data you are
seeking is somewhere inside, you have to read yom way up to it.

2. Each time you Open a file for sequential output, the file's previous
contents are lost.

3. To update (change) a sequential file, read in the file and write out the
updated data to a new output file.

4. Data written sequentially usually includes delimiters (markers) to signify
where each data item begins and ends. To read a file sequentialy, you must
know ahead of time the format of the data. For example: Does the file
consist of lines of text terminated with carriage returns? Does it consist of
numbers separated by blank spaces? Does it consist of alternating text and
numeric information?

5. Sequential files are always written as ASCII-coded text, one byte for each
character of data. For example, the number:

-""'1.2345~

requires 8 bytes of disk storage, including the leading and trailing blanks that
are supplied. The text string:

Johnson, lfRobert
requires 15 bytes of disk storage.

6. Sequential files are always written with a record length of one. This
matters if you want to Close the file and re-Open it for Direct access; in such a
case, you must specify a record length of 1.
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Sequential Output: An Example

Suppose we want to store a table of English-to-metric conversion constants:

English unit Metric equivalent

CL()~:;E

I)(.~"1"' f\
1)r-YT/\
Df\'r(.\

IN-)CM, 2.54001, MI-)KM~ 1.60935~ ACRE-)S0.M~

CU.1N-)LTR, 1.638716[-2, GAL-)LTR, 3.785
LI0.0T-)LTR, 0.9463, LB-)KG~ 0.45359

First we decide what the data image is going to be. Let's say we want it to look
like this:

english unit->metric unit, factor X'OD'

For example, the stored data would start out:

IN ->CM,}fi2.5400ll$ X'OD'

The following program will create such a data file.

Note: X'OD' represents a carriage return.

J FI ()PEN "0" ~ :1. ~ "t"IE'TPI C,FTXT"
:::::~;:I F'OH l :i;,"'" 1 TO/
30 RE AD UN1T$, FACTR
l:r~1 fi F: l !\Ir *~ l, UI\I 1r't; '; "~"~;

:::' iZJ
6G1
70
DG!!
C?0
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Line 10 creates a disk file named METRIC/TXT, and assigns buffer 1 for
sequential output ta that file. The extension /TXT is used because sequential
output always stores the data as ASCII-coded text.

Note: If METRIC/TXT already exists, line 10 will cause all its data ta be last.
Here's why: Whenever a file is opened for sequential output, the end-of-file
(EOF) is set to the beginning of the file. In effect, TRSOOS "forgets" that
anything has ever been written beyond this point.

Line 40 prints the CUITent contents of UNIT$ and FACTR ta the file. Since the
string items do not contain delimiters, it is not necessary ta print explicit
quotes around them. The explicit comma is sufficient.

Line 60 closes the file. The EOF is at the end ofthe last data item, i.e., 0.45359,
so that later, during input, BASIC will know when it has read all the data.
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Sequential Input: An Example

The following program reads the data from METRICjTXT into two "parallel"
arrays, then asks you ta enter a conversion problem.

~5 C:LEl",n :5 (/1(21
10 DIM UNIT$(9), FACTn(9) 'allows for up to 10 data pairs
:;:~~;j (l!:)[:N" I", :1. j "1'I!E:rPI C/rXT: 1 Il

2 :::' l ~': :::: [1

30 IF EOF(:I.) THEN 70
~0 INPUT#:I., UNIT$(I%),FACTP(I%)
~j ~~I l ~':::" l ~': +, :1.

70 CLOSE Conversion factors have been read-in
100 CLS: pnINT TAB(S)"*** English to Metric Conversions ***"
:1.10 Fon ITEM%=[I TO 1%-:1.
120 PRINT TAB(9);USING"(##) \ \";ITEM%j UNIT$(ITEM%)
:l.3(i.j NE:X'r
1 L~ (;~I PRl I\~ 'r cil (:1. 9, Q) ), li ~,J hic h C (1 ri \/':::! r' :;:. :i, i) ri «(7.1'" /::.:0 ) Il ;

1:5[1 II\IPU'r' CI"'IOIC[:~':

160 INPUT"Enter English ~uantity";V

:1. "1'[1 Pr..:.: l 1\I'r Il 'r h f:.' 1'11(' t 1'" i c ,:~ ~ U i \1;:1 1 ':,:,' n t i ::'. Il ',j'l<;·F:' /\cr l:~ ( CHa l C:[:~\ )
:1. DO 1l\jF'IJ'r li Pr' ':.' :=., ':'. <: [:I\j'rE R> t i) C ,) ri t i ri U f.' Il ; X
:1.90 PRINT @ (:1.9,[1), CHR$(24) 'clear to end of frame
2D(~ (=iOTO :1. LI,[I

Line 20 opens the file for sequential input. Input begins at the beginning of
the file.

Line 30 checks to see that the end-of-file record hasn't been reached. If it has,
control branches from the disk input loop ta the part of the program that uses
the newly acquired data.

Line 40 reads a value into the string array UNIT$( ), and a number into the
single-precision array FACTR( ). Note that this INPUT list parallels the PRINT#

list that created the data file (see the section "Sequential Output: An
Example"). This parallelism is not required, however. We could just as
successfully have used:

40 INPUT#:I., UNIT$(I%): INPUT#:I.,FACTP(I%)
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How to update a file

Suppose you want to add more entires into the English-Metric conversion
file. You can't simply re-Open the file for sequential output and PRINT# the
extra data - that wouId immediately set the EDF to the beginning of the file,
effectively destroying the file's previous contents. Do this instead:

1) Open the file for sequential input
2) Open another new data file for sequential output
3) Input a block of data and update the data as necessary
4) Output the data to the new file
5) Repeat steps 3 and 4 until aH data has been read, updated, and output to

the new file; then go to step 6
6) Close both files
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Sequential Line Input: An Example

U sing the line-oriented input, you can write programs that edit other BASIC

program files: renumber them, change LPRINTs to PRINTs, etc. -as long as
these "target" programs are stored in ASCII format.

The following program counts the number of lines in any ASCII - format
BASIC disk file with the extension /TXT.

1(li CL.E:/\f.1 3~1J(/)

:2 k) l 1\1 F'tFT " ~•.JHAT l H T1···1 F 1\1 l'd"l E: 0 F 'Tli [ fi F< 0 (~i FU=d"I"; F' F< 0 Ci <1;
30 IF INHTRCPROG<1;,"/TXT")=0 THEN 110 're~uire ITXT extension
LI~ï.1 0 FiEI\I" l ", :!., P ROC::i+
Ij(i.J 1:/,::k.J
60 IF FOFC:!.) THFN 90
7k.J 1%=1%+1: LIN[ INPUT#:!., TEMP$
F:(Zi CiOTO 60
90 F'RINT F'ROCi<1;" lB" I% "LINEH LONCi."
:!.00 CLOSE: GOTO 20
:!. :1 (ZI F' F< II\I'r "F 1 l...[~::; F'E c: Ivll...J~::;·T 11\1 CL l')DETI''IF EX'rFI\I~3 101\1 '! 1 T XT" "
1:? (i) GOT () :? (;;j

For BASIC programs stored in ASCII, each program line ends with a carriage
return character not preceded by a line feed. 50 the UNE INPUT in !ine 70
automatically reads one entire line at a time, into the variable TEMP$.

Variable 1% actually does the counting.

To try out the program, first save any BASIC program using the A (ASCII)

option (See SAVE). Use the extension ;TXT.
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Direct Access Techniques
Direct access offers several advantages over sequential access:

• Instead ofhavingto start reading at the beginningof a file, you can read any
record you specify.

• To update a file, you don't have to read in the entire file, update the data,
and write it out again. You can rewrite or add to any record you choose,
without having to go through any of the other records.

• Direct access is more efficient-data takes up Jess space and is read and
written faster.

• Opening a file for direct access allows you to write and read from the file via
the same buffer.

• Direct access provides many powerful statements and functions to
structure your data. Once you have set up the structure, direct input/
output becomes quite simple.

The last advantage listed above is also the "hard part" of direct access. It
takes a little extra thought.

For the purposes of direct access, you can think of a disk file as a set of
boxes-like a wall of post-office boxes. Just like the post office receptacles,
the file boxes are numbered. We cali these boxes "records."

Each record may contain between 1 and 256 bytes. The length of the records
is set when you create a file, in the OPEN statement.

You can place data in any record, or read the contents of any record, with
statements like:

F'trr 1. ~ ::' write buffer-l contents to record 5
CET l ~ '::! read the contents of record 5 into buffer-l

In the following illustration, we assume a record length of256.
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256 256 256 256 256
BYTES BYTES BYTES BYTES BYTES

#6 #7 #8 #9 #10

256 256 256 256 "PUT1,5" 256 256 --1BYTES BYTES BYTES BYTES BYTES BYTES

#1 #2 #3 #4 "GET 1,5" #1 #2

RECORDS IN DISK FILE 1/0 BUFFERS IN RAM

The buffer is a waiting area for the data. Before writing data to a file, you
must place it in the buffer assigned to the file. After reading data from a file,
you must retrieve it from the buffer.

As you can see from the sample PUT and GET statements above, data is passed
to and from the disk in records. The size of each record is determined by an
Open statement.

Storing Data in a ButTer

You must place the entire record into the buffer before putting its contents
into the disk file.

This is accomplished by 1) dividing the buffer up into fields and naming them,
then 2) placing the string or numeric data into the fields.

For example, suppose we want to store a glossary on disk. Each record will
consist of a word followed by its definition. We start with:

jt!.I!I.) OPEN"D"~ :I.~ "Cil...O~:;b(.~IT'{/[i.(.~~::;l

1:1.0 FIELD :1., :1.6 AS WD$, 240 Ab MEANING$

Line 100 opens a file named GLOSSARY/BAS (creates it if it doesn't already
exist); and gives buffer 1 direct access to the file.

Line 110 defines two fields onto buffer 1:
WD$ consists of the first 16 bytes of the buffer;
MEANING$ consists of the last 240 bytes.

WD$ and MEANING$ are now field-Dames.
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What makes field names different? Most string variables point to an area in
memory called the string space. This is where the value of the string is stored.

Field names, on the other hand, point to the buffer area assigned in the FIELD

statement. So, for example, the statement:
Hf) F'Fn f·r!" l··JÜ~*;; "~"; l'"IFI\I\11 1\ICi·:~:;

displays the contents of the two buffer fields defined above.

These values are meaningless unless we first place data in the buffer. LSET,

RSET and GET can aIl be used to accomplish this function. We'll start with
LSET and RSET, which are used in preparation for disk output.

Our first entry is the word "left-justify" followed by its definition.

1 (?i[l 0 PEN" D", :1., il Cil... O~3U,t.\ PY ,... ["I\E:) "

:1.10 FIELD 1, 16 AS WÜ$, 240 AS MEANING$
:1. :?(ï,l L.UET l,·JD~·::::" LEFT ····\.:rL.I~3·T l FY"
:1.3[1 LUET MEANINCi$=i1To place a value in a field from left to right;
if the d~ta doesn't fill the field, blanks are added
ont h.,", r· i ~:.I h t; i f t h 'ô! d <:1. t ;:'1. i :,:. t (1 (t l (1 n~J, t h i, f:' ::-:: t r· <:1. c h::J. r· ;:"1. c t .:ë.' r· :::..
1) rI th,::! r· i i:j h t "1 r· .:::: i 9 n (1 r· i: d n LY)C:T :i. :::. ;::1. ·1 il ft·····.) 1..1 ::'. t i..1' ..,.. fun (:. t i (l n" "

Line 120 left-justifies the value 10 quotes into the first field in buffer 1. Line
130 does the same thing to its quoted string.

Note: RSET would place filler-blanks to the left of the item. Truncation
would still be on the right.

Now that the data is in the buffer, we can write it to disk with a simple PUT

statement:

:1. ll·iZl PI....IT :1.,:1.
! ~::'(J CI....O~::;E

This writes the first record into the file GLOSSARY/BAS.

To read and print the first record in GLOSSARY/BAS, use the following
sequence:

:1. L,FI OF'Ehl" D", :1., "CiI... O;~:)E::;/\H\//E).,t.:it:)"
:1.70 FIELD 1, 16 AS WÜ$, 240 AS MEANINCi$
1DQj (:iET l,l
:1.90 PRINT WD$~ PRINT MEANINCi$
:?(!)(ï.) CL()~:)F

Lines 160 and 170 are required only because we closed the file in line 150. If
we hadn't closed it, we could go directly to line 180.
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Direct Access: A General Procedure

The above example shows the necessary sequences to read and write using
direct access. But it does not demonstrate the primary advantages of this form
of access-in particular, it doesn't show how to update existing files by going
directly to the desired record.

The program below, GLOSSACC/BAS, develops the glossary example to show
sorne of the techniques of direct access for file maintenance. But before
100king at the program, study this general procedure for creating and
maintaining files via direct access.

Step

1. Open the file

2. Field the buffer

3. Get the record to be updated

4. Display current contents of the record (use CVD,
CVI, CVS before displaying numeric data)

5. LSET and RSETnew values into the fields (use
MKD$, MKI$, MKS$ with numeric data before
setting it into the buffer)

6. PUT the updated record

7. To updateanotherrecord, continue at step 3.
Otherwise,go tostep8.

8. Close the file

See GLOSSACC/BAS,
Line Number

110

120

140

145-170

210-230

240

250-260

270

100 CLS: CLEAR 300
11k~1 OPEI\!"D"~ l~ "(iI...0(3F;i\F~Y/I)(.\T"

120 FIELD 1~ 16 AS WD$~ 238 AS MEANING$~ 2 AS NX$
130 PRINT"WHAT RECORD TO VOU WANT TO ACCEBB";
133 INPUT R%: IF R% <1 THEN PRINT"INVALID RECORD NUMBER": GOTO 130
140 IF R%)LOF(l) THEN 1000
1/1·2 (J[:T 1 ~ R~'~

143 IF ABC(WD$) ) 127 THEN PRINT "ENTRY DOEBN'T EXIBT YET": GOTO 1040
145 NX%=CVI(NX$) 'nx% is the next alphabetical entry
1 ~::, (1 fi PI f,rr "W) RD: " t·JD<f,
16k1 PRIi'..rr "DE:F"'!\I": PRH,Jr IvlEJ\ 1\1 1NCdi
170 PRINT "NEXT ALPHABETICAL ENTRY lB RECORD #"NX%
180 W$ = "": PRINT: PRINT "TYPE NEW WOPD AND PRESS <ENTER) "
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182 INPUT "OR JUST PRESS <ENTER> TO LEAVE UNCHANGED"; W$
190 0$="": PRINT: PRINT "TYPE NEW DEF'N AND PRESS <ENTER>"
192 LINE INPUT "OR JUST PRESS <ENTER> TO LEAVE UNCHANGED? "; 0$
200 PRINT: PRINT "CHANGE POINTER TO NEXT ALPHA ENTRY AND PRESS <ENTER>"
202 INPUT "OR JUST PRESS <ENTER> TO LEAVE UNCHANGED"; NX%
210 IF WS<>"" THEN LSET WD$=W$
220 IF D$<>"" THEN LSET MEANING$=D$
230 LSET NXS=MKIS(NX%)
2 i t(2j PUT 1, R:~~

245 R%=NX% 'use pointer as default for next record
250 CLS: PRINT "PRESS <ENTER> TO RE AD THE NEXT ALPHA ENTRY":
PRINT"TYPE RECORD NUMBER <ENTER> FOR ANY OTHER ENTRY":
PRINT"ûR TYPE 0 <ENTER> TO QUIT";
:?::,:'i 1 1°'.1 PUT F~!:

260 IF 0<R% THEN 140
270 CL.oOf:;E
2B~~ END
1000 PRINT "RECORD NUMBER EXCEEDS END OF FILE. EXTEND FILE? (YIN)";
1010 R$ = INPUTS(1): PRINT
1020 IF R$ = "N" THEN 130
1(ij30 IF FH, <> "Y" TfoIE:!"J PFdNT "E:nT:!',m FJoLE? o,..YPE Y OF~ N";: GOTO 10l(2j
:1. 0f+~~ L~3ET ~~D$ :::: "": LSE°,.. IvIEJ11\III\Ki<~ :::: "": I\U'ï. :::: fj)

1050 PUT 1, R%: GOTO 150

Notice we've added a field, NX$, to the record (line 120). NX$ will contain the
number of the record which cornes next in alphabetical sequence. This
enables us to proceed alphabetically through the glossary, provided we know
which record contains the entry which should come first.

For example, suppose the glossary contains:

record# word (WD$)

4 HEXADECIMAL

defn,
pointer to next

alpha. entry (NX$)

When we read record 2 (BYTE), it tells us that record 4 (HEXADECIMAL) is
next, which then tells us record 1 (LEFT-JUSTIFY) is next, etc. The last entry,
record 3 (RIGHT-JUSTIFY), points us to zero, which we take to mean "The
End".

Sinced NX$ will contain an integer, we have to first convert that number to a
two-byte string representation, using MKI$ (line 230 above).
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The following program displays the glossary in alphabetical sequence:

300 *** GLOSSOUT/BAS ***
310 CLS: CLEAR 300
:.:L:::~~ OPEN"D", 1., "GL.Ob~:;,c,Fr'y/lv\r"

330 FIELD 1, 16 Ab WDS, 238 AS MEANINGS, 2 Ab NXS
340 INPUT"WHICH RECORD IS FIRbT ALPHABETICALLY"; NX%
31"i(;~ GE·r 1., I\IX~~

360 PRINT: PRINT WDS
370 PRINT MEANINGS
380 NX%=CVI(NXS) 'get ~ext ~eco~d ~umber

](}0 1NPI...JT" PRC:SS <E:I',rn:~:R> ·ro 1~:::OI\l"r l NUE:" ?, X
400 IF NX%<>0 THEN 350
·<:,·1 iZI CI....OSF:
LI:;?k~ END

Overlapping Fields

Suppose you want to access a field in two ways-in total and in part. Then you
can assign two field names to the same area of the buffer.

For example, if the first two digits of a six-digit stock-number specify a
category, you might use the following field structure:

FIELD 1, 6 AS STOCK$, .
FIELD 1, 2 AS CTG$, .

Now STOCK$ will reference the entire stock-number field, while CTG$ will
reference only the first two digits of the number.
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Usiog the Line Editor
The Line Editor is a powerful set of subcommands which simplifies
programming. When you are inputting long application programs, the Editor
is a fast and efficient way to debug the program and get it running. There are
two ways to activate the Editor:

Ifyou type in a longprogram line or input to a program, and realize youhave
made a mistake, you can activate the Editor by hitting thelilkey before you
press . This will activate the Editor and aIl of its subcommands listed
below.

EDIT line number
This command starts the Editor when you want to edit program lines which
have aIready been entered. You must specify which line you wish to edit, in
one of two ways:

EDIT line-number miEn
or

EDIT.

For example, type in and

Lets you edit the specified line.
If line number is not in use, an FC error
occurs

Lets you edit the current program line 
last line entered or altered or in which an
error has occurred.

the foIlowing line:

100 FOR 1= 1 TO 10 STEP .5 : PRINT " lA 2, 1A3: NEXT

This line will be used in exercising aIl the Edit subcommands described below.
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Now type EDIT 100 and press ~W:iI

10011

USING THE UNE EDITOR

. The Computer will display:

r'..

This starts the Editor. You may begin editing line 100.

Note: EDITing a program line automaticaIly clears aIl variable values and
eliminates pendingFOR/NEXT and GOSUB operations. IfBASIC encounters a
syntax error during program execution, it will automaticaIly put you in the
EDIT mode. Before EDITing the line you may want to examine CUITent
variable values. In this case, you must type Q as your first EDIT commando
This will return you to the command mode, where you may examine variable
values. Any otherEDIT command (typing E, pressing ,etc.) will
clear out aIl variables.

ENTERkey

Hitting while in the Edit Mode causes the Computer to record aIl
the changes you've made (if any) in the CUITent line, and returns you to the
Command Mode.

nSpace-bar

In the Edit Mode, hitting the Space-Bar moves the cursor over one space to
the right and displays any character stored in the preceding position. For
example, using line 100 entered above, put the Computer in the Edit Mode so
the Display shows:

100.

Now hit the Space-Bar. The cursor will move over one space, and the first
character of the program line will be displayed. If this character was a blank,
then a blank will be displayed. Hit the Space-Bar until you reach the first
non-blank character:

is displayed. To move over more than one space at a time, hit the desired
number of spaces first, and then hit the Space-Bar. For example, type 5 and
hit Space-Bar, and the display will show something like this (may vary
depending on how many blanks you inserted in the line):

100 FOR 1=.

Now type 8 and hit the Space-Bar. The cursor will move over 8 spaces to the
right, and 8 more characters will be displayed.

100 FOR 1 = 1 Ta 10 Il

(
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ESC
Hitting the key effects an escape from any of the 1nsert subcommands
listed below: X, land H. After escaping from an 1nsert subcommand, you'll
still be in the Edit Mode, and the cursor will remain in its current position.
(Hitting is another way to exit these 1nsert subcommands).

L (List Line)

When the Computer is in the Edit Mode, and is not currently executing one of
the subcommands be1ow, hitting L causes the remainder of the program line
to be displayed. The cursor drops down to the next line ofthe Display,
reprints the current line number, and moves to the first position of the line.
For example, when the Display shows

100.

hit L (without hitting l&lmêm key) and line 100 will be displayed:

100 FOR 1=1 Ta 10 STEP.5: PRINT 1,1 A2, 1A3: NEXT
100.

This lets you look at the line in its current form while you're doing the editing.

X (Extend Line)

Causes the rest ofthecurrent line to be displayed, moves cursorto end ofline,
and puts Computer in the 1nsert subcommand mode so you can add material
to the end of the line. For example, using line 100, when the Display shows

100.

hit X (without hitting ) and the entire line will be displayed; notice
that the cursor now follows the last character on the line:

100 FOR 1=1 TO 10 STEP.5: PRINT l, IA 2, 1A3 :NEXT III

We can now add another statement to the line, or delete material from the
line by using the l:liM:i-·;i.tsa key. For example, type :PRINT"DONE" at
the end of the line. Now hit l3:mm. If you now type LIST 100, the Display
should show something like this:

100 FOR 1=1 Ta 10 STEP.5: PRINT l, lA 2,1 A 3: NEXT: PRINT"DONE"I!I

Note: Ifyou want to continue editing the line, press Imto get out ofthe
"X" command mode.
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1 (Insert)

Allows you to insert material beginning at the current cursor position on the
line. (Hitting will actually delete material from the line in this
mode.) Forexample, type and lâm3l1 theEDlTlOOcommand, then use the
Space Bar to move over to the decimal point in line 100. The Display will
show:

100 FOR 1=1 Ta 10 STEP .•

Suppose you want to change the increment from.5 to .25. Hit the J key (don't
hit ŒmâiiJ ) and the Computer will now let you insert material at the
current position. Now hit 2 so the Display shows:

100 FOR 1=1 Ta 10 STEP.2.

You've made the necessary change, so press lm to escape from the Jnsert
Subcommand. Now press the L key to display the remainder of the line and
move the cursor back to the beginning of the line:

100 FOR 1=1 Ta 10 STEP .25: PRINT 1,1,-,2,1'-'3: NEXT: PRINT "DONE"
100.

y ou can also exit the Jnsert subcommand and save aIl changes by pressing
. This will retum you to Command mode.

A (Cancel and Restart)

Moves the cursor back to the beginning of the program Hne and cancels
editing changes already made. For example , ifyou have added, deleted, or
changed something in a line, and you wish ta go back ta the beginning of the
line and cancel the changes already made: tirst presslm (to escape from any
subcommand you may be executing); then hit A. (The cursor will drop down
to the next line, display the line number and move ta the first program
character.

E (Save Changes and Exit)

Causes Computer ta end editing and save aIl changes made. You must be in
Edit Mode, not executing any subcommand, when you press E ta end editing.
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Q (Cancel and Exit)

Tells Computer ta end editing and cancel aIl changes made in the current
editing session. If you've decided not the change the !ine, type Q ta cancel
changes and leave Edit Mode.

If a syntax errors is detected duringprogram execution, BASIC will start the
Editor. Ta examine variable values, you must press Q before typing any other
commando

H (Hack and Insert)

Tells Computer ta delete remainder of line and lets you insert material at the
current cursor position. Hitting m:.tij$i:72liiJ;I will actually delete a
character from the line in this mode. For example, using line 100 listed above,
enter the Edit Mode and space over ta the last statement, PRINT"DüNE".
Suppose you wish ta delete this statement and insert an END statement.
Display will show:

100 FOR 1=1 Ta 10 STEP .25: PRINT 1,11\2,11\3: NEXT: •

Now type H and then type END. Press . List the !ine:

100 FOR 1=1 Ta 10 STEP .25: PRINT 1,11\2,11\3: NEXT: END

should be displayed.

Note: Ta continue editing the !ine, type thel:m key ta get you out of the
"H" subcommand.

nD (Delete)

Tells Computer ta delete the specified number n characters ta the right of the
cursor. The deleted characters will enclosed in backslashes ta show you which
characters were affected. For example, using !ine 100, space over ta the PRINT
command statement:

100 FOR 1=1 Ta 10 STEP .25:.

Now type 19D. This tells the Computer ta delete 19 characters ta the right of
the cursor. The display should show something like this:

100 FOR 1=1 Ta 10 STEP .25: \PRINT 1,1 -'2,1 -'3: \l1li

When you list the complete line, you'll see that thePRINT statement has been
deleted.
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nC (Change)

Tells the Computer to let you change the specified number of characters
beginning at the current cursor position. If you type C without a preceding
number, the Computer assumes you want ta change one character. When you
have entered n number of characters, the Computer returns you to the Edit
Mode (so you're not in the nC Subcommand). For example, using line 100,
suppose you want to change the final value oftheFüR-NEXT loop, from "10"
to "15". In the Edit Mode, space over ta just before the "0" in "10".

100FORI=1T01.

Now type C. Computer will assume you want ta change just one character.
Type 5, then hit L. When you list the line, you'll see that the change has been
made.

100 FOR 1=1 TO 15 STEP.25: NEXT: END.

would be the current line ifyou've followed the editing sequence in this
chapter.

nSc (Search)

Tells the Computer to search for the nth occurrence of the character c, and
move the cursor to that position. If you don't specify a value for n, the
Computer will search for the first occurrence of the speci{ied character. If
character c is not found, cursor goes to the end of the line. Note: The
Computer only searches through characters to the right of the cursor.

For example, using the current form of line 100, type EDIT 100 and
then hit 2S:. This tells the Computer ta search for the second occurence of the
colon character. Display should show:

100 FOR 1=1 TO 15 STEP .25: NEXTII

You may now execute one of the subcommands beginning at the current
cursor position. For example, suppose you want ta add the counter variable
after the NEXT statement. Type 1 to enter the Insert subcommand, then type
the variable name, 1. That's aU you want to insert, so hit ta escape from
the Insert subcommand. The next time you list the line, it should appear as:

100 FOR 1=1 TO 15 STEP .25: NEXT 1: END
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nKc (Search and "KHI")

Tells the Computer ta delete aIl characters up ta the nth occurrence of
character c, and move the cursor ta that position. For example, using the
CUITent version ofline 100, suppose we want ta delete the entire line up ta the
END statements. Type EDIT 100 ( ), and then type 2K: This tells the
Computer ta delete aIl characters up ta the 2nd occurrence of the colon.

100\FOR 1=1 TO 15 STEP .25: NEXT 1\.

The second colon still needs ta be deleted, sa type D. The Display will now
show:

100\ FOR 1=1 TO 15STEP .25: NEXT l' , : ,.

Now hit and type LIST 100

Line 100 should look something like this:

100 END

Maves the cursor ta the left by n spaces. If no number n is given, the cursor
moves back one space. When the cursor backspaces, aIl characters in its
path are erased from the display, but they are not deleted from the
program. Use the SPACEBAR ta advance the cursor forward and re
display the erased characters.

Note: In any of the insert modes (l, H, and x),
characters from the program line.
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A/Error Messages
Abbre

Code viation Explanation

"'~WjttlOUt.FOR.NEXT is used without a matchingiFOFlstat~..
.f1'!lent.Thiserror may also occur if NEXT variables arereversedil"l
anested.loop.

Syntax. This is usually the result of incorrect punctuation, an
illegal character or a misspelled commando

RETURN without GOSUB. A RETURN statement was encountered
ceforea rnatChing GOSUB was executed.

Out of data. A READ statement was executed with insufficient
data available. The DATA statement may have been left out or ail
data may have been read.

.P:fi1eaU. An attempt was made to exec
iUegal parameter. Example$:

ment, negative array dimension, neg~ive
~rgllrnents.

Overflow. The magnitude of the number derived or input is too
large for the data storage type assigned to il. The integer range is
[-32768,32767]; other numbers can be in the range [-1x10+38 ,

-1 xi 0-38] or [+ 1xi 0- 38 , + 1xi 0+38]. Note: There is no under
flow errDr; numbers smaller than + / -1.701411 E-38 (single
precision) or +/-1.701411834544556E-38 (double-precision)
are rDunded to O.

mcm'l~"Y' Ail avallable memory has been usedorr~sePl~'
may OCQvr with large array dimensions and nestedbranÇhEls

suêhaSGOSUB and FOR/NEXT loops.

Undefined line. An attempt was made to reference a non
existent lïne.

eript.. A.n .attempt was made to
ript beyond the dimensioned range.

Double-dimensioned array. An attempt was made to Dimen
sion an array which had previously been created with DIM or by
default statements. ERASE must be used first.

Q.iAnatternpt was made to use
"ote: If Vou can'tfindanob

'on cy numbers smaJiert
).

UL

DD

av

NF

8

6

2 SN

3 RG

4 00

12

10
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B/Character Codes
Note: Codes 32-127 represent the ordinary alphanumeric characters. Codes
160-239 represent the graphies-mode alphanumerics, which are used in
special applications. For further information, see Chapter 1, "Video Display
Output."

Code

Dec. Hex.

00 00
01 01

02 02

03 03

04 04
05 05
06 06
07 07

._ .....~-~, 08 08

09 09

10 oA
11 OB
12 OC
13 00

14 OE
15 OF
16 10
17 11
18 12
19 13
20 14
21 15
22 16
23 17
24 18
25 19

26 1A

27 18

Keyboard

Character

Video Display

Turns on blinking cursor

Carriage return

Dual routing on
Dual aff

Hames cursar ta upper teft

Erases ta end of line ..
Erases.ta end of screé"n· ..
Sets white-an-black
made
Setsblack-ol'f-whité
mode
Clears screen, homes
cursar

* is always intercepted. It will never return a code 3 to the user
program.
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Code Character

Dec. Hex. Keyboard Video Display

61 3D

63 3F ?
64 40
65 41 A
66 42 8
67 43 C
68 44
69 45 E

46
71 47 G

544

+
*

#
$
0/0

&

Moves
Moves cursor forward
Sets 80-character mode
and clears Display
Sets 4ü-character mode
and c1ears Display
t6
!

~,

/

~
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

<

»
?
@
A
8
C
D
E
F
G ,~,

+

/

*

#
$
0/0

&

lC
lD

31 lF

32 20
33 21
34 22
35 23
36 24
37 25
38
39 27

28
41 29
42 2A
43 28
44 2C
45 2D
46 2E
47 2F
48 30
49 31

51

53

55

57

28
29
30



Code

Dec. Hex.

Character

APPENDIX
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Code Character

Dec. Hex. Keyboard Video Display

•
..,
:,J

..
•i
[
Il
1
m
11
1 .
''''"

92
93
94

.95
96
97
98
99
9A
98
9C

144 90
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Dec. Hex. Keyboard

APPENDIX

Character

Video Display

166 A6
167 A7
168 A8
169 A9
170 AA

$
%
&

(
)

208 DO

+

1
~
1
2
:3
4

6
7
8
9

}
?
@
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
1
J
K
L
M
N
o
P
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Character

R
5
T
U
V
W
x
y
z
(
\
]
A

a
b
c
d
e

230 f

9
232 E8 h

234 EA

236 EC
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C/Reserved Words
A reserved word with a dollar-sign ("$") after it may be used as a numeric
variable name if the dollar-sign is dropped. For instance, CHR and CHR#
are valid variable names. However, DEF statements may not be used to
assign values to this type of variable.

ABS
AND
ASC
ATN
AUTO
CDBL
CHR$
CINT
CLEAR
CLOCK
CLOSE
CLS
CONT
COS
CSNG
CVD
CVI
CYS
DATA
DATE$
DEF
DEFDBL
DEFFN
DEFINT
DEFSNG
DEFSTR
DEFUSR
DELETE
DIM
EDIT
ELSE
END
EOF
EQV

ERASE
ERL
ERR
ERROR
EXP
FIELD
FILES
FIX
FN
FOR
FORMAT
FRE
FREE
GET
GOSUB
GOTO
HEX$
IF
IMP
INKEY$
INPUT
INPUT$
INSTR
INT
KILL
LEFT$
LEN
LET
L1NE
L1NEINPUT
LIST
LLiST
LOAD
LOC

LOF
LOG
LPOS
LPRINT
LSET
MEM
MERGE
MID$
MKD$
MKI$
MKS$
MOD
NAME
NEW
NEXT
NOT
OCT$
ON
OPEN
OR
POINT
POS
POSN
PRINT
PUT
RANDOM
READ
REM
RENAME
RENUM
RESTORE
RESUME
RETURN
RIGHT$

RND
ROW
RSET
RUN
SAVE
SGN
SIN
SPACE$
SPC
SQR
STEP
STOP
STR$
STRING$
SWAP
SYSTEM
TAB
TAN
THEN
TIME$
TO
TROFF
TRON
USING
USR
VAL
VARPTR
VERIFY
XOR
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InternaI Codes for BASIC Keywords
To save space, BASIC keywords are stored in memory and in compressed
(non-ASCII) disk files as one-byte codes. To determine the sequence for a
multi-word keyword sequence, simply string together the codes of the
individual keywords. For example , ON ERROR GOTO is stored as 159157138.

Keyword

ABS
AND
ASC
ATN
AUTO
CDBL
CHR$
CINT
CLEAR
CLOCK
CLOSE
CLS
CONT
COS
CSNG
CVD
CVI
CVS
DATA
DATE$
DEFDBL
DEF
nEFINT
DEFSNG
DEFSTR
DELETE
DIM
EDIT
END
EOT
EQV
ERASE
ERL
ERR
ERROR
EXP

Code
Dee Hex

219 DB
207 CF
249 F9
230 E6
180 B4
242 F2
250 FA
240 FO
181 B5
67 43
164 A4
130 82
176 BO
227 E3
241 F1
233 E9
231 E7
232 E8
133 85
196 C4
154·· 9A
174 AE

98
153 99
151 97
179 B3

87
156 9C
128 80
234 EA
210 D2
150 96
191 BF
192 CO
157 9D
226 E2

Keyword
FIELD
FILES
FIX
FN
FOR
FRE
GET
GOSUB
GOTO
HEX$
IF
IMP
INKEY$
INPUT
INPUT$*
INSTR
INT
KILL
LEFT$
LEN
LET
UNE
LIST
LUST
LOAD
LOC
LOF
LOG
LPRINT
LSET
MEM
MERGE
MID$
MKD$
MKI$
MKS$

Code
Dee Hex

238 EE

.~ ..

*The dollar-sign $ is stored as an ASCII character (36) following the code for
INPUT.
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209 D1XOR

Code
Keyword Dec Hex
SIN
SPACE$ 251 FB
Spc
SQR
STEP
STOP
STR$
STRING$
SWAP
SYSTEM
TAB
TAN 229 E5

195 C3

148 94

188 BC

141 8D

144 90

183 B7

Code
Dec Hex

C8
F5
9F

... ...,1. ,,':t1,", ' ....AO
DO
DE
AF

.. A3
83

Keyword

REM

NEW
NEXT
NOT
oeTS.
ON
QPI;N
OR
pas
PRINT
PUT',
RANDOM

RSET
RYN
SAVE

RESTORE
.RESU~E
RETURN

'cR1GHT$ .
RND
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E/Glossary
access The method in which information is read from or written to disk; see
direct access and sequential access.

address A location in memory, usually specified as a two-byte hexadecimal
number. The address range [0 to FFFF] is represented in decimal as [0 to
32767] [-32768, ... , -1].

alphabetic Referring strictly to the letters A to Z.

alphanumeric Referring to the set of letters A to Z and the numerals 0-9.

argument The string or numeric quantity which is supplied to a function and
is then operated on to derive a result; this result is referred to as the value of
the function.

array An organized set of e1ements which can be referenced in total or
individually, using the array narne and one or more subscripts. In BASIC, any
variable name can be used to narne an array; and arrays can have one or more
dimensions. AR( ) signifies a one-dimensional array named AR; AR( , )

signifies a two-dimensional array named AR; etc.

Ascn American Standard Code for Information Interchange. This
method of coding is used to store textual data. Numeric data is typically
stored in a more compressed format.

Ascn format disk flle Disk files in which each byte corresponds to one
character of the original data. For example, a BASIC program stored in ASCII

format "looks like" the prograrn listing, with each character ASCII encoded.
Compare to compressed-fonnat file.

backup diskette An exact copy of the original: a "safe copy". You should
keep backups of your original TRSDOS diskette and aIl important data
diskettes.

BASIC Beginners' All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code.

binary Having two possible states, e.g., the binary digits 0 and 1. The binary
(base 2) numbering system uses sequences of zeroes and ones to represent
quantities. This is analagous to the Computer's internai representation of
data, using electrical values for 0 and 1.

bit Binary digit; the smallest unit of memory in the Computer, capable of
representing the values 0 and 1.
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break Ta interrupt execution of a program. In BASIC the statement STOP
causes a break in execution, as does pressing the key.

butTer An area in RAM where data is accumulated for further processing.
For example, ta pass data from BASIC ta a disk file, and vice-versa, the data
must go through a file-buffer.

butTer field A portion of the buffer which you define as the storage area for
a buffer-field variable. Dividing a buffer into fields allows you ta include
multiple values in one logical record.

byte The smallest addressable unit of memory in the Computer, consisting
of 8 consecutive bits, and capable of representing 256 different values, e.g.,
decimal values from 0 ta 255.

compressed-format A method of storing information in less space than a
standard ASCII representation would require. An integer always requires two
bytes; a single-precision number, four; a double-precision number, 8 
regardless of how many characters are required ta represent the numbers as
text. String values are not stored in compressed format; each character
requires one byte.

BASIC programs in RAM and non-ASCII disk files are stored in compressed
format, with all BASIC keywords stored as special one-byte codes.

close Terminate access ta a disk file. Before re-accessing the file, you must
re-open il.

data Information that is passed ta or output from a program. There are four
types of data:
• Integer numbers
• Single-precision numbers
• Double-precision numbers
• Character-string sequences (strings)

debug Ta find and remove logical or syntactic errors from a program.

decimal Capable of assuming one of ten states, e.g., the decimal digits
0,1, ... ,9. Decimal (base 10) numbering is the everyday system, using
sequences of decimal digits. Decimal numbers are stored in binary code in
Madel II BASIC.

default An action or value which is supplied by a program when you do not
specify an action or value ta be used.
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delimiter A character which marks the beginning or end ofa data item, and
is not a part of the data. For example, the double-quote symbol is a string
delimiter to BASIC.

destination The device or address which receives the data during a data
transfer operation. For example, during a BACKUP operation, the destination
disk is the one onto which the source disk is being copied.

device A physical part of the computer system used for data 1/0, e.g.,
keyboard, display, line printer, disk drive.

directory A listing of the files which are contained on a disk.

direct access A means of processing any record in a file. Contrast with
sequential access.

diskette A magnetic recording medium for mass data storage.

drive specification An optional field in a TRSDOS file specification and in
sorne TRSDOS commands, consisting of a colon followed by one of the digits 0
through 3. The drive specification is used to specify which drive is to be used
for a disk read or write.

When the drive specification is omitted from a command involving a read
operation, TRSDOS will search through aIl the disks for the desired file,
starting with drive O.

When the drive specification is omitted from a command involving a write
operation, TRSDOS will generally search through aIl non write protected
drives for the desired file.

drive number An integer value from 0 to 3, specifying one of the disk drives.

dummy variable A variable name which is used in an expression to meet
syntactic requirements, but whose value is insignificant.

edit To change existing information.

entry point The address of a machine-language program or routine where
execution is to begin. This is not necessarily the same as the starting address.
Entry point is also referred to as the traDsfer address.

field A user-defined subdivision of a direct access file-buffer, created and
named with the FIELD statement.

field Dame A string variable which has been assigned to a field in a direct
access file-buffer via the FIELD statement.
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file An organized collection of related data. Under TRSDOS, a file is the
largest block of infonnation on a diskette which can be addressed with a single
commando BASIC programs and data are stored on disk in distinct files.

file extension An optional field in a file specification, consisting of a
diagonal slash "j" followed by up to three alphanumeric characters; the
extension can be used to identify the file type, e.g., (BAS, (TXT, (MIM, for
BASIC, text, and memory image, respectively.

file name A required field in a file specification, consisting of one alphabetic
character followed by up to 7 alphanumeric characters. File names are
assigned when a file is created or renamed.

file specification A sequence of characters which specifies a particular disk
file under TRSDOS, consisting of a mandatory file name, followed by an
optional extension, password, drive specification and diskette name.

format To organize a new or magnetically erased diskette into tracks and
sectors, via the TRSDOS FORMAT utility.

granule The smallest unit of allocatable space on a disk, consisting of 5
sectors.

hexadecimal or hex Capable of existing in one of 16 possible states. For
example, the hexadecimal digits areO,1,2, ... ,9,A,B,C,D,E,F. Hexadecimal
(base-16) numbers are sequences of hexadecimal digits. Address and byte
values are frequently given in hexadecimal fonn. In Model II BASIC,

hexadecimal constants can be input by prefixing the constant with &H.

increment The value which is added to a counter each time one cycle of a
repetitive procedure is completed.

input To transfer data from outside the Computer (from a disk file,
keyboard, etc.) into RAM.

kilobyte or K 1024 bytes of memory. Thus a 64K System includes
64* 1024=65536 bytes of memory.

logical expression An expression which is evaluated as either True (= -1)
orFALSE (=0).

logical record A block of data which can be processed as a unit. In a disk
file, the record length is set when the file is first Opened. Sequential access
files have a record length of 1; direct access files have a record length in the
range [1,256].
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machine language The Z-SOA instruction set, usually specified in
hexadecimal code. Ali higher-Ievellanguages must be translated into
machine-language, or interpreted by machine language, in order to be
executed by the Computer.

nuU string A string which has a length ofzero. For example, the assignment
A$= ""

makes A$ a null string.

object code Machine language derived from "source code", typically, from
assembly language.

octal Capable of existing in one of S states, for example, the octal digits are
0,1, ... ,7. Octal (base-S) numbers are sequences of octal digits. Address and
byte values are frequently given in octal form. Under model II BASIC, an octal
constant can be input by prefixing the octal number with the symbol &0.

open To prepare a file for access by assigning a sequential input, sequential
output or direct 1/0 buffer to it.

output To transfer data from inside the Computer's memory to sorne
extemal area, e.g., a disk file or a line printer.

parameter Information supplied with a command to specify how the
command is to operate.

password An optional field in a filespec consisting of up to S alphanumeric
characters. Ifa file is created without a password, Sblanks become the default
password. To access a file, you must specify the password in the filespec.

U sing the TRSDOS ATTRIB command, you can assign both update and access
passwords; the access password will grant only a limited degree of access,
while the update password grants total access to the file. See file specification.

prompt A character or message provided by a program to indicate that it's
ready to accept keyboard input.

protected file A disk file which has a non-blank password, and therefore
can only be accessed by reference to that password.

protection level The degree of access granted by using the access password:
kill, rename, write, read, or execute.

random access memory or RAM Semiconductor memory which can be
addressed directly and either read from or written to.
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routine A sequence of instructions to carry out a certain function; typically,
a routine called from multiple points in a program.

sector A physical record on the diskette, containing 256 bytes of data. The
unit of data transferred for the user is called a logical record, and can contain
from one to 256 bytes.

sequential access Reading from a disk file or writing to it "from start to
finish", without being able to directly access a particular record in the file.

statement A complete instruction in BASIC.

string Any sequence of characters which must be examined verbatim for
meaning: in other words, the string does not correspond to a quantity. For
example, the number 1234 represents the same quantity as 1000+234, but the
string "1234" does not. (String addition is actually concatenation, or stringing
together, so that: "1234" equals "1" + "2" + "3" + "4").

syntax The "grammatical" requirements for a command or statement.
Syntax generally refers to punctuation and ordering of elements within a
statement.

transfer address See entry point.

TRSOOS TRS-80 Disk Operating System, pronounced "triss-doss".
TRSDOS is supplied on disk and is then loaded into RAM.

utility A program or routine which serves a limited, specific purpose. There
are two extended TRSDOS utilities, FORMAT and BACKUP.

write-protect To physically protect a disk from being written to by leaving
the write-protect notch uncovered.
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